ABSTRACT

XIAO, XUSHENG. Cooperative Testing and Analysis via Informed Decision Making. (Under the direction of Tao Xie and Laurie Williams.)

Software is pervasive in all aspects of our life, and thus it is critical to ensure high quality of software. Software quality includes both functional quality and non-functional quality. Functional quality refers to functional correctness of software, and non-functional quality supports the delivery of functional requirements, such as security. Failing to ensure high quality of software can result in serious consequences, such as causing software to behave incorrectly and compromising users’ security and privacy. To improve software quality, software testing/analysis tools can be used to automate certain activities in software development and maintenance, reducing manual efforts of quality assurance.

Although tool automation is important in software testing and analysis for reducing manual efforts, tools face various problems when dealing with complex software, and such problems would be still difficult for the tools to tackle in the foreseeable future. For example, my ICSE 2011 work shows that even a state-of-the-art test-generation tool may achieve not more than 65% code coverage due to problems in dealing with method calls to external libraries. For some of these problems, tool users (e.g., developers and testers) may help the tools tackle these problems, such as providing mock objects to simulate the behaviors of the external libraries. With the provided mock objects, the test-generation tools can be reapplied to generate more test inputs, achieving new coverage and carrying out software testing more effectively. In such cooperation, the advances on test-generation tools free the users from labor-intensive and tedious tasks (e.g., manually producing test inputs for coverage) and the tools try their best in automating the tasks, while the users focus their efforts in addressing only the problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects). Note that the efforts in addressing the problems are typically less than the efforts in asking the users to finish all the remaining work for the tasks (e.g., generating test inputs for all the not-covered code). For example, with the provided mock objects, the tools can be reapplied to explore the not-covered code and generate more test inputs for covering the newly explored code. In this way, the users do not need to generate test inputs for all the newly explored code. If more problems are encountered in exploring the newly explored code, the users can provide their help again.

To support such new types of cooperation enabled by the advances on software testing/analysis tools, there is a strong need to provide a user-tool interface\(^1\) that communicates suf-

\(^1\) These user-tool interfaces are the places where the users interact with the tools. Unlike user interfaces in Human-Computer Interface (HCI) research, we do not focus on the representation of information and the ways for the users to manipulate the information in these interfaces, but focus on the contents being displayed or manipulated.
ficient and precise information to the users (e.g., reporting the problems faced by the tools), allowing the users to help the tools address the problems. However, many software testing/-
analysis tools still do not communicate sufficient or precise information to the users, and little research has been done on such interfaces for these new types of cooperation. For example, most test-generation tools often report only the achieved coverage, but not the problems faced by the tools; for a few tools that report the problems, many reported problems are false warnings. Such situations pose difficulties for the users to help the tools address the problems.

To maximize the value of software testing and analysis for improving software quality, this dissertation proposes a framework of cooperative testing and analysis, which provides interfaces that enable the users to make informed decisions in cooperation with software testing/analysis tools. With the advances on software testing/analysis tools, many new types of cooperation emerge for various software engineering (SE) tasks. In these types of cooperation, the tools free the users from tedious and mechanic subtasks, and the users’ subtasks have been shifted to the subtasks that are dependent on the users’ domain knowledge and expectations. To better support such new types of cooperation, there is a strong need to provide the interfaces for communicating sufficient and precise information to the users.

In this dissertation, our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation with software testing/analysis tools for SE tasks:

- **Problem-Diagnosis Interface**: For certain SE tasks where automated tools drive the tasks towards a goal of testing and analysis, users can help the tools address the encountered problems since the complicated characteristics of the code under test are beyond the capability of the tools. For such SE tasks, our framework provides problem-diagnosis interfaces to support a type of cooperation, called problem-diagnosis cooperation, as follows. Users first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program. The provided interface then shows the feedback to the users, including the effectiveness of the tool and the problems faced by the tool; these problems are precisely identified and the benefits of solving these programs are accurately estimated using analyses of the program and the tool. By looking at the problems, the users provide guidance to the tool based on the feedback, helping the tool address the problems. Such process forms a feedback loop and can be repeated until the effectiveness is satisfied or the users run out of patience.

- **Behavior-Diagnosis Interface**: For certain SE tasks where users inspect software behaviors to determine whether the behaviors are expected for achieving a goal of testing and analysis, tools reveal and explain software behaviors to help the users make informed decisions, because behavior expectation lies in the mind of the users and the tools need the users to make decisions. For such SE tasks, our framework provides behavior-diagnosis
interfaces to support a type of cooperation, called behavior-diagnosis cooperation, as follows. Users first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program. The provided interface then shows a list of behaviors related to the goal for the users to inspect, and the users make decisions on whether these behaviors are expected. Furthermore, the interface also provides explanations for the behaviors. Based on whether the behaviors are in the form of either concrete instances or abstract models, these explanations can be in the form of (1) extension: a larger scope of information to collect more concrete instances or extend the models of the behaviors, (2) instantiation: instantiations of the behaviors’ abstract models, or (3) abstraction: inferred models from the concrete instances of the behaviors. Such explanations help the users make informed decisions on the behaviors to be inspected.

The key difference between problem-diagnosis cooperation and behavior-diagnosis cooperation is that problem-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose some intermediate results used for producing the final results, while behavior-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose the final results directly. For example, after a test-generation tool generates test inputs for a program, problem-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the reported problems and address the problem for helping the tool in achieving higher coverage. If the tool generates an input that causes the program to throw uncaught exceptions, behavior-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the exceptions and confirm whether such exceptions indicate real faults. Also, the information of how the exception-throwing states are reached in the failing executions is shown to the users (i.e., a larger scope of information is used to explain the exceptions), helping the users make informed decisions in diagnosing exceptions.

The basic rationale of cooperative testing and analysis is that tools and users typically have their respective strengths and weaknesses. For example, the tools are good at automating mechanic and repetitive tasks that have well-defined goals, such as generating a random number or searching an array of numbers for a specific number. Although the users are not good at such tasks, the users are good at tasks that are dependent on domain knowledge and user expectations, such as addressing problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects based on their domain knowledge about the external libraries) and confirming whether a software behavior (e.g., sending text SMS) is expected for an application (e.g., a navigation mobile application). Thus, creating interfaces that enable the users and the tools to do subtasks that they are good at provides opportunities to improve the effectiveness of various SE tasks. For an SE task on which our framework is applied, we assume user subtasks and tool subtasks are already identified. Optimizing the allocation of user subtasks and tool subtasks for an SE task is out of the scope of this dissertation.
We propose a number of approaches under cooperative testing and analysis, where each approach provides the interface to support cooperation between tools and their users for a specific SE task, improving either functional or non-functional quality of software.

First, we propose approaches to better support cooperation for automated test generation, ensuring functional correctness of software. The goal of automated test generation is generating test inputs for achieving high code coverage. However, even the state-of-the-art test-generation tools have difficulties in achieving high coverage for complex software. To improve the effectiveness of the test-generation tools, our approaches provide a problem-diagnosis interface that precisely reports the problems faced by the test-generation tools, and shows the ordering of the problems based on their estimated benefits. Such interface enables the problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools. In this cooperation, the tools automatically generate test inputs for achieving coverage of a program and report problems faced by the tools for not-covered code. Based on the users’ domain knowledge of the program under test, the users provide their guidance to address the problems. To identify major types of problems that prevent test-generation tools from achieving high coverage for complex software, we first conduct empirical studies on popular open-source projects. Based on the study results, we then propose an approach to precisely identify these problems. To allow prioritization of the problems, we further propose an economic-analysis approach to accurately estimate the benefit of solving a problem, i.e., how much coverage improvement can be obtained by solving the problem.

Second, we propose approaches that provide behavior-diagnosis interfaces to better support cooperation in security analysis, with the focus on mobile privacy control and security policy extraction from requirements documents. The goal of mobile privacy control is controlling mobile applications’ accesses to the users’ privacy-sensitive information, i.e., the users making decisions on whether to allow or deny permissions that protect certain privacy-sensitive information. However, existing mobile platforms show only what privacy-sensitive information the mobile applications request to use (i.e., what permissions are requested by the mobile applications), but do not explain how such privacy-sensitive information is used by the mobile applications, causing the users to make uninformed decisions on controlling their privacy. To improve mobile privacy control, besides showing what permissions are requested by the mobile applications, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows information flows of the requested permissions (i.e., showing what types of privacy-sensitive information flow to what output channels). Such a larger scope of information explains how the users’ privacy-sensitive information is used by the mobile applications, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control. In this cooperation, the tools identify permissions requested by the mobile applications for the users to inspect and explain the permissions by showing information flows. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the mobile applications’ functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the information flows to determine whether the infor-
nformation flows are expected for the mobile applications, and make decisions on granting accesses for the permissions.

The goal of security policy extraction is controlling resource accesses for a software system. In practice, security policies are commonly written in Natural Language (NL) and are supposed to be written in security requirements. However, often ACPs are buried in NL documents such as requirement documents, and these NL software documents could be large in size, making it tedious and error-prone to manually inspect these NL documents for extracting security policies. To improve security policy extraction, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the security policies automatically extracted from the sentences in requirements documents, and the users make decisions on whether the security policies are expected based on their domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements. Also, scenario-based functional requirements (such as use cases) contain sequences of action steps that describe actors (principals) who access different resources for achieving some functionalities and help developers determine what system functionality to implement. Validating these action steps against the extracted policies explains what action steps violating the policies. Thus, our behavior-diagnosis interface further shows the requirements documents where the security policies are extracted as policy-witness scenarios, and the inconsistencies between action steps and the extracted policies as policy-violation scenarios. Such policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios use the instantiations of the extracted security policies as explanations for the security policies, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction. In this cooperation, the tools extract security policies for the users to inspect and explain the security policies by showing the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios (instantiations of the security policies) to determine whether these scenarios are expected for the software system, and make decisions on the extracted security policies.

Finally, we propose an approach that provides a behavior-diagnosis interface to better support cooperation in performance analysis, with the focus on identifying workload-dependent performance bottlenecks (WDPBs). The goal of performance analysis is detecting performance faults that unexpectedly compromise the performance of a program. In such task, it is difficult for tools to know the oracle for performance faults, i.e., how slow is slow enough to consider a method as a performance fault. For such task, it is better for users to make decisions on whether the costs of certain methods are expected based on the users’ domain knowledge about the functionality and performance requirements of the program under analysis. To identify WDPBs, many existing performance analysis approaches report what are the expensive methods for the users to inspect without explaining how these methods become expensive, posing challenges for the users to identify WDPBs. To improve performance analysis, besides showing the costs
of the executed methods, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the complexity models of methods. Our approach infers complexity models of workload-dependent loops from multiple executions of the program on multiple workloads. Such complexity models inferred from the concrete executions explain how the costs of certain methods grow in larger workloads, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. In this cooperation, the tools compute the costs of the executed methods for the users to inspect and explain the cost growth of the methods by showing the inferred complexity models. Based on the users' domain knowledge about the functionality and performance requirements of the program under analysis, the users inspect the complexity models of the methods to determine whether the cost growths represented by the models are expected for the methods, and make decisions on whether the methods are performance faults.

Our empirical results show that the approaches developed under our framework provide interfaces to effectively support cooperation for the respective SE tasks. In particular, our results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches in identifying problems faced by test-generation tools and estimating the benefits of solving the problems on real-world open source projects, enabling the problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools and thereby improving software correctness. Our results also show that our security-analysis approaches effectively compute information flows for open-source mobile applications and extract security policies from both open source and proprietary functional requirements documents. Such results show that our security-analysis approaches enable the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control and security policy extraction, and thereby improve software security and privacy. Finally, our results show that our performance-analysis approach effectively infers complexity models from executions of real-world open source projects and helps detect new performance faults not detected by existing related approaches, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis and thereby improving software performance. Note that no human subjects experiments appear in this work because our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support cooperation with software testing/analysis tools in various SE tasks, and our evaluations aim to assess the quality of the information presented by the interfaces.
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1.1 Motivation

Software is pervasive in all aspects of our life, and thus it is critical to ensure high quality of software. Software quality includes both functional quality and non-functional quality. Functional quality refers to functional correctness of software, and non-functional quality supports the delivery of functional requirements, such as security. Failing to ensure high quality of software would result in serious consequences. Software with poor functional quality has many functional faults, causing the software to behave incorrectly. Recently, a functional fault causes Knight Capital’s computers to execute a series of automatic orders that were supposed to be spread out over a period of days, costing Knight Capital about 440 million dollars [23]. A report by National Institute of Standards and Technology found that software faults cost the U.S. economy about $60 billion each year [151]. Software with poor non-functional quality may compromise users’ security and privacy. For example, posting your kid’s photo using applications with geo-tagging may expose your kid’s exact location to strangers [19].

To improve software quality, software testing/analysis tools can be used to automate certain activities in software development and maintenance, reducing manual efforts of quality assurance. For example, structural test-generation tools can be used to produce test inputs, automatically achieving high structural coverage [30, 125, 42, 103]. Static-analysis tools can be used to prove pre-defined properties, automatically verifying the correctness of software [37, 83].

Although tool automation is important in software testing and analysis for reducing manual efforts, tools face various problems when dealing with complex software; such problems would
be still difficult for the tools to tackle in the foreseeable future. For example, my ICSE 2011 work shows that even a state-of-the-art test-generation tool may achieve not more than 65% code coverage due to problems in dealing with method calls to external libraries [205], and static-analysis tools cannot prove certain properties in complex software [66]. For some of these problems, tool users (e.g., developers and testers) may help the tools tackle these problems, such as providing mock objects to simulate the behaviors of the external libraries. With the provided mock objects, test-generation tools can be reapplied to generate more test inputs, achieving new coverage and carrying out software testing more effectively. In such cooperation, the advances on test-generation tools free the users from labor-intensive and tedious tasks (e.g., manually producing test inputs for coverage) and the tools try their best in automating the tasks, while the users focus their efforts in addressing only the problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects). Note that the efforts in addressing the problems are typically less than the efforts in asking the users to finish all the remaining work for the tasks (e.g., generating test inputs for all the not-covered code). For example, with the provided mock objects, the tools can be reapplied to explore the not-covered code and generate more test inputs for covering the newly explored code. In this way, the users do not need to generate test inputs for all the newly explored code. If more problems are encountered in exploring the newly explored code, the users can provide their help again.

To support such new types of cooperation enabled by the advances on software testing/analysis tools, there is a strong need to provide a user-tool interface that communicates sufficient and precise information to the users (e.g., reporting the problems faced by the tools), allowing the users to help the tools address the problems. These user-tool interfaces are the places where the users interact with the tools. Unlike user interfaces in Human-Computer Interface (HCI) research [109], we do not focus on the representation of information and the ways for the users to manipulate the information in these interfaces, but focus on the contents being displayed or manipulated.

However, many software testing/analysis tools still do not communicate sufficient or precise information to the users, and little research has been done on such interfaces for these new types of cooperation. For example, most test-generation tools often report only the achieved coverage, but not the problems faced by the tools; for a few tools that report the problems, many of the reported problems are false warnings. Such situations pose difficulties for the users to help the tools address the problems.

To maximize the value of software testing and analysis for improving software quality, this dissertation proposes a framework of cooperative testing and analysis, which provides interfaces that enable the users to make informed decisions in cooperation with software testing/analysis tools. With the advances on software testing/analysis tools, many new types of cooperation emerge for various software engineering (SE) tasks. In these types of cooperation, the tools free
the users from tedious and mechanic subtasks, and the users’ subtasks have been shifted to the subtasks that are dependent on the users’ domain knowledge and expectations. To better support such new types of cooperation, there is a strong need to provide the interfaces for communicating sufficient and precise information to the users.

1.2 Tasks and Challenges

Under cooperative testing and analysis, we propose a number of approaches that provide interfaces to support cooperation for three important SE tasks: automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis. These tasks are major SE tasks that improve both functional quality and non-functional quality of software, with the focus on assuring three major attributes in software quality: functional correctness, security, and performance. The tasks and challenges are described below.

- Software testing is one of the most widely-used approaches for improving functional correctness of software, but it is typically a labor-intensive and costly process [146, 30]. To reduce manual efforts in conducting testing, automated test generation is employed to automatically produce high-covering tests. Although tools of automated test generation can effectively handle certain programs, they face problems when dealing with complex programs in practice. Based on recent studies [204, 87, 116], the top two major types of problems that prevent these tools from achieving high code coverage are (1) the object-creation problem (OCP), where the tools fail to generate sequences of method calls to construct desired object states for covering certain branches; (2) the external-method-call problem (EMCP), where the tools cannot deal with method calls to external libraries, such as native system libraries or pre-compiled third-party libraries. For these types of problems, the tool users can provide guidance to the tools, helping the tools address these problems. As an example of providing guidance to the tools, the developers can write factory methods that encode sequences of method calls to produce desired object states to deal with OCPs [184]. To deal with EMCPs, the tool users can instruct the tools to instrument and explore the external libraries or write mock objects [188, 181] to simulate the behaviors of the external libraries. However, most test-generation tools report only the achieved coverage, but do not explain the problems faced by the tools. Even for a few tools that report the problems (such as Pex [184], a state-of-the-art test-generation tool), the reported problems are often false warnings. Therefore, the users have to reason about the problems that cause certain branches not to be covered. Such reasoning is time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone, preventing the users from providing their guidance effectively.
The increasing popularity of smartphones has made them a target for mobile threats of malware and potentially unwanted applications [76]. To address such security issues, the predominant smartphone platforms (Apple, Google, and Windows Phone) rely on either employees to manually validate applications, or end users to make decisions on granting permissions to access privacy-sensitive information. The manual validation process is costly and delays publishing of applications. It is also incomplete, since it cannot examine every execution path to detect violations of privacy policies [91]. Access-control granting by users provides information about what private information these applications may access, rather than how these applications use private information, causing the users to make uninformed decisions on how to control their privacy. These privacy control mechanisms lead to a situation where the users simply install applications without questioning the requested permissions, even if the applications may silently leak private information [80, 189, 72].

Access control is one of the most fundamental and widely used privacy and security mechanisms. Access control is often governed by an Access Control Policy (ACP) [165] that includes a set of rules specifying which principals (such as users or processes) have access to which resources. It is important to ensure correct specification of ACPs and correct enforcement of ACP specifications; otherwise, there could be serious consequences such as allowing an unauthorized user to access protected resources. In practice, ACPs are commonly written in Natural Language (NL) and are supposed to be written in security requirements, a type of non-functional requirements. However, often ACPs are buried in NL documents such as requirement documents, and these NL software documents could be large in size, often consisting of hundreds or even thousands of sentences (iTrust, an open source healthcare project consists of 37 use cases [113] with 448 use-case sentences), where a portion of the sentences describing ACPs (117 sentences in iTrust) are buried among other sentences [201]. Also, in software development, there exists an inherent gap between ACPs specified using domain concepts used in requirements and the actual system implementation developed using programming concepts. This gap poses problems for ensuring the consistency between requirements and manually-constructed policies based on system implementations. Manually inspecting large requirements documents to extract ACPs is labor-intensive and tedious. For example, a proprietary IBM enterprise application (that we used in our evaluations) includes 659 use cases with 8,817 sentences. Thus, it is very tedious and error-prone to manually inspect these NL documents for identifying and extracting ACPs for policy modeling and specification.

Performance problems commonly exist in real-world applications running in systems of various sizes from smartphones to servers [118, 89], and performance analysis helps devel-
developers identify performance faults that cause severe scalability reductions and even financial losses [31, 96, 32]. As a type of widespread performance problems, workload-dependent performance bottlenecks (WDPBs) in responsive actions, which are expected to return instantly, cause software hangs (i.e., unresponsiveness of software applications) [172]. Traditional performance testing that mainly relies on black-box random testing or manual input design often misses WDPBs since WDPBs may not surface on small or even relatively large workloads [143]. In addition, many existing performance analysis approaches report what are the expensive methods for users to inspect without explaining how these methods become expensive, posing challenges for the users to identify WDPBs.

1.3 Summary

To address these preceding problems and thereby maximize the value of software testing and analysis for improving software quality, in this dissertation, we propose a framework of cooperative testing and analysis, which provides interfaces that enable users to make informed decisions in cooperation with software testing/analysis tools. Our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation with software testing/analysis tools for various SE tasks:

- **Problem-Diagnosis Interface**: For certain SE tasks where automated tools drive the tasks towards a goal of testing and analysis, the users can help the tools address the encountered problems since the complicated characteristics of the code under test are beyond the capability of the tools. For such SE tasks, our framework provides problem-diagnosis interfaces to support a type of cooperation, called problem-diagnosis cooperation, as follows. Users first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program. The provided interface then shows the feedback to the users, including the effectiveness of the tool and the problems faced by the tool; these problems are precisely identified and the benefits of solving these programs are accurately estimated using analyses of the program and the tool. By looking at the problems, the users provide guidance to the tool based on the feedback, helping the tool address the problems. Such process forms a feedback loop and can be repeated until the effectiveness is satisfied or the users run out of patience.

- **Behavior-Diagnosis Interface**: For certain SE tasks where users inspect software behaviors to determine whether the behaviors are expected for achieving a goal of testing and analysis, tools reveal and explain software behaviors to help the users make informed decisions, because behavior expectation lies in the mind of the users, and the tools need the users to make decisions. For such SE tasks, our framework provides behavior-diagnosis
interfaces to support a type of cooperation, called behavior-diagnosis cooperation, as follows. Users first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program. The provided interface then shows a list of behaviors related to the goal for the users to inspect, and the users make decisions on whether these behaviors are expected. Furthermore, the interface also provides explanations for the behaviors. Based on whether the behaviors are in the form of either concrete instances or abstract models, these explanations can be in the form of (1) extension: a larger scope of information to collect more concrete instances or extend the models of the behaviors, (2) instantiation: instantiations of the behaviors’ abstract models, or (3) abstraction: inferred models from the concrete instances of the behaviors. Such explanations help the users make informed decisions on the behaviors to be inspected.

The key difference between problem-diagnosis cooperation and behavior-diagnosis cooperation is that problem-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose some intermediate results used for producing the final results, while behavior-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose the final results directly. For example, after a test-generation tool generates test inputs for a program, problem-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the reported problems and address the problem for helping the tool in achieving higher coverage. If the tool generates an input that causes the program to throw uncaught exceptions, behavior-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the exceptions and confirm whether such exceptions indicate real faults. Also, the information of how the exception-throwing states are reached in the failing executions is shown to the users (i.e., a larger scope of information is used to explain the exceptions), helping the users make informed decisions in diagnosing exceptions.

The basic rationale of cooperative testing and analysis is that tools and users typically have their respective strengths and weaknesses. For example, the tools are good at automating mechanic and repetitive tasks that have well-defined goals, such as generating a random number or searching an array of numbers for a specific number. Although the users are not good at such tasks, the users are good at tasks that are dependent on domain knowledge and user expectations, such as addressing problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects based on their domain knowledge about the external libraries) and confirming whether a software behavior (e.g., sending text SMS) is expected for an application (e.g., a navigation mobile application). Thus, creating interfaces that enable the users and the tools to do subtasks that they are good at provides opportunities to improve the effectiveness of various SE tasks. For an SE task on which our framework is applied, we assume user subtasks and tool subtasks are already identified. Optimizing the allocation of user subtasks and tool subtasks for an SE task [62] is out of the scope of this dissertation.
We propose a number of approaches under cooperative testing and analysis, where each approach provides the interface to support cooperation between users and tools for a specific SE task, improving either functional or non-functional quality. In summary, this dissertation makes the following major contributions:

- **Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation for Identifying Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation.** To understand what types of problems prevent test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage of complex object-oriented programs, we conduct empirical studies on open-source projects [204, 200]. Our studies on open-source projects leverage Pex [184], a state-of-the-art test-generation tool based on Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [167, 92, 125], to generate test inputs for the open-source projects, and we manually study the not-covered branches to identify the problems faced by Pex. We observe that most of the not-covered branches are due to two major types of problems: OCPs and EMCPs.

  The goal of automated test generation is generating test inputs for achieving high code coverage. Based on the study results, test-generation tools have difficulties in achieving high code coverage due to two major types of problems: OCPs and EMCPs. To improve the effectiveness of the test-generation tools, we propose an approach, Covana [204, 198], that precisely identifies the causes of the observed symptoms primarily by determining whether not-covered branches have data dependencies on problem candidates. Based on Covana, we provide a problem-diagnosis interface that shows the problems faced by structural test-generation tools, enabling the problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools. In this cooperation, tools automatically generate test inputs for achieving coverage of a program and report problems faced the tools for not-covered code. Based on the users' domain knowledge of the program under test, the users provide factory methods for addressing OCPs, and provide mock objects for addressing EMCPs.

  Our evaluations on two open-source projects (xUnit and QuickGraph) show that Covana effectively identifies 43 EMCPs out of 1610 EMCP candidates with only 1 false positive and 2 false negatives, and 155 OCPs out of 451 OCP candidates with 20 false positives and 30 false negatives.

- **Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation for Prioritizing Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation.** When developers apply test-generation tools on complex software in practice, often a long list of causes to not-covered code (i.e., symptoms) can be presented to the developers. Given limited time, the developers may not be able to address all the causes. Thus, it is desirable to enable the developers to maximize their testing goals within the given time of addressing the causes. For example, if the goal is to achieve high overall
structural coverage, the developers could first address problems that bring high coverage improvement.

To enable such economical cooperation of developers and tools, we propose an economic-analysis framework, called EcoCov, that accurately estimates the benefit of addressing a cause and the cost of eliminating a symptom. Based on EcoCov, our approach provides the problem-diagnosis interface to show the ordering of the causes based on their estimated benefits, extending the problem-diagnosis interface of precisely reporting problems faced by structural test-generation tools.

We name the main idea of our EcoCov framework as angelic diagnosis\(^1\) because it uses an angelically nondeterministic operator to generate desired values to bypass the problems. In this framework, we concretize addressing a cause as solving a problem, either an OCP or an EMCP, and eliminating a symptom as covering a not-covered branch. We evaluate EcoCov on three open-source C# projects and the evaluation results show that EcoCov achieves averagely 91.1% precision and 96.6% recall in estimating the problem benefit.

- **Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation for Mobile Privacy Control.** Existing privacy-control approaches employed by mobile platforms show limited success, partly because these approaches report only what permissions are used by mobile applications, rather than how these permissions are used by the applications, making the users make uninformed decisions on controlling their privacy.

The goal of mobile privacy control is controlling mobile applications’ accesses to the users’ privacy-sensitive information, i.e., the users making decisions on whether to allow or deny permissions that protect accesses to certain privacy-sensitive information. To improve mobile privacy control, besides showing what privacy-sensitive information the mobile applications request to use (i.e., what permissions are requested by the mobile applications), our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface [203] that shows information flows of the requested permissions (i.e., showing what types of privacy-sensitive information flowing to what output channels). Such a larger scope of information, i.e., information flows, explains how the users’ privacy-sensitive information is used by the mobile applications, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control. In this cooperation, the tools identify the permissions requested by the mobile applications for the users to inspect and explain the permissions by showing information flows. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the mobile applications’ functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the information flows to determine whether the information

\(^1\)The meaning of angelic in this dissertation is related to but different from that in angelic debugging [49] and angelic programming [39]. Here, an angelic value makes a problem disappear while in angelic debugging and programming, an angelic value corrects an execution.
flows are expected for the mobile applications, and make decisions on granting accesses for the permissions.

We built our approach into TouchDevelop [186], and evaluated our approach by studying 546 applications published by 194 users. Since our approach requires the users to make decisions for each permission in a given mobile application, it is very important to reduce the decisions that the users have to make. The results show that among the 546 applications, our approach reduces the need to make access granting decisions to only 10.1% (54) of all applications.

• **Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation for Security Policy Extraction from Natural-Language Software Documents.** Ensuring the correctness and consistency of ACPs is crucial to prevent security vulnerabilities. However, in practice, ACPs are commonly written in Natural Language (NL) and buried in large documents such as requirements documents, not amenable for automated techniques to check for correctness and consistency. It is tedious to manually extract ACPs from these NL documents and validate NL functional requirements such as use cases against ACPs for detecting inconsistencies.

The goal of security policy extraction is controlling resource accesses for a software system. To improve security policy extraction, we propose an approach, called *Text2Policy* [201], to automatically extract ACPs from NL software documents and resource-access information from NL scenario-based functional requirements. Based on *Text2Policy*, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the security policies automatically extracted from the sentences in requirements documents, and the users make decisions on whether the security policies are expected based on their domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements. Also, scenario-based functional requirements (such as use cases) contain sequences of action steps that describe actors (principals) access different resources for achieving some functionalities and help developers determine what system functionality to implement. Validating these action steps against the extracted policies explains what action steps violating the policies. Thus, our behavior-diagnosis interface further shows the requirements documents where the security policies are extracted as policy-witness scenarios, and the inconsistencies between action steps and the extracted policies as policy-violation scenarios. Such policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios use the instantiations of the extracted security policies as explanations of the security policies, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction. In this cooperation, the tools extract security policies for the users to inspect and explain the security policies by showing the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the policy-witness and policy-
violation scenarios (instantiations of the security policies) to determine whether these scenarios are expected for the software system, and make decisions to include or reject the security policies.

We conducted three evaluations on the collected ACP sentences from publicly available sources along with use cases from both open source and proprietary projects. Our results show that Text2Policy effectively identifies ACP sentences with the precision of 88.7% and the recall of 89.4%, extracts ACP rules with the accuracy of 86.3%, and extracts action steps with the accuracy of 81.9%. These action steps can be used to validate against the ACP rules directly, identifying the inconsistencies as policy-violation scenarios.

- **Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation for Identifying Workload-Dependent Performance Bottlenecks.** To identify WDPBs that cause software hangs, traditional performance testing that mainly relies on black-box random testing or manual input design often misses WDPBs since WDPBs may not surface on small or even relatively large workloads [118, 143, 89]. In addition, many performance analysis approaches report *what* are the expensive methods for users to inspect without explaining *how* these methods become expensive.

The goal of performance analysis is detecting performance faults that unexpectedly compromise the performance of a program, and our focus is to detect WDPBs. We propose an approach, ∆Infer [199], which infers complexity models of workload-dependent loops from executions on different workloads. For example, a complexity model of some loop can be linear, \( a \cdot n + b \), in terms of the input size \( n \). Based on ∆Infer, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the complexity models of methods besides the costs of the executed methods. Our approach infers complexity models of workload-dependent loops from multiple executions of the software on multiple workloads. Such complexity models inferred from the concrete executions explain how the costs of certain methods grow in larger workloads, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. In this cooperation, the tools compute the costs of the executed methods for the users to inspect and explain the cost growth of the methods by showing the inferred complexity models. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the functionality and performance requirements of the program under analysis, the users inspect the complexity models of the methods to determine whether the cost growth represented by the models are expected for the methods, and make decisions on whether the methods are performance faults.

Our evaluations on two open-source projects (7Zip [3] and Notepad++ [6]) show that ∆Infer infers complexity models with a high prediction accuracy and effectively identifies
10 performance faults (8 of them are new faults) without the need of executing the projects on large workloads.

1.4 Scope

The approaches presented in this dissertation focus on automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis. Our approaches for improving automated test generation focus on structural test generation that generates test inputs for a program unit (such as a class) written in modern object-oriented languages (such as C# and Java). The goal of structural test generation focuses on achieving high structural coverage [30]. Our approaches for security analysis focus on computing information flows from mobile applications and extracting ACP policies from requirements documents [113] written in NL. Our analysis for mobile applications focuses on TouchDevelop [186] applications, but can be extended to other mobile applications in Android and iOS with additional techniques described in Chapter 9. Our approach of extracting ACP policies focuses on requirements documents, such as scenario-based requirements (e.g., use cases [113]) that specify sequences of action steps to describe user interactions with the software system under development. Our approach for performance analysis focuses on identifying WDPBs in GUI applications that employ a single UI thread to update GUI. UI updates are allowed in only the UI thread, and thus operations in the UI thread are expected to return instantly [15]. Such GUI applications are widely seen in daily applications, such as Windows Form applications [12] and Java AWT [2]/Swing [11].

The approaches presented in this dissertation focus on sequential programs but not concurrent programs. Although a majority of our approaches focus on open-source projects available on the Internet, our approaches are general and can be applied on proprietary software artifacts as well, as shown in the evaluation results of our Text2Policy approach [201]. Our approaches focus on analyzing both structured software artifacts, such as source code and traces, and unstructured software artifacts, such as NL requirements documents. Finally, our approaches focus on both testing functional correctness or program robustness and analyzing other quality attributes such as performance and security. However, there exist various other quality attributes such as energy efficiency and maintainability. Chapter 9 discusses our new approaches that target at quality attributes beyond functional correctness, performance, and security.

1.5 Outline

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background information of cooperative testing and analysis and three major SE tasks: automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis, and surveys related work. Chapter 3 presents
the key concepts of cooperative testing and analysis. The subsequent chapters present a number of approaches developed under our framework for three major SE tasks: automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis. In particular, Chapter 4 presents the studies and the approach for identifying problems faced by test-generation tools. Chapter 5 describes the approach that enables economical cooperation with test-generation tools via estimating the benefits of solving problems faced by the test-generation tools. Chapter 6 introduces the approach that computes information flows to enable behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control. Chapter 7 describes the approach that extracts ACP rules and action steps from NL requirements documents to enable behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction. Chapter 8 describes the approach that infers complexity models for methods and loops to enable behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. Chapter 8 presents suggestions for future work. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes with a summary of the contributions and lessons learned.
This chapter presents background information and discusses how our research relates to other research in cooperative testing and analysis, automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis. Section 2.1 describes existing research on cooperative testing and analysis and how our research is different from the existing research. Section 2.2 presents the background of structural test generation and discusses other research that relates to our research on improving structural test generation. Section 2.3 presents the background of mobile privacy control and access control policies, and discusses their related work. Section 2.4 describes existing research on performance analysis and how our research is different from the existing research.

### 2.1 Cooperative Testing and Analysis

Our framework of cooperative testing and analysis provides interfaces to support cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users. Indeed, providing interfaces to support such cooperation has been long investigated in the research community. However, unlike existing research that focuses on how to optimize the ways of representing and manipulating information [109, 191], our research focuses on what contents are displayed or manipulated. Also, our framework assumes that the subtasks in an SE task have been assigned to users and tools before our framework is applied on the SE task. Thus, our research is different from the research that focuses on allocation of tasks for users and tools [62, 193]. There exists other research that studies cooperation between humans for SE tasks [136]. While such research also
focuses on cooperation for SE tasks, our research focuses on the cooperation between users and tools for SE tasks, rather than the cooperation between users.

Our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation: problem-diagnosis cooperation and behavior-diagnosis cooperation. We next present related work on these two types of cooperation.

2.1.1 Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation

Our framework of cooperative testing and analysis supports problem-diagnosis cooperation that users cooperate with software testing/analysis tools by addressing the problems faced by the tools. There exists some related work on leveraging user help to improve testing and analysis goals.

St-Amour et al. [177] propose an approach to report optimizations that the compiler could perform if the compiler has additional information, enabling users to provide further help for the compiler optimization in the source program. Dillig et al. [67] propose an approach to compute small and relevant queries that capture the facts that an analysis is missing when automated static analysis fails to verify a program. These queries are presented to users who decide whether the answers to queries are yes or no, and the answers are then used to either verify the program or prove the existence of a real faults. These approaches report additional information that causes the tools to perform poorly, similar to our problem-diagnosis cooperation. However, our problem-diagnosis cooperation further emphasizes the feedback loop between users and tools, where the process of problem fixing and problem identification is repeated until the effectiveness of the tools is satisfied or the users lose patience. Moreover, our EcoCov estimates the benefits and costs of addressing problems faced by test-generation tools, allowing users to focus on more important problems.

In this dissertation, we propose approaches that provide problem-diagnosis interfaces to support the problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools. We present the background information of automated test generation and related work in Section 2.2.

2.1.2 Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation

Our framework of cooperative testing and analysis supports behavior-diagnosis cooperation that software testing/analysis tools cooperate with users by revealing and explaining software behaviors for the users to inspect.

Most of the related work of behavior diagnosis focuses on diagnosing software behaviors based on patterns or models to detect faults [65], performance anomalies [29] or vulnerabilities [192], while our behavior-diagnosis cooperation focuses on using tools to explain behaviors for improving users’ understanding of the behaviors. There also exists research in explaining
software faults using visualization and record/replay techniques [128, 126, 127]. Unlike their explanations based on visualization and record/replay techniques, our research focuses on explaining software behaviors using extensions, instantiations, and abstractions based on whether the behaviors are represented as instances or models. There exists research that provides extensions for the models of software behaviors (such as using data flows to extend the permissions in iOS [71]), infers abstractions from the instances of software behaviors (such as inferring complexity models from executions [95, 213, 56]), and provides instances of the models of software behaviors (such as testing security policies [138, 111]). Such research typically asks the users to inspect the analysis results, while our behavior-diagnosis cooperation uses such analysis to explain the behaviors that the users are inspecting.

In this dissertation, we propose approaches that provide behavior-diagnosis interfaces to support the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security analysis and performance analysis. We present the background information of security analysis and performance analysis and related work in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2 Automated Test Generation

In this section, we first introduce the background of software testing, and then describe the background of automated test generation.

2.2.1 Developer Testing

Software testing is one of the most widely used approaches for improving software quality in practice. A common practice of software testing is that an independent group of testers test the software under development after the functionality is developed, before the software is shipped to the customers. Besides testing done by testers, developer testing, where developers test their own code as they work on the code, has been widely recognized as a valuable practice of improving software quality [202]. Developer testing is usually in the form of unit testing, where developers
public class Queue {
    private ArrayList data = new ArrayList();
    public void enqueue(Object o) {
        data.add(o);
    }
    public boolean empty() {
        if (data.size() == 0) {
            return true;
        }
        return false;
    }
    ...
    @Test
    public void testEnqueue() {
        Queue s = new Queue();
        s.enqueue(1);
        Assert.assertEquals(1, s.size());
    }
}

Figure 2.2: Example JUnit test case for the Queue

write and run unit tests for individual units of code (e.g., a class or a method) to ensure that the code behaves as expected. These unit tests are typically independent to each other, although recent work shows that some tests may have dependencies to global variables [216]. These unit tests help the developers to gain high confidence of the program unit under test and reduce the cost of fixing faults by detecting the faults early in the software development life cycle. Recent focus on test-driven development (TDD) [41], where tests are written before the program unit, further signifies the importance of developer testing. The popularity and benefits of developer testing have been well witnessed in industry.

Figure 2.1 shows the overview of developer testing. Typically, developer testing includes four major tasks: (1) generate test inputs, (2) create expected outputs (also referred to as test oracles [38]), (3) run test inputs, and (4) verify actual outputs. As shown in Figure 2.1, test inputs are executed on a program under test to produce outputs. These generated outputs are compared with expected outputs to check whether tests pass or fail. Among these four tasks, there exist many open source testing frameworks such as JUnit [90] (Java), NUnit [148] (.NET) and xUnit [208] (.NET), and CppUnit [77] (C++) for automating the last two tasks of running test inputs and verifying actual outputs. Figure 2.2 shows an example JUnit test case testEnqueue that tests the enqueue method of the Queue class. In this test case, Lines 17 and 18 represent test inputs, whereas Line 19 represents the expected output. The JUnit
testing framework helps automatically execute testEnqueue and verify that the return value of s.size() is the same as the expected value 1 (shown in Line 19).

Although these frameworks assist in reducing effort for the third and fourth tasks, developers still need to perform the first two tasks manually. Manual developer testing is known to be tedious and labor intensive. In addition, it is difficult for manual testing to exercise comprehensive behaviors of the program unit under test, and thus may not expose hidden faults of the program unit. For example, developers may miss certain test inputs (such as corner or special test inputs) that can expose faults in the program unit because of program complexity and limited resources allocated for the task.

In this dissertation, we focus on the problem of generating test inputs for achieving high structural coverage [30], i.e., structural test generation. Although achieving full code coverage does not guarantee that the code is fault-free, covering a part of code is necessary for exposing the faults in this part of the code. Without expected outputs, the generated test inputs can help detect robustness-related faults such as null dereference and division by zero. Although it is infeasible for developers to create expected outputs for the large number of generated test inputs, the developers can use specifications [140] to improve the effectiveness of generating test inputs and checking program behaviors. If specifications are not available (which may be difficult for the developers to write), code coverage criteria [224] such as statement coverage and block coverage can also be used to select a subset of generated test inputs for the developers to manually create the expected outputs. Next we present the background of structural test generation.

2.2.2 Structural Test Generation

Structural test-generation approaches aim to produce test inputs to achieve high structural coverage of the program under test, such as statement or branch coverage [30]. A major reason for achieving high structural coverage is that generating test inputs for covering a line of code is necessary for exposing the faults in this line of code. Next we describe two state-of-the-art structural test-generation approaches.

Random Test Generation. Random test generation is one of the most popular testing approaches. It is simple in concept, easy to implement, and effective in generating useful inputs, even if the specifications are incomplete and the source code is not available for analysis. Typically, random test generation treats the program under test as a black box and randomly chooses inputs from the input domain of the program. A straightforward technique for random test generation is to generate inputs by randomly choosing a value from the input domain according to the uniform distribution. There are also other advanced strategies for sampling inputs, e.g., adaptive random testing [53] and feedback-based techniques [152, 215, 217] for
object-oriented programs. Since random test-generation techniques do not analyze the program, random techniques have relatively low costs and generate test inputs efficiently. However, a common limitation of random techniques is that they often fail to generate inputs for some corner cases.

**DSE-based Test Generation.** Symbolic execution [125], a case of abstract interpretation [58], analyzes programs by tracking symbolic values instead of actual values. Symbolic execution associates symbolic values with program variables (such as program inputs and local variables), and statically simulates program execution to track these symbolic values. Along the simulated execution, symbolic execution collects constraints on symbolic values obtained from predicates in branch statements to form a *Path Condition*, which is a symbolic expression that can be used to reason about all program inputs that take the same path through the program.

Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [167, 92, 184] explores the feasible paths of the program under test and generates test inputs to exercise the paths. DSE initially executes the program under test symbolically with arbitrary or default inputs and collects path conditions as the constraints on inputs from the executed branch statements. DSE then systematically negates part of these constraints to form new path conditions, and leverages a constraint solver to solve these path conditions for obtaining new test inputs. These new test inputs steer the future explorations towards different paths of the program, iteratively collecting new constraints and achieving new structural coverage, such as statement and branch coverage [30]. With the advances of research on constraint solvers, e.g., Z3 [61] and CVC3 [40], DSE-based tools, such as Pex [184] and SAGE [93], show promising results in producing high-covering test inputs during unit or security/system testing [47, 48, 167, 184]. Pex has found serious faults in an already-well tested component of the .NET runtime, and SAGE has been continually running on more than 100 machines to detect security vulnerabilities since 2008.

### 2.2.3 Empirical Studies of Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation

This section presents the related work on empirical studies of structural test generation.

**Studies on Test Generation.** Lakhotia et al. [131] conduct an empirical study on applying test-generation tools CUTE [167] (a symbolic-execution-based tool) and AUSTIN [130] (a search-based tool) to achieve branch coverage of C programs. Fraser et al. [87] present a study of applying a search-based tool EvoSuite [86] on a set of open-source applications. They identify that dependencies on the environment inhibit high coverage achieved by test-generation tools. Kim et al. [123] propose a distributed concolic algorithm [124], and present an empirical study to show that their technique achieves several orders-of-magnitude increase in speed of test generation compared to concolic testing. All these studies focus on the coverage or scalability of testing the whole applications, while our work provides in-depth studies to identify major types
of problems faced by test-generation tools and presents an approach to precisely identify the problems.

2.2.4 Problem Identification for Structural Test Generation

This section presents related work (to our approach Covana) on identifying problems faced by software testing and analysis tools.

**Explaining Failures of Program Analysis.** Dincklage and Diwan [190] propose an analysis language and build a system to produce reasons when program analyses fail to produce desirable results. The objective of their approach is to express arbitrary data flow analyses using their analysis language and compute reasons for the failures. Zhang et al [219] propose an approach to infer documentation for explaining why tests fail and indicating the changes that can cause the tests to pass. Although Covana is remotely related to these approaches in terms of helping explain causes of residual structural coverage in the form of problems, Covana focuses on a quite different problem and includes significantly different techniques needed for addressing unique challenges in identifying problems that prevent test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage.

**Coverage Analysis.** Pavlopoulou and Young [156] developed a residual coverage monitoring tool (for Java), which provides rich feedback from actual use of deployed software. Since their approach aims to reduce the performance overhead for gathering structural coverage from deployed software, their approach does not provide a way to analyze the coverage, while our approach analyzes the residual structural coverage gathered from DSE to filter out irrelevant problem candidates.

**Problem Identification for Symbolic Execution.** Anand et al. [33] propose type-dependence analysis, which performs a context- and field-sensitive interprocedural static analysis to identify the parts of the program under test that may be unsuitable for symbolic execution, such as third-party libraries. Their approach identifies external-method calls that are problematic in symbolic execution by carrying out static analysis to determine whether an external-method call receives symbolic values as arguments. To identify EMCPs, Covana considers not only data dependencies of arguments of external-method calls on program inputs, but also data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on external-method calls for their return values.

2.2.5 Economical Analysis

This section presents related work (to our approach EcoCov) on economical analysis on solving problems faced by structural test generation.
**Angelic Analysis.** Angelic nondeterminism was first proposed by Floyd [84] to concisely express backtracking algorithms back in 1967. Recently, angelic nondeterminism has been successfully used in programming and debugging. Barman et al. [39] propose a programming methodology based on the refinement of angelic programs. They use the choose operator to represent the code that has not been implemented yet, and thus allow the execution of incomplete programs. Since the incomplete program is executable, programmers can run the program to better figure out how to make the program behave as expected. Chandra et al. [49] propose angelic debugging where they replace the value of a suspicious faulty expression with an angelic value that rescues the failing tests. If such angelic value exists and changing the expression may not break passing tests, then the expression is presented to developers as a repair candidate.

EcoCov is related to angelic programming and debugging in that we all replace the value of a code element with an angelic value. To compute angelic values, we all use constraint solvers to solve the collected constraints. However, the main difference is that the angelic values in angelic programming and debugging are values that correct the program executions (e.g., rescue the failing tests), while the angelic values in our diagnosis are values that make the problems encountered by the test-generation tools disappear. Hence, the constraints that we collect are different.

**Economical Analysis.** Horwitz [107] proposes an approach that aims to provide developers with the cost-benefit analysis of executing a not-covered component. Her approach computes the value for the must-execute-set metric by employing a control-dependence graph to compute the number of the not-covered parts (of the program under test) that will be executed if a predicate takes a value $v$. Unfortunately, such static-analysis approach ignores the capabilities of test-generation tools in generating various values for the not-covered code part that is dependent on $B$, producing imprecise estimation of the benefits. Moreover, such approach does not consider implicit branches introduced in object-oriented programs. For example, a member function call may throw an exception if the receiver object is a null object. Such extra control flows introduced by exceptions change the computation of the must-execute-set significantly.

Economic models are used to assess software engineering methodologies and predict their costs and benefits. Freimut et al. [88] propose a model to assess the cost effectiveness of inspection processes, and Do et al. [69] propose a model to assess the costs and benefits of regression testing processes. Besides economic models for software engineering methodologies, economic models are used for testing and analysis tools. Kumar et al. [129] propose an approach that models the cost of a fault, the cost of a tool, and the realized, potential value of a static analysis tool, and performs analysis on the model to evaluate the economic value of the tool. These proposed models assess the benefits and costs of methodologies or static analysis tools, while EcoCov focuses on the problems faced by test-generation tools.
2.3 Security Analysis

Security is one of the most important quality attributes of software. In this dissertation, our research focuses on mobile privacy control and extracting access control policies.

In recent years, the rapid growth of smartphones and mobile applications spur the occurrences of mobile threats of malware and potentially unwanted application (PUA) on the Android platform. Over the year of 2012, Android’s mobile threat share has risen from 66.7% in 2011 to 79.0% in 2012 [76]. Thus, addressing the issues of mobile threats is very critical. Access control is one of the most fundamental and widely used privacy and security mechanisms. Access control is often governed by an Access Control Policy (ACP) [165] that includes a set of rules specifying which principals (such as users or processes) have access to which resources. Failing to correctly specify ACPs can result in serious consequences such as allowing an unauthorized user to access protected resources, and thus it is critical to ensure the correct specification of ACPs. Next we describe related work on both mobile privacy control and access control policies.

2.3.1 Mobile Privacy Control

This section presents the related work on mobile privacy control and information flow analysis.

User-Aware Application Capabilities. Mobile-device platforms such as Android and social-network platforms such as Facebook use manifests to show application capabilities and request permissions at install time. Other mobile-device platforms such as iOS and research approaches such as TaintDroid [72] report application capabilities the first time the applications try to access a resource. The capabilities shown in the manifests are either claimed by developers [164] or present only part of the requested application capabilities. Felt et al. [79] propose an approach that uses static analysis to map API calls used by applications to permissions. However, they adapt automated testing methodology to test the applications and identify APIs that require permissions, while our approach annotates the APIs with permissions and uses static checking.

Information Flow Analysis. Xie and Aiken [206] present an approach that statically computes summaries of blocks and procedures of PHP and detects security vulnerabilities at the block level, intraprocedural level, and interprocedural level. Their approach does not handle reference-type flows caused by references of containers and objects, and would lose track of flows after built-in procedure calls (e.g., \texttt{senses->take camera picture}) that cannot be analyzed by their approach. To address these problems, our approach uses mutable locations to simplify analysis of reference-type flows and tracks untampered- and tampered-classified information for classifying safe and unsafe flows.

The closest work related to our approach is PiOS [71], which studies private information leakage in actual iOS binaries. The PiOS approach statically computes data flow along control
flow paths from sources to sinks to determine whether there exists a user prompt along that path. PiOS emits warnings if such a flow is found without a user prompt. For the purposes of safe-guarding TouchDevelop users, the PiOS approach is insufficient because: (1) the PiOS analysis is not conservative; it misses flows that are too long or use indirect flow, (2) the prompts the PiOS identifies may be unrelated, show nothing of the leaked information, or show tampered information. PiOS also does not use the static information to control user prompting and privacy settings as our approach does.

Language-based information flow [163] allows developers to annotate variables with security attributes. These attributes can be used by compilers to enforce information flow controls. For example, Slam [37] shows that information flow labels can be applied to a simple language with reference types and Jif [145, 144] extends the Java language with statically-checked information flow annotation. Laminar [162] allows developers to specify security regions and provide information flow controls on both language and JVM/OS levels. Although these language-extending approaches are effective in guaranteeing information flow controls, they impose additional burdens on developers when writing applications; such burdens are undesirable for writing scripts on mobile devices in the context of TouchDevelop, especially for beginners.

Dynamic taint analysis [72, 223] has been applied to track information flows on both mobile platforms such as Android and desktop platform such as Windows. These approaches track tainted data during runtime, providing accurate runtime information about leaks. However, to reduce runtime overhead, these approaches usually ignore implicit flows raised by control structures. Moreover, it is impractical to dynamically execute all execution paths of these applications to detect potential information leaks. Such limitations make these approaches inappropriate for computing information flows for all submitted applications.

**Access Granting.** Mobile-device platforms such as Android and social-network platforms such as Facebook use manifests to request permissions at install time. Once permissions are given by users, the permissions cannot be changed. iOS and Windows User Account Control [142] prompt a dialog to request permissions from users when the applications try to access a resource or make security or privacy-related system-level changes. Instead of presenting only information about the access to resources, our approach presents information flows to describe what applications may do with private user information. Our access granting also provides a way for users to try out applications before using private information, and these settings can be changed at will.

Chen et al. [54] also propose an approach for shadowing data that the user wants to keep private and blocking network transmissions that contain data made available (by the user) to the application for only on-
device use. Our anonymized/real/abort setting is inspired by their approach, but we use static information flow analysis extended with tampered information to classify flows as safe/unsafe flows and provide default access settings, rather than runtime information.

**Automated Security Validation of Mobile Applications.** Gilbert et al. present a vision of making mobile applications more secure via automated validation [91]. They propose using commodity cloud infrastructure to emulate smartphones and run the submitted applications to dynamically track information flows and actions. Based on the information flow and action tracking, they propose to automatically detect malicious behavior and misuse of sensitive data via further analysis of dependency graphs [82] or natural language processing. Such an approach is akin to automated testing and suffers from the same problems, namely coverage. It is difficult to drive applications automatically into exercising all data and control paths. Thus, in the end, such an approach gives only a partial view of the behavior and does not safe-guard users.

### 2.3.2 Extraction of Access Control Policies

This section presents related work on extraction of ACPs.

**Manual Extraction of ACPs from NL Documents.** He and Anton [105] propose a manual approach, called Requirements-based Access Control Analysis and Policy Specification (ReCAPS), to extract ACPs from various NL documents, including requirements documents, design documents and database design, and security and privacy requirements. During the extraction, their approach also clarifies ambiguities in requirements documents and identifies inconsistencies among requirements documents and database design. Their objective is to derive a comprehensive set of ACP rules, similar to our approach. However, Text2Policy adapts NLP techniques and provides new analysis techniques to automate the process of ACP extraction, while their approach is manual.

**Template Matching.** Etzioni et al. [75] propose an approach to extract lists of named entities found on the web using a set of patterns. Their approach is related to the ACP extraction of our approach, since both use patterns to extract information. However, their patterns are based on the low-level POS tags (such as NP and NPList), while our semantic patterns are based on grammatical functions of phases (such as subject, main verb group, and object). Text2Policy employs semantic patterns that are more general and provide high precision in identifying ACP sentences as shown in our evaluations.

**NLP to Analyze API Documents.** Pandita et al. [154] propose an approach that analyzes the meta-data of API descriptions, programming keywords, and semantic patterns from POS tags to infer method specifications from API documents. Zhong et al. [220] propose an approach that builds action-resource pairs from API documents via NLP analysis based on ma-
chine learning, and infers automata for resources from action-resource pairs and class/interface hierarchies. Both of these approaches focus on parsing API documents, and use the specific characteristics of API documents to improve the NLP analysis. For example, different parts of API documents can be mapped to different parts of code structures, such as class/method names, return values, and parameter names. However, the contents of requirements documents usually cannot be mapped directly to code structures, thus making their approaches inappropriate on analyzing requirements documents.

NLP to Assist Privacy-Policy Authoring. The SPARCLE Policy Workbench [120, 121, 45, 46] employs the shallow-parsing technique [147] to parse privacy rules and extract the elements of privacy rules based on a pre-defined syntax. These elements are then used to form policies in a structured form, so that policy authors can review it and then produce policies in a machine-readable form, such as EPAL [34] and XACML [9, 150] with a privacy-policy profile. Michael et al. [141] propose an approach to map NL policy statements to an equivalent computational format suitable for further processing by a policy workbench. However, neither of these approaches can identify sentences describing a policy rule. These approaches parse all the input statements for policy extraction by assuming that the input statements are policy statements, while our approach identifies ACP sentences from requirements documents using semantic patterns. Both of these approaches provide simple templates to extract elements for constructing policy rules, while our approach provides more general semantic patterns. Additionally, their approaches cannot infer negative meaning of sentences.

Use-Case Analysis. Sinha et al. [170, 169] adapt NLP techniques to parse and represent use-case contents in use-case models. The extraction of use-case contents to formal models is similar to the action-step extraction in our approach. However, our approach focuses on extracting access requests for validation against the specified and extracted ACPs. Moreover, we provide corresponding analysis techniques to infer human actors from previous sentences.

2.4 Performance Analysis

Performance problems exist widely in released software [118, 89]. As a type of widespread performance problems, software hangs cause unresponsiveness of software applications [194, 172]. A recent study of hang problems [172] shows that 27.04% of the 233 studied hang faults are caused by time-consuming operations in responsive actions\(^1\), such as expensive computations in the UI thread for GUI applications. Among the expensive operations that cause hang problems, some of these operations are constantly expensive (such as server initializations), whereas some of them depend on the input workloads. These problems are referred to as workload-dependent performance bottlenecks (WDPBs). WDPBs are usually caused by workload-dependent loops

\(^1\)Actions that are expected to return instantly.
(referred to as WDPB loops)\(^2\) that contain certain relatively expensive operations, such as temporary-object creation/destruction [207], file I/O, and UI updates. We next present related work on performance analysis, which is related to our \(\Delta\text{Infer}\) approach.

**Model Inference using Multi-Profiles.** Goldsmith et al. [95] propose an approach that fits performance measurements of clusters of basic blocks to workload sizes. Zaparanuks et al. [213] propose an approach that infers an empirical cost function of an application automatically, and Coppa et al. [56] propose an approach that measures the size of the input given to a generic code fragment. Unlike their model inference based on sorted or random inputs, our approach iteratively refines the inferred models based on the model accuracy from the previous iteration. Moreover, our approach uses context-sensitive analysis to address complex contexts in GUI applications. Westermann et al. [195] propose an approach to infer the prediction models between interdependent, performance-relevant configuration parameters and the performance metric of interest. All these approaches infer a single complexity model for a program, while our approach infers context-sensitive complexity models for locations inside a program, and identifies workload-dependent loops using complexity transitions.

**Static Analysis.** Chang et al. [50] propose an approach that combines taint analysis with control dependency analysis to detect high-complexity control structures, such as recursive calls and nested loops. Wang et al. [194] propose an approach that statically searches for the intersections of blocking and responsive invocations as the potential hang faults based on patterns around method invocations. Approaches of purely static analysis face challenges in identifying implicit loops or resolving complex contexts in GUI applications, and in handling many runtime features, such as indirect method calls via function pointers.

**Performance Analysis.** Traditional performance analysis centers around analyzing the performance measurements obtained by profiling program executions, such as call-tree and call graph profiles [31]. There also exist approaches that assist searching [32] and summarizing [174] profiles to find performance problems. These approaches rely on manual efforts to explore traces or search to identify bottlenecks, while our approach infers WDPBs from multiple profiles.

Foo et al. [85] and Jiang et al. [117] propose approaches to learn signatures or baselines from previous runs, and then detect performance problems by comparing current runs against the derived performance signatures or baselines. Grechanik et al. [97] propose an approach that automatically clusters the input space into good and bad performance test cases, and drill down to the most significant methods to identify performance bottlenecks. Zhang et al. [214] propose a symbolic-execution-based approach to generate load tests for exposing performance bottlenecks. Han et al. [102] mines large-scale traces to identify performance faults. All these approaches require WDPBs to surface on the analyzed executions, suffering from the insufficiency issue of identifying WDPBs. Nistor et al. [149] propose an approach to detect performance problems via

\(^2\)A loop whose iteration count depends on the input workload.
identifying loops whose computation has similar memory-access patterns across loop iterations. Their approach relies on loop events for analysis, and thus cannot identify implicit loops without modelling UI libraries calls.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has laid out the background for the research developed in this dissertation and discussed how our research is related to other previous research in automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis.

In particular, our research on automated test generation focuses on studying problems faced by test-generation tools and supporting the problem-diagnosis cooperation between developers and test-generation tools. Thus, it is related to previous studies of test-generation tools and the problems faced by these tools. However, our studies focus on identifying problems that cause low coverage, while their studies focus on how high coverage the tools can achieve. Our Covana approach focuses on reporting problems to enable the cooperation between developers and test-generation tools, and thus it is related to other cooperative analysis approaches that bring human helps to improve tool effectiveness. It is also related to the work on analyzing the residual coverage and explaining failures of program-analysis tools. While their approaches focus on explaining the failures of the tools, our Covana approach focuses on using dependency analysis to prune irrelevant problems, improving the precision on identifying OCPs and EMCPs faced by the test-generation tools. Our EcoCov approach is related to other economical analysis approaches on program-analysis tools. Unlike their approaches that build models to predict cost, our EcoCov uses angelic values to simulate the effect of solving the problems, producing more accurate estimation.

Our research on security analysis focuses on mobile privacy control and security policy extraction. Our research on mobile privacy control improves privacy control on mobile applications, and thus is related to other work on detecting information leaks. Different from detecting information leaks, our work explains how permissions are used by mobile applications, enabling users to make better decisions on controlling their privacy. Our research on extracting security policies develops an approach that adapts NLP techniques to extract ACP rules from NL requirements documents such as use cases. Thus, our work is related to other research on extraction of ACP rules. However, rather than employing manual approaches or semi-automated approaches, our approach is fully automatic. Moreover, by adapting NLP techniques, our approach does not require the requirements documents to be written in controlled NL.

Our research on performance analysis focuses on identifying WDPBs. Existing work on performance analysis mostly focuses on detecting expensive methods, and thus misses WDPBs that do not surface on small workloads. Our approach addresses such challenge by inferring
complexity models from multiple profiles on multiple workloads to predict performance. Existing approaches on inferring complexity models from multiple profiles are mostly context insensitive, while our approach is context sensitive. Moreover, our approach proposes a novel algorithm to identify workload-dependent loops. Such loops are shown to cause many performance problems in our evaluations.
3.1 Introduction

We next describe the framework of cooperative testing and analysis that provides interfaces to support cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users. With the advances on software testing/analysis tools, many new types of cooperation emerge for various SE tasks. To support such new types of cooperation enabled by the advances on software testing/analysis tools, there is a strong need to provide a user-tool interface that communicates sufficient and precise information to the users (e.g., reporting the problems faced by the tools), allowing the users to provide help to the tools for address the problems. These user-tool interfaces are the places where the users interact with the tools. Unlike user interfaces in HCI research [109], we do not focus on the representation of information or ways for the users to manipulate the information in these interfaces, but focus on the contents being displayed or manipulated.

The basic rationale of cooperative testing and analysis is that tools and users typically have their respective strengths and weaknesses. For example, the tools are good at automating mechanic and repetitive tasks that have well-defined goals, such as generating a random number or searching an array of numbers for a specific number. Although the users are not good at such tasks, the users are good at tasks that are dependent on domain knowledge and user expectations, such as addressing problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects based on the users’ domain knowledge about the external libraries) and confirming whether a software behavior (e.g., sending text SMS) is expected for an application (e.g., a navigation mobile application). Thus, creating interfaces that enable the users and the tools to do subtasks
that they are good at provides opportunities to improve the effectiveness of various SE tasks. For an SE task on which our framework is applied, we assume user subtasks and tool subtasks are already identified. Optimizing the allocation of user subtasks and tool subtasks for an SE task [62] is out of the scope of this dissertation.

Our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation with software testing/analysis tools for SE tasks: (1) **Problem-Diagnosis Interface**: for certain SE tasks where automated tools drive the tasks towards a goal of testing and analysis, our framework provides interfaces that precisely report the problems faced by the tools and the benefits of solving these programs. Such interfaces enable users to cooperate with the tools by addressing problems faced the tools. (2) **Behavior-Diagnosis Interface**: for certain SE tasks where users inspect software behaviors to determine whether the behaviors are expected for achieving a goal of testing and analysis, our framework provides interfaces that show a list of behaviors related to the goal for the users to inspect, and present additional information to explain the behaviors. Such interfaces enable the tools to cooperate with the users by analyzing and explaining the software behaviors. We next present the details of the two types of cooperation supported by our framework.

### 3.2 Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation

In certain SE tasks, tools automatically carry out a task to accomplish a goal of testing and analysis. For example, structural test-generation tools automatically generate test inputs that aim to achieve high structural coverage of the program under test. As we explained in Section 1.2, these tools face various problems (such as dealing with external libraries) when dealing with complex object-oriented programs. To improve tool effectiveness, users, such as developers and testers, provide their guidance to help the tools address these problems. For example, the users can replace external libraries with mock objects that simulate the behaviors of the external libraries, and reapply test-generation tools to generate more test inputs. With the provided mock objects, the tools can generate desired values for the method calls to the external libraries, and achieve higher coverage to carry out software testing more effectively.

In such cooperation, the advances on test-generation tools free the users from labor-intensive and tedious tasks (e.g., manually producing test inputs for coverage) and the tools try their best in automating the tasks, while the users focus their efforts in addressing only the problems faced by the tools (e.g., providing mock objects). Note that the efforts in addressing the problems are typically less than the efforts in asking the users to finish all the remaining work for the tasks (e.g., generating test inputs for all the not-covered code). For example, with the provided mock objects, the tools can be reapplied to explore the not-covered code and generate more test inputs for covering the newly explored code. In this way, the users do not need to generate
test inputs for all the newly explored code. If more problems are encountered in exploring the newly explored code, the users can provide their help again.

However, such cooperation is ineffective if the tools do not communicate sufficient information to the users. For example, most test-generation tools often report only the achieved coverage, but not the problems faced by the tools; for a few tools that report the problems, such as Pex [184], many reported problems are false warnings [204]. In other words, existing tools report only the observed symptoms (i.e., not-covered branches) to the users. With only the coverage information, the users have to reason about the possible causes (i.e., the problems that cause the branches not to be covered) to the symptoms before they can provide their guidance. Thus, the key insight to improve such cooperation is that we need a user-tool interface to show problems that prevent the tools from accomplishing the goal. Also, the users often have limited time in addressing the problems, and the users would like to focus on the more important problems based on the estimated benefits of solving the problems. The information presented by the interface improves the users’ understanding of the problems faced by the tools, and thereby helping the users make informed decisions on giving help. With this insight, our framework includes problem-diagnosis interfaces that allow the users to cooperate with the software testing/analysis tools by addressing the problems faced by the tools.

The cooperation supported by problem-diagnosis interfaces consists of three phases:

1. **Setup Phase**: first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program.

2. **Feedback Phase**: the provided interface then shows the feedback to the users, including the effectiveness of the tool and the problems faced by the tool; these problems are precisely identified and the benefits of solving these programs are accurately estimated using analyses of the program and the tool.

3. **Action Phase**: the users provide guidance to the tool based on the feedback, helping the tool address the problems.

   Such process forms a feedback loop that enables the users and the tools to refine and accomplish testing and analysis goals for various SE tasks. Such cooperation improves the users’ understanding of the problems faced by the tools, enabling the users to provide guidance to the tools more effectively.

   In this dissertation, we propose approaches that provide problem-diagnosis interfaces for better supporting cooperation in test-generation tools, described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.3 Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation

In certain SE tasks, users inspect software behaviors to determine whether the behaviors are expected for achieving a goal of testing and analysis. For such SE tasks, behavior expectation lies in the mind of the users, and the tools need the users to make decisions. For example, the users may expect a social navigation mobile application to share their contacts (accessing and then sending out their contacts), while it is difficult for the tools to infer such exception if most navigation applications do not share contacts. However, it is difficult for the users to observe such software behaviors without help of the tools, typically requiring the users to install the applications and dynamically explore the applications. Thus, to better accomplish such type of tasks, the tools can help the users by revealing a list of software behaviors for the users to inspect, and the users confirm whether such behaviors are expected. For example, when a mobile application is installed, the privacy-control approach employed by Android presents a list of requested permissions for a mobile application and asks the users to determine whether the requested permissions are expected for the application.

However, it is shown that presenting permissions in installation time has limited successes since the tools do not communicate sufficient information to explain the permission uses [80, 189, 72]. As we explained in Section 1.2, such approach shows what permissions are used by the applications, but do not explain how the applications will use the permissions. Such limited information causes the users to make uninformed decisions on these permissions. Thus, the key insight to improve such cooperation is that we need a user-tool interface to explain the software behaviors, improving the users’ understanding of the software behaviors and thereby assisting the users in making better decisions. For example, the tools can explain how the applications use the permissions by showing what types of private information protected by the permissions flow to what output channels. Such explanations provide a larger scope of information for the permission uses, improving the users’ understanding of the applications’ privacy-sensitive behaviors. With this insight, our framework includes behavior-diagnosis interfaces that allow the tools to cooperate with the users by analyzing and explaining the software behaviors.

The cooperation supported by behavior-diagnosis interfaces consists of three phases:

1. **Setup Phase**: users first set up and apply a tool to conduct initial testing and analysis on a program.

2. **Execute Phase**: the provided interface then shows a list of behaviors related to the goal for the users to inspect and make decisions.

3. **Explain Phase**: based on whether the behaviors are in the form of either concrete instances or abstract models, these explanations can be in the form of (1) **extension**: a larger scope of information to collect more concrete instances of the behaviors or extend
the models of the behaviors, (2) instantiation: instantiations of the behaviors’ abstract models, or (3) abstraction: inferred models from the concrete instances of the behaviors. Such explanations help the users make informed decisions on the behaviors.

The explanation phase offers extra information that aims to improve the users’ understanding of software’s behaviors, enabling the users to make informed decisions in carrying out an SE task. Consider the example of mobile privacy control for controlling the users’ privacy-sensitive information. Existing approaches often show what privacy-sensitive information is requested by mobile applications, i.e., the model of such behaviors shows the read of the users’ privacy-sensitive information. By using information flows to explain how privacy-sensitive information will be used by the mobile applications, we extend the model to show the use of the users’ privacy-sensitive information. When the behaviors for the users to inspect are in the form of models, instantiating the models in the software under analysis may help the users better understand the behaviors. For example, simply showing invariants inferred from the executions of a program [74] may be difficult for the users to confirm whether the invariants are expected. By applying the invariants on some other programs to detect violations of the invariants, i.e., instantiating the invariants on some other programs, the users can better understand whether such invariants are expected and refine the invariants if needed. Also, when the behaviors for the users to inspect are in the form of concrete instances, such as executions of a program, inferring models from the instances may help the users better understand the behaviors. For example, it is difficult for the users to know whether an expensive method is a performance fault given the cost of the method. By inferring the complexity model from the executions, it is easier for the users to understand the cost growth, and thus help the users make decisions on whether such costs are expected for the method.

The key difference between problem-diagnosis cooperation and behavior-diagnosis cooperation is that problem-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose some intermediate results used for producing the final results, while behavior-diagnosis cooperation typically engages the users to diagnose the final results directly. For example, after a test-generation tool generates test inputs for a program, problem-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the reported problems and address the problem for helping the tool in achieving higher coverage. If the tool generates an input that causes the program to throw uncaught exceptions, behavior-diagnosis cooperation engages the users to diagnose the exceptions and confirm whether such exceptions indicate real faults. Also, the information of how the exception-throwing states are reached in the failing executions is shown to the users (i.e., a larger scope of information is used to explain the exceptions), helping the users make informed decisions in diagnosing exceptions.
In this dissertation, we propose approaches that provide behavior-diagnosis interfaces for better supporting cooperation in security analysis and performance analysis, described in detail in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a framework, called cooperative testing and analysis, that provides interfaces to support cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users. Our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation: problem-diagnosis cooperation where the users cooperate with the tools by addressing problems faced by the tools and behavior-diagnosis cooperation where the tools cooperate with the users by analyzing and explaining software behaviors. Both types of cooperation consist of three phases, and these phases are general for various SE tasks. But the approaches that provide interfaces for the cooperation need to be customized based on the artifacts and the goals of the SE tasks under analysis.
CHAPTER 4

Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation for Identifying Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation

4.1 Introduction

Structural test-generation tools automatically producing test inputs that aim to achieve high structural coverage, such as test-generation tools based on DSE [167, 93, 92, 125]. Although these automated test-generation tools can easily achieve high structural coverage for simple programs, these tools face problems in generating test inputs to achieve high structural coverage when they are applied on complex programs in practice.

To better understand how automated test-generation tools perform for complex programs, we carried out a preliminary study of applying Pex [184], a DSE tool, on four popular open-source object-oriented projects, which have high download counts (study details are described in Section 2). The results show that the total block coverage achieved is 49.87\%, with the lowest coverage being 15.54\%. Among the problems that we empirically observed, many statements or branches are not covered due to two major types of problems: (1) the external-method-call problem (EMCP), where method calls to external libraries\(^1\) throw exceptions to abort test executions, or their return values are used to decide subsequent branches, causing the branches not to be covered; (2) the object-creation problem (OCP), where tools fail to generate sequences of method calls to construct desired object states for non-primitive method arguments or receiver objects to cover certain branches.

\(^1\)External libraries include native system libraries, such as file system and network socket libraries, and third-party pre-compiled libraries, where source code is not available.
Since these automated tools could not be powerful enough to deal with various complicated situations in real-world code bases automatically without human intervention or guidance, we instantiate the framework of cooperative testing and analysis as a concrete approach to improve automated test generation, where tools and developers cooperate to effectively carry out software testing as follows. Automated test-generation tools are first applied to generate test inputs and achieve coverage without human guidance. After the tools reach the pre-defined limits of resource consumption, the tools stop and report the achieved coverage and the problems that prevent them from achieving higher structural coverage back to developers, such as which external-method call causes branches not to be covered or the state of which object is required to cover certain branches. By looking into the reported problems, the developers provide corresponding guidance to help the tools address the problems. For example, to deal with OCPs, developers can specify factory classes [184] that encode desired method sequences for non-primitive object types. To deal with EMCPs, developers can instruct the tools to instrument the external-method calls or provide mock objects [188] to simulate irrelevant environment dependencies. With the provided guidance, the tools are reapplied to generate test inputs for achieving higher structural coverage.

Besides the top two types of problems (OCPs and EMCPs) encountered during our preliminary study, boundary problems caused by loops are also an important type of problems that prevent test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage. As a special type of branches, loops can cause the number of paths to be explored to grow exponentially. Even worse, the number of paths becomes infinite due to the presence of input-dependent loops (IDLs)\(^2\), causing DSE to run out of resources (e.g., the allocated time or number of explored paths) before achieving satisfactory coverage [198, 200]. For example, a recent study [131] shows that DSE may keep unfolding an IDL without achieving coverage of any new branches. Thus, even if the users provide guidance to address all OCPs and EMCPs, test-generation tools still may not achieve high coverage if loop problems are ignored. The main reason why OCPs and EMCPs account for most of the problems in our preliminary study is that these object-oriented programs typically employ validation at the beginning of methods, and satisfying these validations requires solving the corresponding OCPs and EMCPs first.

In this dissertation, we focus on the top two major types of problems, OCPs and EMCPs. Without solutions to the OCPs and EMCPs, the body of the methods that contain loops cannot be explored by DSE, and thereby we cannot detect loop problems for these methods.

\(^2\)Input-dependent loops are loops whose iteration numbers depend on some unbounded input.
4.2 Preliminary Study for Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation

This section presents the preliminary study that aims to identify problems faced by test-generation tools when dealing with complex object-oriented programs. Our studies focus on test-generation tools based on DSE. With the advances of research on constraint solvers, e.g., Z3 [61] and CVC3 [40], DSE-based tools, such as SAGE [93] and Pex [184], become promising in generating test inputs for unit testing and (security) system testing [184, 48, 47, 167, 93]. Since 2008, SAGE has been continually running on more than 100 machines in a security testing lab, and Pex found serious faults from an already-well-tested component of the .NET runtime. In our studies, we use Pex [184] as the DSE tool to generate test inputs.

In this section, we discuss the different types of problems that we empirically observed by applying a state-of-the-art DSE tool, Pex [184], on four open source projects for achieving structural coverage. The analysis of these problems helps motivate our approach. We choose Pex as the DSE tool in our empirical study and later we implement our approach upon it for two reasons: (1) Pex can explore all public methods of any real-world .NET code bases and generate test inputs automatically; (2) Pex has been applied internally in Microsoft to test core components of the .NET runtime infrastructure and found serious faults [184].

We apply Pex on the core libraries of the four open source projects until all the methods have been explored by Pex or Pex runs out of memory and cannot continue to generate test inputs. These four open sources projects are SvnBridge [179], xUnit [208], Math.NET [139], and QuickGraph [158], which are quite popular and have high download counts. After Pex generates test inputs and produces coverage files, we select 10 source files that achieve low coverage in each project, and manually investigate the problems that contribute to the not-covered statements and branches. The details of the subjects and results can be found in our project web.

Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the problems that prevent DSE from achieving high structural coverage. Column “Project” lists the name of each project, Column “LOC” shows the number of lines of codes for each project, and Column “Cov %” shows the block coverage achieved by Pex. The other four columns give the number and the percentage of the not-covered branches caused by different types of problems.

The top major type of problems is object-creation problems (64.79%), shown in Column “OCP”, since desired object states cannot be generated. In unit testing of object-oriented code, achieving high structural coverage requires desired object states for the receiver or non-primitive arguments of the method under test (MUT). These desired object states help cover various branches. However, automated approaches are often ineffective in generating method-

---

3Pex is a state-of-the-art test-generation tool developed by Microsoft Research.

4http://research.csc.ncsu.edu/ase/projects/covana/
Table 4.1: Main problems for not-covered branches in 10 files from core libraries of four open source projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Cov %</th>
<th>OCP</th>
<th>EMCP</th>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SvnBridge</td>
<td>17.1K</td>
<td>56.26</td>
<td>11 (42.31%)</td>
<td>15 (57.69%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit</td>
<td>11.4K</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>8 (72.73%)</td>
<td>3 (27.27%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math.Net</td>
<td>3.5K</td>
<td>62.84</td>
<td>17 (70.83%)</td>
<td>1 (4.17%)</td>
<td>4 (16.67%)</td>
<td>2 (8.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickGraph</td>
<td>8.3K</td>
<td>53.21</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40.3K</td>
<td>49.87</td>
<td>46 (64.79%)</td>
<td>19 (26.76%)</td>
<td>4 (5.63%)</td>
<td>2 (2.82%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

call sequences that produce desired object states to achieve high structural coverage [183], facing object-creation problems that prevent DSE from achieving high structural coverage.

The second major type of problems is external-method-call problems (26.76%), shown in Column “EMCP”, since external-method calls cause to lose track of computed symbolic values passed as their arguments or throw exceptions to hinder the exploration. In our study, we encountered many external-method calls, 405 in 40 files, but only 4.7% (19 in 405) are causes for DSE not to achieve high structural coverage. If we simply report every encountered external-method call as an EMCP, we can get many irrelevant problems that are not cause for any not-covered statement or branch.

The third main type of problems is boundary problems (5.63%), shown in Column “Boundary”, mostly caused by loops in the program under test. Some programs under test have loops whose number of iterations depends on symbolic values, and DSE keeps increasing the number of iterations of the loops during path exploration, preventing DSE from exploring other paths in the remaining parts of the program.

The last main type of problems is limitations of the used constraint solver (2.82%), shown in Column “Limitation”, since the used constraint solver cannot compute exact solutions to floating-point arithmetics. The reason why we did not have so many not-covered branches due to this type of problems is that the used constraint solver generates approximate integers for constraints that contain floating-point arithmetics and these approximate integers can cover certain branches.

Besides our preliminary study, other recent studies [87, 116] also identify OCPs and EMCPs as two major types of problems in compromising the coverage achieved by test-generation tools.
4.3 Precise Problem Identification for Structural Test Generation

Based on the study described in the preceding section, structural tools could not be powerful enough to deal with various complicated situations in real-world code bases automatically without human intervention or guidance. To improve the effectiveness of the test-generation tools, we propose to use the problem-diagnosis cooperation for the test-generation tools. In this cooperation, tools automatically generate test inputs for achieving coverage of a program and report problems faced the tools for not-covered code. Based on users’ domain knowledge of the program under test, users provide factory methods for addressing OCPs, and provide mock objects for addressing EMCPs.

To achieve this problem-diagnosis cooperation for structural test-generation tools, the tools need to report the encountered problems and narrow down the investigation scope, thus reducing the required efforts from the developers. Given the generated test inputs from tools and the achieved coverage, it is not difficult to identify the problem candidates for the developers to analyze. For example, locating all the external-method calls in the program under test can be easily achieved by static or dynamic program analysis, and reporting the object types of the program inputs and all their fields to the developers is fairly easy as well. However, the number of such problem candidates could be high, and quite some of these problem candidates (referred to as irrelevant problem candidates) are not causes for the tools not to achieve higher structural coverage. For example, the external-method call `Console.WriteLine` prints only the argument string value. Therefore, instrumenting or mocking this method call cannot result in any increase in coverage. Similarly, some branches may require only the specific object state of a field of the program inputs, and thus there is no need to spend efforts in providing sequences of method calls for all the fields of the program inputs.

Since the number of problem candidates could be large, the tools need to prune irrelevant problem candidates for reducing the efforts of developers in terms of investigation scope. Simple pruning techniques, such as pruning external-method calls by method names or belonging libraries, can result in high false positives and false negatives. In our preliminary study, we observed that if branch statements are data dependent on external-method calls for their return values (i.e., return values are used to decide which branches of the statements to take), the branches of these branch statements are very likely not covered by the generated test inputs, since automated test-generation tools normally cannot instrument or analyze the external-method calls. Hence, we can use compute data dependencies of branch statements containing not-covered branches (referred to as partially-covered branch statements) on external-method calls for their return values, and use the computed data dependencies to effectively identify such external-method calls and prune irrelevant ones. Similarly, we can compute data depen-
dencies of partially-covered branch statements on program inputs and their fields, and use the computed data dependencies to help identify which fields of the program inputs require desired object states to cover certain not-covered branches.

To address the need of precisely identifying problems for developers to provide guidance, we propose a novel approach called Covana [204, 198] that precisely identifies the problems that prevent the tools from achieving high structural coverage and prunes the irrelevant problem candidates using the data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on problem candidates. Covana consists of three main steps: (1) identify problem candidates based on the types of problems, (2) assign symbolic values to elements of the problem candidates (including return values of external-method calls or program inputs as well as their fields) and perform forward symbolic execution [125] using test inputs generated by the tools as program inputs, (3) compute data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on program candidates, and prune the candidates that none of partially-covered branch statements have data dependencies on. Since EMCPs and OCPs are the two major types of the problems observed in our preliminary study, we provide two specific techniques to instantiate Covana for identifying these two types of problems. Based on Covana, we provide a problem-diagnosis interface that shows the problems faced by structural test-generation tools, enabling the problem-diagnosis cooperation on test-generation tools.

To show the effectiveness of Covana, we use Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [167, 92, 184] as an illustrative example of automated structural-test-generation approaches. The primary reason why we choose DSE is that DSE is the most recent state-of-the-art in test generation. We concretize Covana as an extensible framework that collects information from DSE to identify different types of problem candidates and perform forward symbolic execution to compute data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on problem candidates.

4.3.1 Example

We next explain how Covana, instantiated with two specific techniques, identifies EMCPs and OCPs with two illustrative examples.

External-Method-Call Problem (EMCP)

During the execution of the automatically generated test inputs, external-method calls may prevent the generated test inputs from achieving high structural coverage if the return values of external-method calls are used to decide subsequent branches to take or throw exceptions to terminate test executions. As a real example, the return value of File.Exists in Figure 4.1 is used in deciding which branch at Line 3 to take. If the generated test inputs do not contain a file name that exists in the test environment, being mostly the case, the statement
```csharp
1 static string GetDefaultConfigFile(string assemblyFile) {
2     string configFilename = assemblyFile + ".config";
3     if (File.Exists(configFilename))
4         return configFilename;
5     return null;
6 }
7 ...
8 public ExecutorWrapper(string assemblyFilename, ...) {
9     ...
10     assemblyFilename = Path.GetFullPath(assemblyFilename);
11     ...
12 }
13 public AssertActualExpectedException(object expected, object actual, ...) {
14     ...
15     this.actual += String.Format("{{0}}", actual.GetType().FullName);
16     this.expected += String.Format("{{0}}", expected.GetType().FullName);
17     ...
18 }
```

Figure 4.1: Three simplified methods from xUnit [208].

at Line 4 cannot be covered by the test inputs. The method `Path.GetFullPath` at Line 10 is another example external-method call that prevents test inputs from achieving higher structural coverage. `Path.GetFullPath` throws exceptions when an invalid of an assembly file is given as the argument. Therefore, if none of the generated inputs includes a valid name, the lines after Line 10 remain not-covered. However, not all the external-method calls can cause problems for achieving high structural coverage. For instance, `String.Format` at Line 15 and 16 in Figure 4.1 formats only the string value of the input and does not affect the coverage achieved by the generated test inputs.

Covana first identifies as problem candidates the external-method calls whose arguments have data dependencies on program inputs. In Figure 4.1, Covana identifies `File.Exists` at Line 3, `Path.GetFullPath` at Line 6, and `String.Format` at Lines 15 and 16 as candidates, since they all have data dependencies on the program inputs. By assigning symbolic values to return values of the candidates and applying forward symbolic execution [92, 167], Covana collects symbolic expressions in the predicates of branch statements. From the symbolic expressions collected from branch statements, Covana extracts elements of problem candidates and considers the branch statements that have data dependencies on problem candidates. If one of the branches at Line 3 is not covered (i.e., Line 3 is a partially-covered branch statement), Covana identifies `File.Exists` as an EMCP. On the other hand, there are no partially-covered branch statements that are data dependent on the return values of `String.Format` at Lines 15 and 16, causing `String.Format` at Lines 15 and 16 to be pruned. For `Path.GetFullPath`, if all of its executions throw exceptions, the remaining part of the program, starting at Line 11, remains not-covered. Covana detects
public class FixedSizeStack {
    private Stack stack;
    public FixedSizeStack(Stack stack) {
        this.stack = stack;
    }
    public void Push(object item) {
        if (stack.Count() == 10) {
            throw new Exception("full");
        }
        stack.Push(item);
    }
    public void TestPush(FixedSizeStack stack, object item){
        stack.Push(item);
    }
}

Figure 4.2: FixedSizeStack implemented using Stack

the exceptions that cause to abort the test executions and identifies Path.GetFullPath as an EMCP that causes the area starting at Line 11 not to be covered.

Object-Creation Problem (OCP)

Figure 4.2 shows a class FixedSizeStack that has a field stack of type Stack. Invoking the method Push to push objects is required for increasing the size. Stack has a field items that stores the pushed objects, and the method stack.Count() returns the number of objects stored in the Stack.items. FixedSizeStack has an upper bound of the number of objects that can be pushed into the stack. To bound the size, the method FixedSizeStack.Push throws an exception when the size of the stack has reached the bound (10 in the example). The method TestPush receives a FixedSizeStack object and an object to be pushed as its arguments and invokes the method FixedSizeStack.Push to push the object to the stack for testing. To cover the true branch at Line 7 of the method FixedSizeStack.Push, the generated test inputs need to include method-call sequences to create a full FixedSizeStack whose size is 10.

Since the field FixedSizeStack.stack can be assigned directly by invoking the constructor of FixedSizeStack and passing an object of Stack as an argument (i.e., FixedSizeStack.stack is assignable for the declaring class FixedSizeStack), the difficulty of generating an object state of FixedSizeStack whose size is 10 lies in generating an object of Stack whose size is 10. Let us assume that automated test-generation tools cannot produce the required object state of Stack.

5Assume that Stack.items is implemented using the object type List<object>
Covana first assigns symbolic values to program inputs and their fields, i.e., FixedSizeStack, FixedSizeStack.stack, and Stack.items, and performs forward symbolic execution to compute data dependencies. By computing data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements, Covana figures out that the branch statement at Line 7 (with the true branch not-covered) has data dependencies on Stack.items. However, reporting the object type of Stack.items, being List<object>, results in a false warning. Since by providing method-call sequences for List<object>, the tools cannot assign it to the field Stack.items since Stack.items is assignable for Stack.

Based on this observation, Covana constructs a field declaration hierarchy from the field that the branch statement has data dependencies on up to the program input and identifies the declaring class whose field is not assignable as the cause of the OCP. In this example, the constructed hierarchy is FixedSizeStack, FixedSizeStack.stack, and Stack.items. Covana analyzes the field declaration hierarchy starting from the program input. By analyzing FixedSizeStack and FixedSizeStack.stack, Covana knows that FixedSizeStack.stack is assignable for FixedSizeStack. Then Covana continues to check FixedSizeStack.stack and Stack.items. Since the field Stack.items can be changed only by invoking the method Stack.Push (i.e., not assignable for Stack), Covana identifies the object type Stack as an OCP that causes the true branch at Line 5 not to be covered.

4.3.2 Approach

In this section, we describe how Covana identifies problem candidates of structural test generation and prunes irrelevant problem candidates by computing data dependencies. Covana consists of three main steps: Problem-Candidate Identification, Forward Symbolic Execution, and Data Dependence Analysis. In the following part of the section, we introduces the overview of Covana and describe these three main steps in detail.

Overview of Covana

In this chapter, we concretize Covana as an extensible framework for identifying problems that prevent DSE from achieving high structural coverage. DSE [167, 92] executes the program symbolically, starting with arbitrary inputs. Along the execution path, DSE collects symbolic constraints on program inputs in branch nodes (being runtime instances of branch statements) to form an expression, called the path condition. To obtain a new path that takes a different branch, one of the branch nodes in the path condition is negated to create a new path condition that shares the prefix up till the node being negated with the original path. Then a constraint solver is used to compute test inputs that satisfy the new path condition. These generated test Input 

\[^6\text{Stack} \text{is the object type of the field } \text{FixedSizeStack.stack.}\]
inputs again are executed on the program to explore different paths of the program. Ideally, all feasible paths can be exercised eventually through such iterations of path variations. However, as we discussed in the introduction, various problems cause DSE not to achieve high structural coverage.

Figure 4.3 shows a high-level overview of Covana. Covana accepts as input a program under test or Parameterized Unit Test (PUT) [187], and generated test inputs from automated test-generation tools (such as a DSE-based tool). Covana then leverages the DSE engine to perform forward symbolic execution on the program or PUT using the test inputs as program inputs (program inputs are assigned with symbolic values). During execution, Covana monitors runtime events triggered by the DSE engine for identifying different types of problem candidates. After identifying problem candidates, Covana assigns symbolic values to elements of these problem candidates, performs forward symbolic execution on these symbolic values, and collects runtime information, such as symbolic expressions and exceptions. Covana then uses the collected structural coverage and runtime information to compute the data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on problem candidates, and prunes irrelevant problem candidates that none of partially-covered branch statements have data dependencies on. In our current prototype, we instantiate this general approach with two techniques to identify the top two main types of problems: EMCPs and OCPs. We next discuss each step of Covana in detail.
Problem-Candidate Identification

Covana collects necessary information from the DSE engine for identifying different types of problem candidates. The DSE engine executes the program under test or PUT with the generated test inputs symbolically. During execution, Covana monitors different events triggered by the DSE engine and exposes these events as interfaces for specifying different types of problem candidates. There are many kinds of events that can be monitored, such as events of method entry and method exit. We next discuss how these events can be used to identify the problem candidates of EMCPs and OCPs.

Identifying EMCP Candidates

A method exit event is triggered by DSE engine when the execution of a method call is finished. This event comes with detailed method information, including method arguments, method instrumentation information, and so on.

If the method is not instrumented by DSE, the method call is considered as an external-method call, method calls to either system libraries or third-party pre-compiled libraries. If Covana considers all external-method calls as problem candidates of EMCP, then the number of problem candidates can be very large for complex programs. Hence, Covana considers as candidates only the external-method calls whose arguments have data dependencies on program inputs. In this way, the external-method calls that have constant arguments are not considered as problem candidates and are pruned without computing data dependencies. Normally, such external-method calls are method calls that print constant strings or put a thread to sleep for some time, which do not cause DSE not to achieve higher structural coverage and can be safely pruned. Since DSE typically assigns symbolic values to program inputs, to know whether method arguments have data dependencies on program inputs can be achieved easily by checking whether the method arguments contain symbolic expressions of program inputs.

In our preliminary study described in Section 2, we observed that many branches are not covered since the conditions of these branches use the return values of external-method calls (i.e., data dependent on these external-method calls). The reason is that DSE tools and other automated test-generation tools are unlikely to generate different test inputs to cause external-method calls to return desired values since these tools have not instrumented or analyzed external-method calls. Therefore, for the external-method calls whose arguments have data dependencies on program inputs, Covana considers them as EMCP candidates. To illustrate the analysis, we use the example shown in Figure 4.1. During the test execution of the method GetDefaultConfigFile, Covana identifies the external-method call File.Exists as an EMCP candidate, since its argument configFilename has data dependency with assemblyFile, which
is the program input. The return value of `File.Exists`, which is used in the branch statement at Line 1, is assigned with a symbolic value for computing data dependencies.

**Identifying OCP Candidates**

Whenever test inputs are used as the arguments to execute the program under test, the method entry event of the method under test is triggered. In this exposed event, the details of the generated program inputs are collected. Since OCP requires objects of a non-primitive type as program inputs, Covana ignores program inputs whose type is primitive type, such as `int`, `double`, and `boolean`. Covana considers the program inputs of non-primitive types themselves and their fields of non-primitive types as OCP candidates.

**Forward Symbolic Execution**

Covana performs forward symbolic execution using the test inputs generated by automated test-generation tools as program inputs, and collects runtime information for computing data dependencies. Covana assigns symbolic values to elements of the identified problem candidates (such as return values of external-method calls) and leverages the DSE engine to perform forward symbolic execution for collecting constraints on elements of problem candidates in branch statements. We next discuss how Covana uses this runtime information to compute data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on problem candidates.

**Collecting Symbolic Expressions in Branches.** Since elements of problem candidates are assigned with symbolic values, if a branch statement has data dependency on problem candidates, we can find symbolic expressions (on elements of the problem candidates) in the predicates of the branch statement. Such information is later used to compute data dependencies on problem candidates.

**Collecting Uncaught Exception.** After assigning symbolic values to elements of problem candidates, Covana monitors the program execution. Whenever an uncaught exception is thrown, Covana collects the exception including its stack trace of the exception. As we observed in the preliminary study, if an external-method call throws an exception for the executions of all the generated test inputs, the remaining parts of the program after the call site of the external-method call cannot be covered. Thus, Covana uses the stack trace of an exception thrown at runtime for the analysis of EMCP described in Section 4.3.2.

**Data Dependence Analysis**

Covana consumes the collected runtime information from the forward symbolic execution to compute data dependencies. For each collected symbolic expression `sym` found in the predicates of a branch statement `b`, Covana extracts elements of the problem candidates `elem` from
sym. From elem, Covana extracts the corresponding problem candidates \( P \) and considers \( b \) has data dependency on \( P \). Using the collected structural coverage, Covana further computes data dependencies of partially-covered branch statement on problem candidates. With these data dependencies, different analyses further prune irrelevant problem candidates.

**EMCP Analysis**

Covana first identifies EMCP using the data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on EMCP candidates. If these exist some partially-covered branch statements that have data dependencies on EMCP candidates for their return values, Covana directly reports such external-method calls as EMCPs. To identify external-method calls that throw exceptions to abort test executions, Covana further analyzes the method calls from the collected stack traces of exceptions thrown during runtime. If these method calls contain any external-method call and the remaining parts of the program after the call site of the external-method call are not covered, Covana identifies the extracted external-method call as an EMCP that causes the remaining parts of the program not to be covered.

**Algorithm 1** Object Creation Problem (OCP) Analysis

**Require:** Fields for field declaration hierarchy, \( B \) for not-covered branches  

**Ensure:** OCP

1: if Length(Fields) == 1 then  
2: \( OCP = \text{CreateOCP}(\text{TypeOf}(\text{Fields}[0]), B) \)  
3: return \( OCP \)  
4: else  
5: Set current = NULL  
6: for \( i = 1 \) to Length(Fields) \(-\) 1 do  
7: current = Fields[]  
8: \( dc = \text{TypeOf}(\text{Fields}[i - 1]) \)  
9: \( \text{assg} = \text{IsAssignable}(current, dc) \)  
10: if \( \neg \text{assg} \) then  
11: \( OCP = \text{CreateOCP}(dc, B) \)  
12: return \( OCP \)  
13: end if  
14: end for  
15: \( OCP = \text{CreateOCP}(\text{TypeOf}(\text{current}), B) \)  
16: return \( OCP \)  
17: end if
OCP Analysis

Covana identifies OCPs using the data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on program inputs and their fields. If a partially-covered branch statement is data dependent on only program inputs, Covana directly reports the program inputs as OCPs. However, if a partially-covered branch statement is data dependent on fields of program inputs, Covana constructs a field declaration hierarchy up to a program input and performs further analysis to identify which field causes tools not to achieve high structural coverage.

To construct a field declaration hierarchy of the field \( f \) that a partially-covered branch statement is data dependent on, we can use reflection to obtain the class structure of a program input \( p \) and search the fields for finding \( f \) (i.e., \( f \) is one of the fields of \( p \)). If we fail to find \( f \), we continue to search the class structures of the fields of \( p \), similar to graph searching. The search continues until we find \( f \). The fields along the path from \( p \) to \( f \) are used to construct the field declaration hierarchy. Another way, which Covana adopts, is to use path conditions that lead to not-covered branches and extract fields directly from path conditions, since the symbolic expressions in the path conditions already contain program inputs and their fields.

To illustrate the extraction, we use the example shown in Figure 4.2. The figure below shows the path condition that leads to the true branch at Line 5 and the field declaration hierarchy constructed from the path condition.

Algorithm 1 shows our algorithm that identifies OCPs by analyzing the field declaration hierarchy (Fields) and the not-covered branches (B). If the extracted field declaration hierarchy contains only one field (satisfying Line 1 of the algorithm), which should be the program input itself, our algorithm reports the program input as an OCP directly.

To identify which field in the field declaration hierarchy causes the OCP, our algorithm analyzes the field declaration hierarchy level by level, starting from Level 2 (i.e., the field of the program input). If a field is assignable for its declaring class (not satisfying Line 10), DSE or other automated test-generation tools can easily create an object of the field’s class type and assign the object to the field by invoking the corresponding constructor or public setter method. In this case, it is the object type of the field or a field in the next level(s), not its declaring
class, that causes an OCP. To further decide whether it is the current field or the field in the next level that causes the OCP, our algorithm then continues to check the field in the next level (back to Line 7).

If a field is not assignable for its declaring class (satisfying Line 10), the object state of the field can only be changed by invoking other public state-modifying methods of its declaring class. Hence, Covana reports the type of its declaring class as an OCP. In our example shown in Figure 4.2, the field Stack.items cannot be assigned with an object of List<object> by invoking any constructor or public setter method of Stack. To change the object state of Stack.items, DSE needs specific sequences of method calls for Stack instead of List<object>. As a result, Covana identifies the object type Stack as an OCP (Line 11).

4.3.3 Evaluations

In this section, we discuss the two evaluations conducted to show the effectiveness of Covana. In our evaluations, we use two popular .NET applications: xUnit [208] and QuickGraph [158], and answer the following research questions:

- **RQ4.1**: How effective is Covana in identifying the two main types of problems, EMCPs and OCPs?

- **RQ4.2**: How effective is Covana in pruning irrelevant problem candidates of EMCPs and OCPs?

We next provide details of the metrics that we collect in our evaluations. To measure the effectiveness of our approach in identifying EMCPs and OCPs (addressing RQ4.1), we measure the number of problems that Covana finds for the not-covered branches or statements of the subject applications. To measure the effectiveness of our approach in pruning irrelevant problem candidates (addressing RQ4.2), we compare the number of identified problem candidates with the number of identified problem by our approach in applications under test and measure the number of problem candidates pruned by our approach. To address both RQ4.1 and RQ4.2, we measure the false positives, i.e., the number of irrelevant problem candidates that are not pruned by Covana, and the false negatives, i.e., the number of real problems that are identified as irrelevant problem candidates and pruned.

We next provide details on the subject applications and evaluation setup, and the results of the two evaluations.

**Subjects and Evaluation Setup**

We used two popular .NET applications for evaluating our Covana approach: xUnit [208] and QuickGraph [158]. xUnit is a unit testing framework for .NET program development. xUnit
includes 223 classes and interfaces with 11.4 KLOC. QuickGraph is a C# graph library that provides various directed and undirected data structures of graphs. QuickGraph also provides graph algorithms such as depth-first search, topological sort, and shortest path [57]. QuickGraph includes 165 classes and interfaces with 8.3 KLOC.

In our evaluations, we use Pex with the implemented extensions as our DSE test-generation tool. The Pex version used for our evaluation is 0.24.50222.1. We first apply Pex to explore the applications under test and generate test inputs. After test generation and execution, which is automated by Pex, the coverage and the collected runtime information are fed into our stand-alone analysis tool for identifying EMCPs and OCPs.

We next discuss the results of our evaluations in terms of the effectiveness of Covana in identifying EMCPs and OCPs, and in reducing the irrelevant problem candidates.
RQ4.1: Problem Identification

In this section, we address the research question RQ4.1 of how effectively Covana identifies EMCPs and OCPs. To address this question, we measure the number of identified problems, the number of false positives, and the number of false negatives generated by Covana. To measure values for these metrics, we executed the stand-alone analysis tool implemented for our approach with the output information from Pex as inputs, and manually classified the problems reported by our tool as real problems, false positives, and false negatives. To verify EMCP candidates, we either instrument or provide mock objects for the external-method calls identified as EMCP candidates, and reapplied Pex to check whether the not-covered branches can be covered. If so, we classify the EMCP candidates as real problems, or irrelevant problem candidates otherwise. Similarly, to verify OCP candidates, we provide sequences of method calls for the object types of the OCP candidates, and reapplied Pex to check whether the not-covered branches can be covered. If so, we classify the OCP candidates as real problems, or irrelevant problem candidates otherwise.

Table 4.2 shows the results for all the assemblies in both subject applications. Column “# File” lists the number of source files in each application assembly. Columns “Object-Creation Problem (OCP)” and “External-Method-Call Problem (EMCP)” show the statistics of EMCPs and OCPs identified by Covana. Subcolumn “# Real” gives the number of real problems identified by us manually. Subcolumn “Identified” gives the number of problems identified by Covana, and subcolumn “# FP” and “# FN” give the number of false positives and false negatives, respectively. The results show that our approach identifies 43 EMCPs with only 1 false positive and 2 false negatives. In addition, our approach identifies 155 OCPs with 20 false positives and 30 as false negatives. The reason why we have 30 false negatives is that in our prototype analysis tool, we did not implement the logics required to handle Dictionary objects (C# version of HashMap) and static fields of classes. In our future work, we plan to address these issues by identifying the fields of Dictionary objects and static fields of classes as candidates and computing data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on them.

We next provide examples to describe scenarios where our approach effectively identifies EMCPs and OCPs. We also describe scenarios where our approach produces false positives and false negatives.

Figure 4.4 shows the class TestClassCommand of the Xunit.Sdk namespace. When we applied Pex to generate test inputs for the method TestClassCommand.ClassStart, Pex generated only one test input and achieved low block coverage of 2/27 (7.14%). In the method TestClassCommand.ClassStart, the loop at Line 11 requires the field TestClassCommand.typeUnderTest to be not null. Since Pex cannot find in the application any public class that implements the interface ITypeInfo to create such an object for TestClassCommand.typeUnderTest,
public class TestClassCommand : ITestClassCommand {
    readonly Dictionary<MethodInfo, object> fixtures = new Dictionary<MethodInfo, object>();
    Random randomizer = new Random();
    ITypeInfo typeUnderTest;  
    ...  
    public TestClassCommand(ITypeInfo typeUnderTest) {
        this.typeUnderTest = typeUnderTest;
    }
    public Exception ClassStart() {
        try {
            foreach (Type @interface in typeUnderTest.Type.GetInterfaces()) {
                ...
            }
            ...
        }
        throw;  
    }
    public Exception ClassFinish() {
        foreach (object fixtureData in fixtures.Values) {
            ...
        }
    }
}

Figure 4.4: TestClassCommand class of xUnit

Pex cannot generate more useful test inputs. Thus, we need to report an OCP of the interface type ITypeInfo. By analyzing the data dependencies of the entry branch of the loop at Line 11, our approach extracts the argument object TestClassCommand and its field TestClassCommand.typeUnderTest. By analyzing TestClassCommand and TestClassCommand.typeUnderTest, our approach figures out that TestClassCommand.typeUnderTest can be assigned by using the public constructor of the class TestClassCommand, and correctly reports an OCP of ITypeInfo.

Similarly, Pex achieves low coverage block coverage of 6/16 (37.50%) when generating test inputs for the method TestClassCommand.ClassFinish. The reason is that the loop at Line 18 requires the field TestClassCommand.fixtures to hold at least one item. Since there is no constructor or public setter method to assign an external object to TestClassCommand.fixtures, to change the value of TestClassCommand.fixtures, other public methods of TestClassCommand need to be invoked. Therefore, we need to report the program input TestClassCommand as an OCP. However, our approach cannot detect such situation since the object type of the field fixtures is Dictionary and we did not implement the logics to handle such type. Hence, our approach did not identify the object type of the fixtures as an OCP for the not-covered branch at Line 18.

Figure 4.5 shows two methods: (1) the method ParseCommandLine of class Program in the namespace Xunit.ConsoleClient and (2) the constructor of the class Executor in the
```csharp
static bool ParseCommandLine(string[] args, out string assemblyFile, ...) {
    assemblyFile = args[0];
    ...
    if (!File.Exists(assemblyFile)) {
        Console.WriteLine("error: assembly file not found: ", assemblyFile);
        return false;
    }
    ...
}

public Executor(string fileName) {
    this.assemblyFilename = Path.GetFullPath(fileName);
    ...
}
```

Figure 4.5: Two methods that have EMCPs in xUnit

namespace Xunit.Sdk. For ParseCommandLine, Pex achieved low block coverage of 44/154 (28.57%), because it cannot generate test inputs to cause the external-method call File.Exists to return true. Since the `out` variable assemblyFile is assigned with the value of `args[0]` (and thus has data dependencies on the program input `args[0]`), our approach assigned a symbolic value to the return value of File.Exists and found that the branch statement at Line 4 (the false branch not-covered) has data dependency on File.Exists for its return value. Thus, our approach correctly reported an EMCP of File.Exists. For the constructor of the class Executor, Pex achieved low block coverage of 2/5 (40%), because Pex generated a null object as the argument for the constructor, which caused the external-method call Path.GetFullPath to throw an exception. Our approach collected this exception thrown from Path.GetFullPath during runtime. By checking the coverage of the remaining parts of the program after the call site of Path.GetFullPath, our approach found that none of them was covered. As a result, our approach reported Path.GetFullPath as an EMCP. Although another external method Console.WriteLine at Line 5 receives assemblyFile as argument and is marked as an EMCP candidate by our approach, this external method did not have any return value, and thus no branch statements have data dependencies on Console.WriteLine. As a result, our approach correctly pruned Console.WriteLine.

RQ4.2: Irrelevant-Problem-Candidate Pruning

In this section, we address the research question RQ4.2 of how effectively our approach prunes irrelevant problem candidates. To address this question, we compare the number of identified problem candidates with the number of problems reported by our approach, and measure the number of problem candidates pruned by our approach. In addition, we measure the false
Table 4.3: Evaluation results showing the effectiveness of Covana in reducing irrelevant problem candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Object-Creation Problem (OCP)</th>
<th>External-Method-Call Problem (EMCP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#C</td>
<td>#I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickGraph</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

positives, i.e., the irrelevant problem candidates not pruned by Covana, and the false negatives, i.e., the real problems pruned by Covana. To measure values for these metrics, we executed the stand-alone analysis tool implemented for our approach with the output information from Pex as inputs, and manually classified the problem candidates reduced by our tool as real problems, false positives, and false negatives in the same way as in addressing RQ4.1.

Table 4.3 shows the results of both subject applications. Column “Application” lists the names of the subject applications. Columns “External-Method-Call Problem” and “Object-Creation Problem” show the statistics of EMCPs and OCPs, respectively. Here, the EMCP candidates are all the encountered external-method calls during the test execution, and the OCP candidates are all the non-primitive object types of program inputs and their fields that DSE assigns symbolic values to. In Table 4.3, subcolumn “#C” gives the number of problem candidates, subcolumn “#I” gives the number of problems identified by Covana, and subcolumns “#FP” and “#FN” give the number of false positives and false negatives, respectively. The results show that our approach prunes 97.33% (1567 in 1610) EMCP candidates with only 1 false positive and 2 false negatives and prunes 65.63% (296 in 451) OCP candidates with 20 false positives and 30 false negatives. These results show that our approach effectively reduces the irrelevant problem candidates with low false positives and false negatives.

4.3.4 Discussion

Covana identifies problems faced by tools built for structural test-generation approaches and prunes irrelevant problem candidates to reduce the problem space for investigation. Covana serves as the first step towards problem solving. In fact, identifying problems for developers to investigate is analogical to fault localization before fault fixing. Below, we discuss how Covana can be used to assist other automated test-generation approaches or manual test-generation approaches, and then discuss some issues including those encountered in our evaluations.

Assisting Other Structural Test-Generation Approaches. Given test inputs, no matter whether they are generated by other automated test-generation approaches, such as a random approach, or are generated manually, Covana can be used to identify problems of specific types, such as EMCPs and OCPs. The analysis result of Covana not only can reduce the ef-
// Lines 1, 2, 4 are external-method calls

public static List<RecentlyUsedAssembly> LoadAssemblyList() {

    using (var xunitKey = Registry.CurrentUser.CreateSubKey(XUNIT_KEY_NAME))
    using (var recentKey = xunitKey.CreateSubKey(RECENT_ASSEMBLIES_KEY_NAME)) {
        for (int index = 0; ; ++index) {
            using (var itemKey = recentKey.OpenSubKey(index.ToString())) {
                if (itemKey == null) {
                    break;
                }
                if (itemKey != null) {
                    ...
                }
            }
        }
    }

Figure 4.6: The method LoadAssemblyList in the class RecentlyUsedAssemblyList of xUnit

forts of developers in providing guidance to tools, but also can reduce the cost of tools built for other test-generation approaches. The first example is to automatically generate mock objects for only the external-method calls identified as EMCPs by Covana. Since Covana greatly reduces the number of irrelevant problem candidates of EMCP, it becomes possible to generate mock objects for the external-method calls identified as EMCPs. As another example, random approach can assign more probabilities on exploring the object types reported as OCPs by Covana, increasing the chances to achieve higher structural coverage in shorter time. Advanced method-sequence-generation approaches [183] can also be used to address OCPs for increasing coverage.

Static Field. In our evaluations, we observed that a few classes contained static fields that were initialized inside the classes. These static fields were later used by some branches and some of these branches were not covered by DSE. Since DSE did not automatically assign symbolic values to static fields, DSE was not able to collect symbolic constraints on these static fields. In future work, we plan to assign symbolic values to these static fields, so that our approach can collect the symbolic constraints on these static fields for our analysis.

Concrete Arguments for External-Method Calls. Our current Covana implementation identifies the return values of external methods as candidates if the method arguments have data dependencies on program inputs. However, in our evaluations, there were a few external-method calls received concrete values as arguments, and resulted in some not-covered branches. The external-method call recentKey.OpenSubKey, shown in Figure 4.6, received a concrete value returned by index.ToString(). Since its return value itemKey of recentKey.OpenSubKey is null, the false branch at Line 8 is not covered. In this case, our approach cannot detect the prob-
lem, since our approach does not mark as a candidate the return value of any external-method call that does not receive any symbolic values as an argument. By assigning symbolic values to all external-method calls, our approach can be easily extended to compute data dependencies on every external-method call, no matter whether its arguments have data dependencies on program inputs. However, computing data dependencies on every external-method call may incur many false positives and increase the performance overhead significantly, since the number of external-method calls encountered during the program executions is not trivial. In future work, we plan to conduct experiments to measure the effectiveness and performance overhead when every external-method call is considered as a candidate.

**Other Potential Issues.** Besides the issues encountered in our evaluations, there are still some potential issues that may affect the effectiveness of our approach: (1) **argument side effect**: some external-method calls may have side effects on the receiver objects or method arguments that have data dependencies on program inputs, causing some subsequent branches not to be covered; (2) **control dependency**: extending our approach to consider control dependency may improve the effectiveness of our approach in some cases; (3) **static analysis**: our approach currently computes dynamic data dependencies based on the executed paths, and may miss some data dependencies on unexecuted paths. Employing static analysis to analyze all the paths is one option to solve the problem. Nevertheless, due to the complexity of programs, static analysis may produce false positives on detected data dependencies, which would compromise the effectiveness of our approach. We plan to conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating argument side effect, control dependency, and static analysis.

### 4.4 Summary

Structural test-generation tools face various problems when dealing with complex object-oriented programs in practice. To understand the problems that prevent test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage, we have conducted an empirical study and identified major types of problems (OCPs and EMCPs) faced by the test-generation tools, with the focus on DSE-based tools. Based on the study results, we have proposed a novel approach, called Covana, which precisely identifies and reports problems that cause structural test-generation tools not to achieve high structural coverage. Covana identifies these problems by computing data dependencies of partially-covered branch statements on problem candidates. We concretize Covana to identify problems faced by DSE and present two techniques to identify EMCPs and OCPs, the top two major types of problems. We also evaluate Covana on two open source projects and the results show that Covana effectively identifies EMCPs and OCPs.

Based on Covana, our approach provides a problem-diagnosis interface that shows problems faced by structural test-generation tools, enabling the problem-diagnosis cooperation on test-
generation tools. In this cooperation, the tools automatically generate test inputs for achieving coverage of a program and report problems faced by the tools for not-covered code. Based on the users’ domain knowledge of the program under test, the users provide factory methods for addressing OCPs, and provide mock objects for addressing EMCPs.
Problem-Diagnosis Cooperation for Prioritizing Problems Faced by Structural Test Generation

5.1 Introduction

To help test-generation tools address their problems and achieve better coverage, Covana [205] proposes the problem-diagnosis cooperation for the test-generation tools, where tools and developers cooperate to effectively carry out software testing (described in Chapter 4). When the test-generation tools face difficulties in achieving high coverage, Covana reports not only the observed symptoms (e.g., not-covered branches) but also the possible causes of the symptoms (e.g., OCPs and EMCPs) back to developers. Developers then can provide guidance to help the test-generation tools address these causes in order to eliminate the observed symptoms. For example, to address a reported OCP, developers can provide a factory method that encodes a method sequence to create a desired object-field state for a non-primitive object type. By using this factory method, the test-generation tools may be able to cover the not-covered branch affected by the OCP.

However, in practice, often a long list of causes can be presented to developers. Given limited time, developers may not be able to address all the causes. Thus, it is desirable to enable developers to maximize their testing goals within the given time of addressing causes. For example, if the goal is to achieve high overall structural coverage, developers could first address causes that bring high coverage improvement. To do so, the developers need to know the coverage benefits brought by addressing each cause.
To enable such economical problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools, we propose an economic-analysis framework EcoCov [132] that accurately estimates the benefit of addressing a cause. In this framework, we concretize addressing a cause as solving a problem, either an OCP or an EMCP, and eliminating a symptom as covering a not-covered branch. We assume that the benefit of covering each branch is the same (i.e., branches are equally critical). In future work, we plan to conduct further user studies to better measure the benefit of covering a branch. With these assumptions, the benefit of solving a problem (referred to as problem benefit) is the increased branch coverage (the number of newly-covered branch).

To estimate the problem benefit, our main idea is to approximate the solution to the problem with value replacement on the problem-inducing element. A problem-inducing element could be either an object field of an OCP or the return of an EMCP, on which the not-covered branch has data dependencies. Such problem-inducing elements can be automatically identified by cooperative-testing tools like Covana. Given a problem, instead of providing a solution to the problem, EcoCov replaces the problem-inducing element with a choose operator that produces nondeterministic values, and conducts diagnosis by leveraging the test-generation tools to generate a desired value for the element, making the problem disappear. The test-generation tools work on the program with the choose operator (i.e., angelic program) as if there were no problem encountered. In this way, EcoCov simulates the effect of solving a problem and thus gives an estimation on the coverage after solving the problem. The number of newly-covered branches is reported as the problem benefit.

Based on EcoCov, our approach provides the problem-diagnosis interface to show the ordering of the problems based on their estimated benefits, extending the problem-diagnosis interface of precisely reporting problems faced by structural test-generation tools. In this cooperation, the tools automatically generate test inputs for achieving coverage of a program and report problems faced by the tools for not-covered code along with the ordering of the problems based on the benefits of addressing the problems. Based on the users’ domain knowledge of the program under test and the benefits of addressing the problems, the users provide factory methods for addressing the selected OCPs, and provide mock objects for addressing the selected EMCPs.

We name the main idea of our EcoCov framework as angelic diagnosis since it uses an angelically nondeterministic operator to generate desired values to bypass the problems. The choose operator is angelic because it collaborates with the test-generation tools against the problems; it is nondeterministic because it can generate any suitable value. Essentially, with the choose operator, EcoCov reduces the real problems into constraint-solving problems by neglecting the object encapsulation and environment dependencies. Due to such neglect, EcoCov may generate angelic values that violate related class invariants and environment constraints, and thus produce false positives and false negatives in the estimation. However, in our evaluations, we find few such cases. Even under some of these cases, the estimation provide by
```csharp
void Test(Stack stack, string filename, int x, int y) {
  if (x > 5) { // B1
    if (!File.Exists(filename)) { // EMCP1 for B2
      ...
    }
    else return;
  } else {
    int count = stack.Count;
    if (count > 15) { // OCP for B3
      string path = Path.GetFullPath(filename); // EMCP2 for B4 (implicit exceptional branch)
    } else return;
  }
  if (y > 0) { ... } // B5 target branch
}
```

Figure 5.1: An example program that contains both OCPs and EMCPs

EcoCov is still acceptable. Compared to the static approach [107], which estimates the coverage by statically computing the must-execute-block set for covering the not-covered branches, our dynamic approach actually runs the test-generation tools on the angelic program to provide a more accurate coverage estimation. The estimation reflects not only the effect of covering the not-covered target branch but also the effect of further explorations by the test-generation tools on the other parts of the program.

We implement EcoCov on Pex [184] from Microsoft Research, a state-of-the-art test-generation tool based on Dynamic Symbolic Execution. Although we choose Pex, our general framework can be easily extended to other symbolic-execution-based test-generation tools. We evaluate EcoCov on three open-source C# projects and the evaluation results show that EcoCov achieves average 91.1% precision and 96.6% recall in estimating the problem benefit.

5.2 Examples

In this section, we use an example to illustrate how we realize angelic diagnosis using dynamic instrumentation and how EcoCov estimates the problem benefits and branch costs.

Figure 5.1 shows a C# example program that contains 1 OCP and 2 EMCPs. To cover the true branch of B3 at Line 8, DSE tools need to generate a `stack` object whose size is larger than 15. Typically, the field `Stack.Count` of `stack` is a private field and can be modified by invoking only `Push` or `Pop` methods. Thus, DSE tools need to generate a sequence of method calls that creates a `stack` object and invokes `Push` 15 times to generate a desired `stack` object. However, since the combination of method calls grows exponentially with the number of method calls in the sequence, the search space is very huge and existing DSE tools cannot easily generate
void Test(Stack stack, string filename, int x, int y) {
    if (x > 5) { // B1
        if (!File.Exists(filename)) { // EMCP1 for B2
            ...
                             
            } else return;
    } else {
        if (stack != null) {
        }
        int count = stack.Count;
        if (count > 15) { // OCP for B3
            Moles.Replace("Path.GetFullPath", () => PexChoose.Value<string>("symStr"));
            string path = Path.GetFullPath(filename); // EMCP2 for B4 (implicit exceptional branch)
            } else return;
    }
    if (y > 0) { ... } // B5 target branch
}

Figure 5.2: An angelic program transformed from the example in Figure 5.1

such sequence of method calls. Without the desired sequence, DSE tools cannot cover the true branch of B3. Such problems are referred to as OCPs.

The two EMCPs in this example are caused by two external-method calls: File.Exists and Path.GetFullPath. If DSE tools cannot generate a file name of a file that exists in the system, the true branch of B2 cannot be covered. Similarly, if DSE tools cannot generate a valid name of an existing file, the method Path.GetFullPath at Line 9 would throw exceptions (covering the exceptional implicit branch of B4), preventing DSE tools from covering the remaining part of the code after B4.

Dynamic Instrumentation. To realize the angelic diagnosis, we dynamically instrument the program with the angelic choose operator for each problem. For an EMCP, EcoCov uses Moles [60], a framework that can detour .NET methods to alternative implementations, to replace the external method with an alternative implementation. Such alternative implementation simply contains a choose operator and returns the angelic value generated by the operator. In this way, EcoCov replaces the state of the return variable with an angelic value. Figure 5.2 shows the angelic program transformed from the example in Figure 5.1. The statement at Line 3 is introduced by the dynamic instrumentation for EMCP1. The statement uses the Replace method of Moles to redirect the external method File.Exists (first parameter) to an alternative implementation represented as a lambda expression (second parameter). The alternative implementation returns an angelic value generated from the method PexChoose.Value (the choose operator), so that the true branch of B2 may be covered by the angelic value.
For an OCP, EcoCov leverages the C# Reflection libraries to break the object encapsulation constraints and directly set an angelic value generated by the `choose` operator for the problem-inducing object field. In Figure 5.2, the code snippet Lines 8-10 is introduced by the dynamic instrumentation for the OCP. The code snippet first checks whether the stack is null. If not, it assigns an integer angelic value to the field `Stack.Count`.

**Benefit-Cost Estimations.** To estimate the problem benefit, EcoCov runs Pex again on the angelic program and uses the number of newly-covered branches as the estimated benefit. For example, in Figure 5.2, assume that we want to estimate the benefit of solving EMCP1, leaving the other two problems not solved. EcoCov first introduces the statement at Line 3 by dynamic instrumentation and then runs Pex on the instrumented program. With this instrumentation, Pex can generate true as the return value for `File.Exists` and covers the true branch of B2. Moreover, after covering the true branch of B2, Pex would continue to explore the remaining part of the program starting from Line 20 and easily cover the both branches of B5. Thus, there are 3 new branches being covered and the estimation on the benefit of solving EMCP1 is 3. Similarly, if we do the instrumentation for only the OCP (leaving EMCP1 and EMCP2 not solved), Pex would generate an integer value larger than 15 for the field `Count` and thus cover the true branch of B3. After covering the true branch of B3, Pex can cover only the exceptional branch of B4 (because we haven’t solved the EMCP2) and still cannot reach B5. Thus, the true branch of B3 and the exceptional branch of B4 are the newly-covered branches and the benefit is 2.

### 5.3 Approach

Figure 5.3 shows the overview of EcoCov. A test-generation tool is applied to generate test inputs for a program under test. By executing the program under test with the generated test inputs, we obtain the achieved coverage. We then apply Covana to analyze the not-covered branches to identify their causing problems (focusing on OCPs and EMCPs). EcoCov accepts as inputs a program under test, the test inputs generated by the test-generation tool, and the problems (OCPs and EMCPs) identified by Covana. EcoCov transforms the program into an angelic program by replacing the problem-inducing elements with `choose` operators, which produce angelic values to bypass the problem. The transformation is done based on the instrumentation templates that specify the uses of dynamic-instrumentation libraries. EcoCov then apply the test-generation tool on the angelic program and obtain the new coverage. The delta between the new coverage and the original coverage achieved by the test-generation tool is output as the problem benefit.
5.3.1 Estimation of Problem Benefit

To estimate the problem benefit, EcoCov replaces the problem-inducing element with the choose operator and leverages the test-generation tools to generate desired values for the operator to bypass the problem. We next describe details on the synthesis of an angelic program, which is the core of the estimation.

Estimation of OCP Benefit

An OCP specifies an object type for which the test-generation tools fail to generate desired states. To bypass the difficulties caused by an OCP, EcoCov synthesizes an angelic problem by replacing relevant object fields with the choose operators to obtain the desired object state. Algorithm 2 shows how to synthesize an angelic program for an OCP.

The algorithm starts by obtaining the desired fields of the OCP (Line 1), which are the fields affecting the not-covered branches. The details of the desired fields and how to obtain them are described later in this section. If no fields but the program input itself is involved in the not-covered branches (e.g., the branch is to perform a null check on the program input), EcoCov synthesizes the code that allocates a not-null symbolic memory for the program input fields.InputType based on the instrumentation template $I_t.SymObj$ (Lines 3-4). Here, fields.InputType specifies the type of the related program input. If the fields of a program input are involved in the not-covered branches, EcoCov uses the instrumentation template $I_t.SymField$ to synthesize the code that turns these fields into symbolic values (Lines 6-11). The synthesized
Algorithm 2 Angelic diagnosis for an OCP

Require: \( \mathcal{P} \): A program under test
\( \mathcal{T} \): Generated test inputs
\( \text{OCP} \): An OCP
\( \mathcal{I}_t \): Instrumentation templates

Ensure: \( \mathcal{P}_a \): An angelic program with choose operators

1: fields ← GetDesiredFields(\( \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{T}, \text{OCP} \))
2: txt ← string.Empty
3: if IsProgramInput(fields) then
4:     txt.append(Synthesize(\( \mathcal{I}_t.\text{SymObj}, \text{fields.InputType} \)))
5: else
6:     for field ∈ fields do
7:         for ref ∈ field.AP do
8:             txt.append(Synthesize(\( \mathcal{I}_t.\text{FieldCheck}, ref \)))
9:         end for
10:     txt.append(Synthesize(\( \mathcal{I}_t.\text{SymField}, field \)))
11: end for
12: end if
13: for method ∈ \( \mathcal{P} \) do
14:     if method.paraHasType(fields.InputType) then
15:         \( \mathcal{P}_a \).add(Angelic(method, txt))
16: else
17:     \( \mathcal{P}_a \).add(method)
18: end if
19: end for
20: return \( \mathcal{P} \)

The code also performs null checks on each memory reference to avoid null dereferences. If the program input is an interface, EcoCov synthesizes a class that implements the interface (not shown in Algorithm 2). For each interface method used in the program, EcoCov uses the instrumentation template \( \mathcal{I}_t.\text{SymField} \) to return a symbolic value. These symbolic values are considered as the angelic values produced by the choose operators. With the synthesized code \( txt \), EcoCov enumerates all the methods in the program \( \mathcal{P} \) and inserts \( txt \) into a method if any parameter of the method has the type specified in \( \text{fields.InputType} \). The transformed program is returned as an angelic program.

Identification of Desired Fields. A field of a program input is said to be a desired field of an OCP if (1) it affects a not-covered branch, and (2) the test-generation tools cannot generate an input with a desired value for the field in order to cover the not-covered branch. For example, in Figure 5.1, the field \( \text{Count} \) of the program input \( \text{stack} \) is a desired field because the true branch of B3, which is not covered, depends on \( \text{Count} \), and the test generation tools cannot...
Figure 5.4: Instrumentation templates used by EcoCov

//Symbolic−object template
|input| = choose<|type|>()

//Object−field−check template
if(GetField(|ref|) != null) {
  |hole|
}

//Symbolic−field template
SetField("|fname|", choose<|type|()())

//Method−redirect template
Moles.Replace("|method|", () => choose<|type|()())

generate a stack with the field Count larger than 15. Given a program, a desired field can be represented as an access path (AP) [68], which is a non-empty sequence of memory references to describe how to access the desired field through the program input. For the field Count, the AP is stack.Count. EcoCov uses such APs to access the desired fields from program inputs when EcoCov synthesizes code to replace the fields with choose operators.

To identify the desired fields of OCPs, EcoCov first uses data-dependency analysis to identify the candidate fields of program inputs, on which the not-covered branches have data dependencies. For each candidate field, EcoCov checks if the test-generation tools can generate a value for the field to cover the corresponding not-covered branch. If not, the field is identified as a desired field. Note that EcoCov does not consider control dependencies to identify the desired fields so that some desired fields may be missed. Based on the studies shown in Section 4.2, data dependencies are already precise enough to identify the desired fields.

Instrumentation Templates. Instrumentation templates provide the program templates that specify the uses of dynamic-instrumentation libraries, such as how to access fields from objects and how to turn the fields into symbolic. Research has shown the effectiveness of program templates in synthesizing program invariants [74, 176] and assisting program verification [176, 175]. These templates provide high-level hints from developers, and can be filled with details based on the analysis of programs. Therefore, EcoCov adapts template-based techniques to synthesizes partial code that uses dynamic instrumentation to turn the desired fields of the OCPs into symbolic. EcoCov fills the instrumentation templates with variable names and memory references based on the data-dependence analysis on the desired fields.

As shown in Figure 5.4, EcoCov uses three instrumentation templates for OCPs. (1) Symbolic−object template (|I|_i.SymObj): this template specifies how to dynamically allocate a symbolic memory for a given object type. During synthesis, the hole |input| is filled with a variable
name, and the hole |type| is filled with the object type of the variable. EcoCov uses this template to allocate a symbolic memory for the program input of the OCP (Lines 4-6 of Algorithm 2). (2) Object-field-check template (|I|t.FieldCheck): this template specifies how to dynamically access a field of an object instance and how to perform null check of the field. During synthesis, the hole |Ref| is filled with a memory reference from an AP, and the hole |hole| is filled with any code fragment. EcoCov uses this template to perform null check on each memory reference of an AP (Lines 7-9 of Algorithm 2). (3) Symbolic-field template (|I|t.SymField): this template specifies how to turn a field into a symbolic value. EcoCov uses this template to turn the desired field into a symbolic value (Line 11 of Algorithm 2). Currently, our templates are customized for .NET language and Pex, but these templates can be easily configured to support other languages and tools, such as Java and Randoop [152].

**Estimation of EMCP Benefit**

An EMCP specifies an external-method call that throws exceptions to abort test executions, or its return value causes some branches not to be covered. To bypass the difficulties caused by an EMCP, EcoCov uses dynamic instrumentation to redirect the external-method call to an angelic implementation that returns the value from a `choose` operator.

**Method-call Detour.** To redirect the external-method call, EcoCov uses the Moles [60] framework to replace the external-method call with the angelic implementation. Everytime the specified external method is called, the method call will be detoured to the corresponding angelic implementation by Moles. The angelic implementations synthesized by EcoCov are context-insensitive mock implementations [188], which uses a `choose` operator to return a non-deterministic value for each method call. Context-insensitive mock implementations may cause inconsistency problems. For example, invoking `File.Create` with a file name `fname` to creat a file and then invoking `File.Exists` with `fname` should return `true`. However, such mock implementation can make `File.Exists` with `fname` return `false`, causing imprecise estimation for EcoCov. In future work, we plan to investigate parameterized mock objects [135, 181] that use models to describe the dependencies of different methods in the external libraries.

**Detour Template.** As shown in Figure 5.4, EcoCov uses one instrumentation template for EMCP, Method-redirect template, to synthesize the angelic implementation for an external-method call. This template specifies how to redirect an external-method call to the angelic implementation using Moles. During synthesis, the hole |method| is filled with the name of the external-method call, and the hole |type| is filled its return type. EcoCov starts by obtaining the method name and the return type of the external method specified by the EMCP, and then fills the template with the obtained information, and adds the synthesized code for each method in the program under test \( \mathcal{P} \).
Table 5.1: Subjects and their characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>#Classes</th>
<th>#Methods</th>
<th>#KLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCode</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit</td>
<td>1.9.0</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>1834</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Evaluations

We evaluate the effectiveness of EcoCov on three popular open-source projects (DSA, BBCode, and xUnit), answering the following research question: How effective is EcoCov in estimating the benefit of solving a problem (RQ5.1)?

5.4.1 Subjects and Evaluation Setup

**Subjects.** We use three popular open-source projects: DSA, BBCode, and xUnit in our evaluations. DSA implements basic data structures and algorithms. BBCode is a BBCode-Parser for .NET, which transforms any BBCode into HTML or into an in-memory syntax tree that can be further analyzed. xUnit is a widely used unit testing framework for .NET. Table 5.1 shows various characteristics of the subjects such as their version, the number of classes and methods. We choose these projects because they are very popular open-source projects. In addition, our work on test generation [205, 182] included some of them as subjects and found many OCP and EMCP problems in these projects. Thus, these projects pose sufficient problems for test generation when evaluating EcoCov.

**Evaluation Setup.** We use Pex [184] as the test-generation tool in our evaluations. We also run Covana along with Pex so that Covana can precisely identify OCPs and EMCPs encountered during test generation and report both the not-covered branches and corresponding problems.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the problem-benefit estimation (RQ5.1), we compare the estimates from EcoCov with the ground truth, i.e., the real benefits, obtained by solving the problem manually. In our evaluations, we use the newly-covered blocks as the benefit of solving a problem. We choose block coverage rather than branch coverage because Pex reports block coverage, and either block coverage or branch coverage is adequate to measure the effectiveness. We first run Pex on our subject projects and get the report from Covana. For an identified problem, we first manually solve this problem by either providing factory methods or mock objects. For an OCP, we create a factory method that encodes a sequence of method calls to modify the object state, which can be used by Pex to generate the desired object states. To simulate environmental dependencies, we create mock objects to replace external-method calls,
enabling Pex to generate desired values for external-method calls [181]. We then run Pex again and mark the set of blocks that are newly covered after solving the problem. This set of blocks is the the ground truth, i.e., the real benefits, that we get.

To attain the results of applying EcoCov for RQ5.1, we repeat the same preceding process of attaining the ground truth, except that we use EcoCov to bypass the problems rather than manually solve the problems. We attain the estimated benefit as the set of newly-covered blocks in this process. Finally, against the ground truth, we calculate the precision and recall of our estimation for each problem. Note that to estimate the benefit for a problem, we select one problem to solve each time, leaving all the other problems unsolved.

### 5.4.2 RQ5.1: Effectiveness of Estimating Problem Benefit

Our evaluation results for RQ5.1 are summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. Table 5.2 shows in how many cases EcoCov can accurately estimate the problem benefit. Column “Project Assembly” shows each project’s assemblies (i.e., executables or dlls) that contain problems. Column “# Problem” shows the number of problems used in our evaluation in each assembly. Note that we choose only the problems for the branches explored by Pex but not covered by Pex. Solving any of these problems allows Pex to explore other parts of the program and may encounter further problems. We do not use these further problems because we cannot afford to provide manual solutions to so many problems. Moreover, we exclude those problems whose solutions are too complex to solve manually. For example, some factory method requires creation of several more objects to pass the invariant validation. We also exclude object types that cannot be analyzed by Pex, such as `System.Type` from reflection libraries. Column “# Match (%)” shows the number of cases where EcoCov accurately estimates the problem benefit (i.e., produces the same coverage improvement as the ground truth), and the percentage of such cases.

Table 5.3 shows the average precisions and recalls of our estimations on the problem benefit. To calculate the precision and recall, let $S_c$ be the set of newly-covered blocks estimated by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Assembly</th>
<th># Problem</th>
<th># Match (%)</th>
<th># FP (%)</th>
<th># FN (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSA.Algorithms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA.DataStructures</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28 (75.7%)</td>
<td>6 (16.2%)</td>
<td>4 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA.Utility</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCode</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5 (62.5%)</td>
<td>3 (27.5%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6 (85.7%)</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit.Console</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 (75.0%)</td>
<td>1 (25.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit.Utility</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11 (100.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>59 (83.1%)</td>
<td>11 (15.5%)</td>
<td>4 (5.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Results on the number of problems being (in)accurately estimated
Table 5.3: Avg. precision and recall of our estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Assembly</th>
<th># Avg. Prec.</th>
<th># Avg. Rec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSA.Algorithms</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA.DataStructures</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA.Utility</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBCode</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit.Console</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xUnit.Utility</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>91.1%</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EcoCov, and \( S_m \) be the set of newly-covered blocks that are the ground truth, i.e., achieved by the manually-provided solutions. Then the blocks in the set \( S_m \cap S_e \) are the true positives (\( TP \)), the blocks in the set \( S_e - S_m \) are the false positives (\( FP \)), and the blocks in the set \( S_m - S_e \) are the false negatives (\( FN \)). Columns “\# FP (%)” and “\# FN (%)” of Table 5.2 show the number of cases where EcoCov has false positives and false negatives of estimating the problem benefits. For each problem, the precision and recall for estimating the problem benefit is calculated as follows,

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \quad \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 together show that EcoCov is highly accurate in estimating problem benefits. As shown in Table 5.2, in most cases (59/71), EcoCov produces exactly the same coverage improvement as the manually-provided solution does. Such result shows that most of time EcoCov is capable of providing 100% accurate estimations. In addition, Table 5.3 gives information on how far away is the estimated benefit from the ground-truth benefit using precisions and recalls. Overall, EcoCov achieves 91.1% precision and 96.6% recall, showing the high accuracy of the estimation.

Although EcoCov achieves high accuracy in estimating problem benefits, it produces both false positives and false negatives for some cases. In total, there are 12 problems for which EcoCov fails to produce accurate estimations. We manually inspect these problems and find out that the inaccuracy is due to two major factors as follows.

**Over-approximation.** Over-approximation is the major cause to false positives. There are 8 out of the 12 inaccurate cases that due to the over-approximation nature of our angelic diagnosis. The \texttt{choose} operator used in angelic diagnosis actually replaces the problem-inducing element with a symbolic value. When the test-generation tools perform symbolic execution with this symbolic value, the tools can generate desired concrete values covering not only the target
public bool Remove(Node n) {
    // List is not empty
    if (head == null) {
        // B1
        return false;
    }
    ...
    if (head == n) // B2
        // Node to remove is the head
    if (head.Next == null) { // B3
        // Only head in the list
        head = null;
    }
    else {
        // More than one node in the list
        head = head.Next;
    }
    }
}

Figure 5.5: A simplified example of over-approximation

not-covered branch but also further not-covered branches after the target branch. However, the manually-provided solution may not be as flexible as the symbolic value so that Pex covers fewer branches with the manually-provided solution than with the symbolic value when exploring further code. In our evaluation, we find that such false positives are still acceptable: 4 out of these inaccurate 8 cases still have a precision higher than 80%.

Figure 5.5 shows a simplified example of the over-approximation from the Remove method of SinglyLinkedList in DSA. The branch statement B1 at Line 3 first checks whether the list is empty. If yes, the method returns false without exploring the further part of the code. In this example, Pex is able to invoke only the default constructor of List to create an empty list. It cannot generate a non-empty list because the head field of the list cannot be directly modified. Covana reports the head field as the problem-inducing element of an OCP, along with the desired values that the head field is not null. With this report, EcoCov simply assigns a symbolic value to the head field, while developers typically provide a very simple factory method that creates a one-node list because a one-node list is sufficient to cover the false branch of B1 reported by Covana. With this factory method, Pex can move on into the true branch of B2 but cannot cover the false branch of B3 because the factory method can generate only a one-node list. However, since EcoCov turns the field head into a symbolic value, Pex can easily generate a head with the Next field not equal to null, and covers the false branch of B3. Thus, the false branch of B3 is a false positive reported by EcoCov.

Constraint Violation. EcoCov neglects the class invariants and environment constraints, which can result in both false positives and false negatives. The other 4 out of the 12 inaccurate cases are all caused by violating the relationship between two fields. Since EcoCov does not track
these relationships, when EcoCov assigns a symbolic value to one of the fields, the relationship may be broken, leading to an invalid object state. When Pex continues to explore the code with this invalid object, EcoCov may or may not produce false positives or false negatives, depending on whether the further executed code uses these two fields.

One example of breaking object relationships is from the Heap class in DSA, which has two fields: array and count. The relationship between them is that the field count should be equal to the size of the field array. However, in the method Remove, to cover a certain branch, EcoCov sets the value of count to a value that is not equal to the size of array. Later, when Pex continues to explore the further part of the code, Pex explores incorrect executions, and thus results in both false positives and false negatives. In this case, the precision and recall are both low. Hence, in future work, we plan to integrate such class invariants and environment dependencies (if available) into EcoCov to further improve our precision and recall.

5.5 Discussion

Object Dependencies for OCPs. Creating an instance of an object type T may require creating objects of several other object types. For example, the constructor of T may perform validation (such as invariant checking) on the input parameters that will be assigned to certain fields of T. If the validation fails, the constructor throws an exception to prevent creating an invalid object. In this case, our current approach simply creates a dummy object of T without invoking the constructor, which passes the null checking of the object. However, any subsequent field accesses of the dummy object result in exceptions, potentially causing the estimation to have false positives. In future work, we plan to investigate techniques to infer invariants of object types [59], and use the invariants to infer the dependencies among object types, enabling EcoCov to replace multiple fields with the choose operators.

Other Types of Problems. EcoCov focuses on the two major types of problems, OCPs and EMCPs, which prevent test-generation tools from achieving higher coverage [204, 116, 87]. There are three other example types of problems that cause certain branches not to be covered. First, the infeasible-branch problem refers to cases where certain branches may be infeasible to cover. For example, a branch may be unreachable (in the dead code), or the path constraints to take the branch under a specific context are not satisfiable. With angelic values that violate class invariants, EcoCov may cover an infeasible branch, causing false positives. In future work, we plan to investigate weakest-precondition computation to identify such branches. Second, the input-dependent-loop problem refers to cases where the iteration count of the loops depends on program inputs. Such loops can cause the program to have enormous or even an infinite number of paths, posing challenges for DSE tools to achieve high coverage, described in Section 4.2. In future work, we plan to investigate techniques to identify input-dependent loops that have side
effects on variables, and compute data dependencies of these variables to identify subsequent
not-covered branches that use these variables [198]. Third, the constraint-solving problem refer
to cases where constraint solvers cannot easily solve high-order computation or long constraints.
In future work, we plan to investigate how to reason about constraint-solving failures and how
they affect the coverage of the later branches.

5.6 Summary

Test-generation tools for complex programs in practice often encounter problems such as failing
to deal with method calls to external libraries. To improve the effectiveness of test-generation
tools, we have proposed cooperative testing, where developers help solve the encountered prob-
lems (e.g., providing mock objects). However, in practice, often a long list of problems can be
presented to developers, and developers have limited time to solve all the problems. Thus, it is
desirable to enable developers to maximize their testing goals within the given time of solving
problems, such as achieving as high branch coverage as possible.

To enable such economical problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools, we have
proposed an economic-analysis framework, EcoCov, that estimates the benefit of solving a prob-
lem. Our EcoCov framework includes our novel idea of angelic diagnosis, which approximates the
ideal of solving a problem by instead computing an angelically nondeterministic value whose
substitution for the problem-inducing element (e.g., the return of an external-method call)
makes the problem disappear. EcoCov conducts diagnosis by running the test-generation tools
on the program with the angelic values to bypass the problems, and answer questions for eco-
nomic analysis. Based on EcoCov, our approach provides the problem-diagnosis interface to show
the ordering of the problems based on their estimated benefits, extending the problem-diagnosis
interface of precisely reporting problems.

We have shown the effectiveness of EcoCov by applying it to three open-source projects:
xUnit, BBCode, and DSA. In our evaluations, EcoCov achieves average 91.1% precision and
96.6% recall in estimating the problem benefit.
CHAPTER 6

Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation for Mobile Privacy Control

6.1 Introduction

Modern mobile-device platforms like iOS, Android, and Windows Phone provide a central place, called app stores or marketplaces, for finding and downloading third-party applications. A common problem faced by these mobile-device platforms is that the published applications in the marketplace may leak private user information through output channels. Many of these applications access mobile-device resources, such as pictures and GPS that may contain and expose private information, and share them using remote cloud services or web services without notifying users [72].

To mitigate these problems, privacy control mechanisms employed by mobile-device platforms include two major parts: (1) manual app validation by experts: experts employed by an app store manually exercise the functionality provided by an app and observe its behaviors for validation; (2) access-control granting by users: app stores ask for permissions before users can install applications (Android and Windows Phone), or an app requests permissions before it can access users’ private information (iOS). The manual validation process is costly and delays publishing of apps. It is also incomplete, since it cannot examine every execution path to detect violations of privacy policies [91]. Access-control granting provides information about what private information these applications may access, rather than how these applications use private information, causing the users to make uninformed decisions on how to control their privacy. These privacy control mechanism lead to a situation where the users simply install applications
The goal of mobile privacy control is controlling mobile applications’ accesses to the users’ privacy-sensitive information, i.e., the users making decisions on whether to allow or deny permissions that protect accesses to certain privacy-sensitive information. To improve mobile privacy control of these mobile platforms, we propose an approach, called user-aware privacy control, that explains the uses of permissions, improving the users’ understanding of applications’ privacy-sensitive behaviors and reducing efforts for app validation and access-granting.

Unlike existing mobile platforms that merely show what privacy-sensitive information the mobile applications request to use (i.e., what permissions requested by the mobile applications), our approach further explains how each permission is used by the application.

To explain the permission uses, our approach automatically computes information flows of private information via static analysis and visualizes the flows, as shown in Figure 6.1. These information flows show what private data types flow to what output channels, explaining how permissions are used by applications. We use the term **Source** to refer to an origin of private information and **Sink** to refer to a point where information may leak from an app. The example in Figure 6.1 shows that the app uses 5 capabilities (Camera, Location, Pictures, Media, and Sharing). Among these, the first 3 are sources, and the last two are sinks. Among the 6 possible flows (3 sources to 2 sinks), our analysis shows that the Location flows to the Sharing sink, and that Camera and Location flow to the Media sink.

Given the computed information flows, our approach employs the mechanism of user-driven access control [159]. When the application is executed for the first time, our approach allows users to choose among real information, anonymized information, or abort execution, as shown in Figure 6.2 (the abort option is not yet implemented in TouchDevelop). These settings provide flexible choices for users: (1) using anonymized information (e.g., a fixed picture or a fixed
users can experiment with applications before granting access to real information; (2) aborting an execution prevents unintended access to a resource and is helpful for diagnosis.

In addition, our approach allows the users to perform runtime inspection on the information that is to be sent out from the mobile device. Before private information protected by a permission escapes from the mobile device, an explicit dialog is presented to request the user’s permissions. In Myer’s terminology [35], this dialog corresponds to a declassify step and tampered data has low integrity. For example, in TouchDevelop [186, 18], the sharing of a picture taken directly from the camera shows a dialog for the users to review the picture before it leaks from the device. Such information flows do not leak private information without notifying the users and should be safe. We refer to such sinks as monitored sinks. Since the users get to review the information at runtime, information flows that flow to monitored sinks do not require users’ decisions at installation time, reducing users’ efforts in granting accesses.

However, information flows whose information are tampered with before flowing to the monitored sinks may escape users’ inspection. For example, a malicious app could encode the user’s phone number into the color intensity of some pixels inside a picture to be shared. The information flow will reveal that private information from the camera and contact sources flow to the share sink, but a user may be hard pressed to recognize any changed pixels in the picture being posted. Moreover, information flows that flow to non-monitored sinks can leak information without notifying users as well.

To address such challenges, our approach further classifies information flows based on a tamper analysis. We define a policy to classify information flows as safe or unsafe: an information flow is safe if only untampered private information flows to a monitored sink. Our analysis detects unsafe flows by observing whether the information is tampered with before reaching the
sinks, and whether the information flows to a non-monitored sink. Based on the safe/unsafe classification of flows, our policy is to use real information for sources only appearing in safe flows, and anonymized information for all other sources.

Our user-aware privacy control approach strives for a balance between security and user involvement. By employing user-driven access control, our approach ensures that apps gain permissions from the users for private information accessed by apps. To avoid overwhelming the users with access granting—which may annoy the users and cause the users to blindly grant every permission—our approach does not ask the users to grant access to private information accessed by an app but not flowing to sinks. Furthermore, our technique provides default settings that are safe to run a script without further user decisions, thereby reducing risk and user burden.

Based on the computation of information flows, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows information flows of the requested permissions. Such a larger scope of information, i.e., information flows, explains how the users' privacy-sensitive information is used by the mobile applications, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control. In this cooperation, the tools identify permissions requested by mobile applications for the users to inspect and explain the permissions by showing information flows. Based on the users' domain knowledge about the mobile applications' functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the information flows to determine whether the information flows are expected for the mobile applications, and make decisions on granting accesses for the permissions.

We built a prototype of our privacy control into TouchDevelop, a novel mobile platform that enables the users to write apps directly using touch screens. In TouchDevelop, apps are written using a scripting language that is expressive enough to create applications or games, utilizing most features of mobile devices [185]. We call apps written in TouchDevelop “scripts”. Users can publish their scripts in a “script bazaar”, where other users can install and run them on their own devices. TouchDevelop is thus similar to other mobile-device platforms, except that we use no manual validation, only automatic information flow analysis. Our approach works well with the TouchDevelop platform for several reasons: (1) all code is made available through the script bazaar as source; (2) the expressiveness of the language enables apps to be created in fewer lines, allowing efficient static analysis on whole scripts; (3) the language does not allow reflection, eval, or native calls to platform APIs, making code analysis easier [108].

### 6.2 TouchDevelop Language

TouchDevelop allows users to create applications using an imperative and statically typed language [185]. A TouchDevelop script consists of a number of actions (procedures) and global variables. The body of actions consists of: (1) expressions that either update local or global
1 action foo() : Nothing { 
2   var s := "unclassified";
3   var p := media->create picture();
4   var loc := senses->current location;  // classified
5   s := loc->describe();  // classified
6   p -> draw text(s);  // p's mutable state is classified
7   p -> share("facebook");
8 }  

Figure 6.3: Example of classified information flow

variables (assignments), invoke another action, or invoke a predefined property; (2) conditional statements \texttt{if-then-else}, (3) loop statements, \texttt{for}, \texttt{while}, and \texttt{foreach}, that iteratively execute a block of statements. The global variables are statically typed and their current value is persisted and accessible across multiple script invocations.

As a statically typed language, TouchDevelop defines a number of data types (e.g., \texttt{Number} or \texttt{String} for \texttt{s}, or \texttt{Picture} for \texttt{p} in Figure 6.3). Each data type provides a number of properties (e.g., \texttt{p \rightarrow share}). For the sake of the simplicity, the language does not provide features that allow users to define new types or properties.

6.2.1 Classified Information Flow

In this section, we illustrate several examples to show how scripts written in TouchDevelop may leak private information (referred to as \textit{classified information}). Figure 6.3 shows an example of how classified information flows among values, such as \texttt{Number} and \texttt{String}. At line 4, variable \texttt{loc} becomes classified since it contains the geolocation information obtained via the GPS. Here, we refer to the property \texttt{senses->current location} as a \textit{Source} of geolocation information. At line 5, the location is transformed into a string and assigned to \texttt{s}, thereby making \texttt{s} classified. At line 6, the location string \texttt{s} is rendered as text into the picture \texttt{p}, causing \texttt{p} to be classified. At line 7, the \texttt{share} action of \texttt{p} leaks the classified information of the user’s geolocation to facebook. Here we refer to the property \texttt{share} as a \textit{Sink}. One thing to note is that if line 5 were moved to after line 6, then \texttt{p} would not be classified. The later update of \texttt{s} would not affect \texttt{p}.

Now let’s look at another example shown in Figure 6.4. At line 5, the message \texttt{msg} is added to the message collection \texttt{msgs}. The message collection \texttt{msgs} keeps a reference to \texttt{msg}, which means that \texttt{msg} can be accessed from \texttt{msgs} at a later time. At line 6, \texttt{msg} becomes classified, which causes \texttt{msgs} to be classified indirectly. At line 7, \texttt{msg2}, the \textit{i}-th message in \texttt{msgs}, may contain the information of \texttt{msg} or other messages. Thus, \texttt{msg2} should also be considered as classified. We refer to this type of information flow as reference-type flow, since it occurs through objects such as message collections that contain references to other objects.
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1 action foo(msg : Message, msgs: MessageCollection, i: Number) : Nothing {
2     var pic := senses -> take camera picture;
3     pic -> share('facebook', 'share a pic');
4     var s := currLoc(); // classified
5     msgs -> add(msg);
6     msg -> set message(s); // classified
7     var msg2 := msgs -> at(i); // classified via reference-type flow
8     msg2 -> share('facebook');
9     var y := false;
10    if s -> contains('Seattle') then {
11       y := true; // classified via implicit flow
12     }
13 }
14
15 action currLoc() returns r : String{
16     var l := senses -> current location; // classified
17     r := locations -> describe location(l); // classified
18 }

Figure 6.4: Implicit and reference-type information flow

Another type of information flow that can potentially leak private information is implicit flow [63, 64]. Implicit flow arises from conditional control structures such as if statements where the condition depends on classified information. The statements in the branches of the conditional statement can leak the outcome of the condition, which allows later code to determine the classified information indirectly. Consider the example of implicit flow shown in Figure 6.4. The classified local s is used at the if statement at line 10. By observing the values of y, users can guess whether the geolocation information stored in s contains the substring Seattle. Thus, to track implicit information flows, we need to consider y as classified.

6.3 Capability Identification

The application capabilities tell users what kinds of mobile-device resources (such as personally-sensitive information and wireless network) an application uses, which is useful information for users to decide whether to install the application. These resources can be classified as sources (such as camera or geolocation) and sinks (such as web or facebook sharing). To use these resources, application developers need to use the APIs provided by the device-specific development environment, also called software development kit (SDK). Table 6.1 shows the kinds of sources and sinks provided by the TouchDevelop APIs. Among these sinks, the sink Sharing prompts users with the sharing information, which makes it a monitored sink. For the other three kinds of sinks, only the sink Web is considered as an non-monitored sink. The reason is that the pictures from the sink Picture and emails or phone numbers from the sink Contacts...
Table 6.1: Capabilities provided by the TouchDevelop APIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Takes a picture through the camera.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Gets the geo location, possibly using GPS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>Accesses the picture libraries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Accesses the music library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>Accesses the microphone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Accesses emails or phone numbers of contacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>Saves an email or phone number of a contact to the device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>Saves pictures to the phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>Share information through social services, email or short messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>Accesses the web, downloading or uploading data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are all considered as sensitive private information, and if these kinds of private information would flow to Web, our approach would identify the flow as an unsafe flow.

**Automated Capability Identification.** To provide the accurate and complete information of what resources are accessed by applications, our approach provides a static analysis that scans through the application script to automatically identify application capabilities. We have manually annotated all TouchDevelop APIs with source and sink information. We use a fixpoint algorithm to compute the capabilities used by each action of a script. For each action in a script, our approach parses the action into an abstract syntax tree (AST), and automatically scans each statement node in the AST to identify what sources and sinks are used. If a statement in an action $a_1$ is a call to another action $a_2$, our approach adds the sources and sinks of $a_2$ to $a_1$. A fixpoint is reached if the computed sources and sinks for each action do not change. Since application developers in TouchDevelop can use only the APIs provided by the device-specific SDK for accessing mobile-device resources, our analysis results are guaranteed to be accurate and complete.

### 6.4 Information Flow Analysis

In this section, we first present an overview of our static information flow analysis, and then follow it up with full technical details.
6.4.1 Overview

Our approach statically computes information flows using abstract interpretation [58]. Our approach maintains the abstract state of the script and updates the state according to the simulated execution of a statement. The state maps local variables to sets of sources. In addition it maps a single mutable location for each kind\(^1\) to a set of sources. Finally, the state maps sinks to sources flowing to that sink. Sinks can be thought of as additional mutable locations that accumulate what flows into them. Information flow from a source \(s_1\) to a sink \(s_2\) arises whenever source \(s_1\) appears in the abstract state of sink \(s_2\). The sources in our maps are represented as a set of value elements consisting of constant sources and input parameter names. Input parameter names are used to represent symbolic information that allows us to determine where parameters flow.

Implicit Flows. In order to handle implicit flow arising from control flow statements that branch on classified information, we use an additional special local variable named \(pc\). The \(pc\) variable is assigned (augmented) with source information at conditionals at the entry of both branches. At each basic block, the \(pc\) is defined by the value of \(pc\) at the immediate dominator block instead of all predecessor blocks as is the case for normal locals.

Inter-Procedural Analysis. Our approach uses a fix-point algorithm to iteratively compute the summaries of basic blocks in an action and then uses these summaries to compute summaries of actions. At call-sites, summaries are instantiated with concrete values for symbolic parameter names, thereby computing the effect of the call without re-analysis of the action. This approach also handles recursive actions.

Mutable and Immutable Values. We map the TouchDevelop concepts to a simpler model for information flow analysis. We can think of each kind of value as having two separate parts: (1) an immutable part, and (2) a mutable part. Many types of values have only an immutable part and no mutable parts, e.g., Number, String, and GeoLocation. Other types of values have both immutable parts and mutable parts. E.g., Picture has an immutable part that is associated with whether the picture is valid (i.e., whether the pointer is null). The mutable part of a picture consists of the actual pixel colors at each coordinate of the picture.

We track information flow separately for the mutable and immutable parts of values. The immutable part of an object is copied whenever a value is assigned from one local to another, passed as parameter, returned from a method, stored or loaded from a global variable. The immutable part of a value is tracked precisely at each program point and assignments are strong assignments that replaces the original values.

The mutable part of an object is affected only by pre-defined property invocations (i.e., primitive methods). We track the mutable part of values using an abstraction where we have a

---

\(^1\)Data types in TouchDevelop are called kinds.
single mutable location per kind. Every value of that type shares that same mutable location in
the analysis. All updates to the mutable part are weak updates, meaning they are accumulated.

Primitive properties are annotated with information that indicates from which parameters
(and thus which kinds) the mutable state is read, and also what mutable parts are written
(parameters and return values).

**Embedded References.** Because values may have embedded references to other values
that could be mutable, we also keep track of such embedded references using directed edges
from one mutable location to another. The model currently does not accommodate references
from immutable parts to mutable parts, but we have not found a need for that. Establishing a
reference from one value to another implies a write to the mutable state of the first.

**Globals.** To simplify the description in the remainder of the chapter, we eliminate global
variables from the model. Global variables are treated as extra parameters and return values
from each action. One can easily transform a program with globals to a program without globals
by adding all globals used in an action (and actions called) as extra parameters, and all globals
modified by an action as extra return values. As a result, inside an action, accessing a global is
no different than accessing a local variable. We will thus no longer explicitly talk about global
variables henceforth.

**Parameters.** Parameters of an action are treated as ordinary locals inside an action. They
are pre-initialized by the action invocation, but otherwise act no differently than normal local
variables.

**Results.** Result variables are treated as ordinary locals inside an action. Upon return,
their immutable parts (values) are copied to the caller’s locals that receive the results of the
invocation.

### 6.4.2 Simplified Language

We assume that our input program consists of a number of actions, where each action has any
number of parameters and any number of results. The body of an action consists of a control
flow graph of basic blocks, with a distinguished entry block and a distinguished exit block.
Conditionals branching on condition \( c \) are transformed into non-deterministic branches to the
then and else blocks, where the target blocks are augmented with a first instruction of the form
\( \text{assume}(c) \) and \( \text{assume}(\neg c) \).

The instructions inside a block have the following forms:

\[
\text{Instruction} ::= x := y \mid r := p(x_1..x_n) \\
\mid r_1..r_n := a(x_1..x_m) \mid \text{assume}(x) \mid \text{assume}(\neg x)
\]
An instruction is either a simple assignment from one local to another, a primitive property invocation of parameters \(x_1..x_n\) binding the result to a variable \(r\), an action invocation with parameters \(x_1..x_m\) binding the results of the action to \(r_1..r_n\), or a special assume statement arising from conditional branches. We assume that primitive operations always return a value, even if it is the Nothing value.

### 6.4.3 Summaries of Basic Blocks and Actions

We separate the state into three parts: 1) local variable information, 2) pc information for implicit flow, and 3) mutable state information. The first two are program point specific, but the mutable state is not. The mutable state consists of one classification per kind, and a set of edges between kinds representing possible references from the mutable state of objects of one kind to objects of another kind.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Atom} & ::= \text{Sources}(i) \mid \text{Parameter}(i) \mid \text{PC}_{in} \\
\text{Classification} & ::= \text{Set of Atom} \\
\text{LocalMap} & ::= \text{Block} \rightarrow \text{Local} \rightarrow \text{Classification} \\
\text{SinkMap} & ::= \text{Block} \rightarrow \text{Sink}(i) \rightarrow \text{Classification} \\
\text{PCMap} & ::= \text{Block} \rightarrow \text{Classification} \\
\text{MutableState} & ::= \text{Kinds}(i) \rightarrow \text{Classification} \\
\text{References} & ::= \text{Set of (Kinds}(i) \times \text{Kinds}(i))
\end{align*}
\]

The fixpoint computation computes the following data structures:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_{pre}, L_{post} & : \text{LocalMap} \\
PC_{pre}, PC_{post} & : \text{PCMap} \\
S_{pre}, S_{post} & : \text{SinkMap} \\
M_{pre}, M_{post} & : \text{Block} \rightarrow \text{MutableState} \\
R_{pre}, R_{post} & : \text{Block} \rightarrow \text{References}
\end{align*}
\]

\(L_{pre}\) contains the local information on entry to a particular block, whereas \(L_{post}\) contains the corresponding information at exit of the block, and similarly for \(PC_{pre}\) and \(PC_{post}\). The sink maps \(S_{pre}\) and \(S_{post}\) contain the classification of the predefined sinks on entry and exit of blocks. \(M_{pre}\) and \(M_{post}\) contain the mutable state classification and \(R_{pre}\) and \(R_{post}\) contain the reference links between mutable states.
Block Summary

We initialize $L_{pre}$ for entry blocks of actions to map each parameter local $i$ to the singleton $\{Parameter(i)\}$ and to the empty set for all other locals. Similarly, we initialize $PC_{pre}$ for entry blocks to the singleton $\{PC_{in}\}$ which allows computing symbolic summaries of actions that can be applied in contexts where the PC is classified differently. The sink map $S_{pre}$ for the entry block is empty. These maps will not change during the global fix point of the analysis.

The information for $R_{pre}$ and $M_{pre}$ for the entry block keep track under which assumptions the action has been analyzed. It is initially empty, but may grow as the action is invoked in a context with larger $M$ or $R$, causing the blocks of the action to be re-analyzed.

For non-entry blocks, the starting state is defined as follows:

$$L_{pre}(b) = \bigcup_{b' \in pred(b)} L_{post}(b')$$
$$S_{pre}(b) = \bigcup_{b' \in pred(b)} S_{post}(b')$$
$$M_{pre}(b) = \bigcup_{b' \in pred(b)} M_{post}(b')$$
$$R_{pre}(b) = \bigcup_{b' \in pred(b)} R_{post}(b')$$
$$PC_{pre}(b) = PC_{post}(dom(b))$$

The locals on entry to a block are simply the union of the post local state of all predecessor blocks, where union is defined point-wise on the map (similarly for the sinks, mutable state, and reference links). For the PC classification is obtained by the post PC classification of the immediate dominator of block $b$.

Action Summary

We assume each action has a single exit block. The summary of an action is simply the post state of the exit block of the action. For each action, we keep track of the initial $M$ and $R$ under which it was analyzed in the information for its entry block. If we see a call to the action with
a larger $M$ or $R$, we update that information for the entry block and propagate the changes through the blocks of the action. For example, the summary of action $\text{foo}$ in Figure 6.4 is:

$$
\text{State} = \{
\begin{align*}
L &= \{ s \rightarrow \{\text{Location}\}, \, \text{pic} \rightarrow \{\text{Camera}\}, \\
&\quad y \rightarrow \{\text{Location}\}, \, \text{msg} \rightarrow \{\text{Location}\}, \\
&\quad \text{msg2} \rightarrow \{\text{Location}\}\}, \\
S &= \{\text{Sharing} \rightarrow \{\text{Camera}\}\}, \\
PC &= \{\}, \\
M &= \{\text{Picture} \rightarrow \{\text{Camera}\}, \\
&\quad \text{Message} \rightarrow \{\text{Location}\}\} \\
R &= \{< \text{MessageCollection}, \text{Message} >\}\}
\end{align*}
\}
$$

Here the state of locals $L$ shows that the local $s$ contains the geolocation data, $\text{pic}$ contains the camera data, $y$ contains geolocation data due to the implicit flow from $s$ to $y$, and the local $\text{msg}$ gets geolocation data from $s$ at line 5. The state of mutable locations $M$ shows that the mutable state of $\text{Picture}$ contains the camera data and the mutable state of $\text{Message}$ contains the geolocation data. The state of references $R$ contains a pair showing that $\text{MessageCollection}$ is linked to $\text{Message}$. Due to this link, $\text{msg2}$ reads the mutable data of $\text{msgs}$ and is considered to contain the geolocation data. The state of sinks $S$ shows that the sharing sink contains camera data. The set $\text{PC}$ is empty, since the pc does not carry the camera data after the $\text{if-then-else}$ block.

### 6.4.4 Classified Information Propagation

In this section, we describe how APIs are annotated and how information flow is tracked at the instruction level.

#### Property Annotations

We assume that every primitive property $p$ is annotated with a set $\text{ReadsMutable}_p$ consisting of the parameter indices of parameters whose mutable state is read by $p$. Similarly, the set $\text{WritesMutable}_p$ consists of the indices of parameters whose mutable state is written by $p$. Additionally, we use index 0 in $\text{WritesMutable}_p$ to indicate whether the mutable state of the result depends on the classification of the inputs to property $p$. By default, we assume that all immutable parts of all parameters are read by a property and that all read parts flow into the
result’s immutable part. Additionally, the set \( \text{EmbedsLinks}_p \) contains the set of edges between kinds representing possible references established by invoking property \( p \).

A set \( \text{Sources}_p \) indicates which predefined sources flow into the result value when invoking property \( p \). Finally, \( \text{Sinks}_p \) contains the set of sinks to which information flows on invoking \( p \).

**Statement-Based Propagation**

The following rules show the propagation of the state for each kind of instruction. We assume \( L, PC, M \) and \( R \) are the initial states, and \( L', PC', M' \) and \( R' \) are the post states.

**Case** \( x := y \):

\[
\begin{align*}
L' &= L[x \mapsto L(y) \cup PC] \\
PC' &= PC \\
M' &= M \\
R' &= R \\
S' &= S
\end{align*}
\]

Note how the PC classification flows into the new classification of \( x \). This is needed to keep track of implicit flow.

**Case** \( r := p(x_1..x_n) \):  First we compute the input classification, which consists of the classification of all input parameters, the classification of all kinds for which there is a parameter annotated with \( \text{ReadsMutable} \).

\[
Common = PC \cup \text{Sources}_p \cup \bigcup_i L(x_i) \\
\cup \bigcup_{j \in \text{ReadsMutable}_p} Cl(M, R, \text{kind}(x_j))
\]

The helper function \( Cl(M, R, i) \) computes the union of the classification of all kinds \( j \) reachable from \( i \) via edges in \( R \). Note that \( Reach(R, i, i) \) is true for all \( R \).

\[
Cl(M, R, i) = \{ M(j) \mid Reach(R, i, j) \}
\]
With this information, we update the result and the mutable state.

\[
L' = L[r \mapsto \text{Common}] \\
PC' = PC \\
M'(i) = \begin{cases} 
M(i) \cup \text{Common} & \text{if } \exists j \in \text{WritesMutable}_p \\
& \text{and } \text{Reach}(R, \text{kind}(x_j), i) \\
M(i) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \\
R' = R \cup \text{EmbedsLinks}_p \\
S'(i) = \begin{cases} 
S(i) \cup \text{Common} & \text{if } i \in \text{Sinks}_p \\
S(i) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

**Case** assume\( (x) \) **or** assume\( (\neg x) \):

\[
L' = L \\
PC' = PC \cup L(x) \\
M' = M \\
R' = R \\
S' = S
\]

Assume statements cause the PC classification to be augmented with the classification of the condition.

**Case** \( r_1..r_n = a(x_1..x_m) \): First, we update \( M_{\text{pre}}(\text{entry}_a) \) to \( M \sqcup M_{\text{pre}}(\text{entry}_a) \) and \( R_{\text{pre}}(\text{entry}_a) \) to \( R \sqcup R_{\text{pre}}(\text{entry}_a) \). If necessary, propagate changes through blocks of \( a \). We use the state at the exit block of \( a \) as the summary of \( a \) to be applied at the current invocation. Since the summary contains some symbolic information for parameter classification and pc classification, we first instantiate the exit block information with the invocation site information. Let \( \sigma \) be the substitution

\[
\sigma = [PC_{\text{in}} \mapsto PC, Parameter(i) \mapsto L(x_i)]
\]

Now we compute instantiated versions of the exit block summaries:

\[
L_s = \sigma(L_{\text{post}}(\text{exit}_a)) \\
M_s = \sigma(M_{\text{post}}(\text{exit}_a)) \\
R_s = \sigma(R_{\text{post}}(\text{exit}_a)) \\
S_s = \sigma(S_{\text{post}}(\text{exit}_a))
\]
Note that no PC information flows out of the action. Let \( r'_1 \ldots r'_n \) be the result locals in action \( a \).

The final states after the invocation of action \( a \) is then:

\[
L' = L[r_i \mapsto L_s(r'_i)]
\]

\[
PC' = PC
\]

\[
M' = M \sqcup M_s
\]

\[
R' = R \cup R_s
\]

\[
S' = S \sqcup S_s
\]

### 6.5 Tampered Information

The source to sink information flow we compute so far may not be enough to make good policy decisions about which scripts are good and which scripts are bad. For example, a script taking a picture with the camera and then posting it to facebook may be a reasonable script, especially since posting to facebook will prompt the user and display the text and picture that will be posted. The user thus has a way to vet the information being posted.

However, a malicious script could try to encode the user’s phone number into the color intensity of some pixels in the posted picture. From an information flow perspective, we would simply see that sources Camera and Contacts flow to Sharing. Users looking at the picture being posted will likely not notice changed pixels containing the hidden phone number.

Can we distinguish somehow between these two cases? Our attempt to do so is based on the following assumption: for sinks that prompt the user to review the information (e.g., emails, sms, phone calls, facebook posts), we want to distinguish if the information being posted is recognizable by the user as containing sensitive information or not. In the case where pixels in the picture taken by the camera are modified based on classified contact information, we want to consider the information in the picture as tampered and thus apply a harsher policy than if the information is not tampered with.

In order to track tampering, we introduce an operator \( \text{Tamper} \) that can be applied to the existing sources.

\[
Atom ::= \text{Sources}(i) \mid \text{Parameter}(i) \\
\mid PC_{in} \mid \text{Tamper}(Atom)
\]

Note that the set of atoms is not unbounded, as this is not a free algebra. Indeed, \( \text{Tamper}(\text{Tamper}(s)) = \text{Tamper}(s) \) for all \( s \). Additionally, we annotate all properties \( p \) with a single bit \( \text{Tampers}_p \), in-
indicating whether any input classifications are transformed into tampered output classifications for the result and writes to the mutable store.

The rule for handling the flow at property invocations then needs to be modified insofar as the classification $Common$ now becomes:

$$InFlow = PC \cup \bigcup_i L(x_i) \cup \bigcup_{j \in \text{ReadsMutable}_p} \bigcup \text{Cl}(M, R, \text{kind}(x_j))$$

$$Common = \text{Sources}_p \cup \begin{cases} InFlow & \text{if } \neg \text{Tampers}_p \\ \text{Tamper}(InFlow) & \text{if } \text{Tampers}_p \end{cases}$$

Applying $Tamper$ to an entire classification, just means applying the operator pointwise to the set elements.

### 6.6 User-Aware Privacy Control

By applying the static analysis, we compute information flows on a per action and per script basis and show summaries of which sources flow to which sinks in each action and in the script as a whole. As an example, Figure 6.1 shows the summary of the script named $location$ and $maps$, which can send a text message containing the user’s current location or take a picture with the user’s current location embedded in it and save the picture into the media storage library of the mobile device. This flow summary shows the information flows of the application: by looking at the information flows at install time, users can understand what private information the application uses and where this private information may escape to. To minimize the efforts of experts in validating applications and users in granting accesses to sources, we further define a policy that classifies flows into safe and unsafe flows.

**Classification of Safe and Unsafe Flows.** Our policy is based on the assumption described in Section 6.5: we consider a flow as a safe flow if it is an untampered flow to a monitored sink. Recall that a monitored sink results in an explicit dialog at runtime, presenting the particular information flowing to the sink and requesting permissions from the user before the information escapes from the mobile-device. For example, a post to facebook would prompt the user to review the information before the actual sharing happens. Our approach considers all other flows as unsafe, including untampered flows to non-monitored sinks (Web) and all tampered flows. We may evolve the policy of what constitutes a safe flow based on user feedback, and update the policy when more sources and sinks are added into the system.

**Granting Accesses.** When running the script for the first time, the user is presented with all sources appearing in unsafe flows along with a radio button group for each source that allows
the user to choose among anonymized or real information (Figure 6.2). Anonymized information means that the runtime provides the script with anonymized information (a fixed picture or a fixed geolocation etc.), real information means the script gets access to the real information on the users’ device, and abort execution means that the runtime stops the execution at the access point. By using anonymized information, a user can safely experiment with an application to determine if it does something useful prior to even considering whether to allow access to real information.

**Default Settings.** To keep users safe and minimize efforts in granting access, our approach provides default settings. We guarantee that running a script with the default settings does not leak private information, except through monitored sinks where the user is presented untampered information to review. Sources appearing in no flows use real information and are not shown. For sources that appear only in safe flows, the default setting is to use real information; for other sources appearing in flows, the default setting is to use anonymized information.

### 6.7 Evaluation

This section presents experiments we conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of our extended static information flow analysis. We chose TouchDevelop as a platform for our evaluations due to two major reasons: (1) **source code availability:** the source code of a script is made available as part of the publishing process; (2) **simplicity:** the expressiveness of the TouchDevelop languages enables applications to be created in much fewer lines, reducing the complexity of static analysis; the TouchDevelop language does not allow reflection or native calls to platform APIs, enabling complete annotation of the APIs with source, sink, and flow information; TouchDevelop allows importing of external scripts through only the script bazaar and does not allow generating code at runtime.

#### 6.7.1 Subjects and Evaluation Setup

We integrated our static information flow analysis into the server part of the TouchDevelop environment. Every submitted script is analyzed automatically and the resulting flow information informs the privacy settings when users install scripts. To conduct the experiments, we collected 546 scripts (all publications prior to Oct 6th, 2011) published by 194 TouchDevelop users, excluding scripts published by ourselves. Figure 6.5 shows the number of scripts in different ranges of lines of code (LOC) \(^2\) and the average LOCs in these ranges. Among these scripts, 395 (72.34\%) scripts have LOCs ranging from 0-80, and the scripts *Termini 3 Final* \(^3\) and *Ter-

\(^2\)Meta data and comment statements are excluded for LOC computation.

\(^3\)http://touchdevelop.com/pycw
Figure 6.5: Sizes of 546 published scripts in TouchDevelop

mini 3 Beta 1.4\(^4\) have the maximum LOCs of 738. The major reason why these scripts are of relatively small size is that the expressiveness of the TouchDevelop language enables users to create applications using fewer lines of code than using traditional programming languages for mobile devices. For example, the script *Termini Include Edition 1.0.2*\(^5\) published by the user Pouya Animation\(^6\) creates a UNIX emulator (Terminal) for TouchDevelop in just 407 LOC.

6.7.2 Information Flow Evaluations

To show the effectiveness of our information flow analysis, we posed the following three research questions about the 546 subject scripts:

- **RQ6.1:** What is the advantage of using information flow from sources to sinks to classify scripts, as opposed to the mere presence of both sources and sink (capability usage)?

- **RQ6.2:** How many more scripts can we classify as safe using our tamper analysis, thus eliminating the need to ask users to grant access?

- **RQ6.3:** How many more sources can we classify as safe using our tamper analysis, further reducing the number of sources that require users’ decisions?

\(^4\)http://touchdevelop.com/xwgl
\(^5\)http://touchdevelop.com/hllw
\(^6\)https://www.touchdevelop.com/ntqe
RQ6.1: Information Flow Summary

To address RQ6.1, we compare the number of scripts that are classified as information-leaking using information flows with the number of scripts that are classified as information-leaking using capabilities. Table 6.2 shows the information flow summary of the published scripts. Column “# Total” shows the total number of scripts. Column “# Cap” shows the number of scripts that either have at least one source or one sink. Column “/w Source” shows the number of scripts that have at least one source. Column “/w Sink” shows the number of scripts that have at least one sink. Column “/w Both” shows the number of scripts that have both sources and sinks. Column “# Flow” shows the number of scripts that have computed information flows.

The results show that in 546 published scripts, 242 (44.32%) either have sources (access private information) or have sinks (can leak information from the script). To form an information flow, a script must have at least one source and one sink. As shown in Table 6.2, 457 (83.70%, #Total - #Both) scripts have either no sources or no sinks, which can be classified as non-information-leaking by either using information flow or capabilities usage. For the remaining 89 scripts that have both sources and sinks, our information flow analysis detects that 11 scripts have no information flows. Thus, using potential flow (presence of both source and sink), reduces prompting by 48.26% (from 172 to 89) over the traditional capability approach (presence of sources). Using actual information flows, as computed by our analysis, further reduces prompting by 12.36% (from 89 to 78).

Table 6.3 shows the information flow summary of the published scripts based on source-sink pairs. Each column represents a kind of sink and each row represents a kind of source. The first number in each table cell is the number of scripts for which our analysis determines information flow from the given source to the given sink, whereas the second number in each cell is simply the number of scripts that use the corresponding source and sink. The two numbers presented in each table cell compare our approach of computing actual information flow, to a naïve capability analysis that simply presumes an information flow for each used source-sink pair.

For example, the cell for Camera and Web shows that a naïve capability approach would classify 30 scripts as having information flow from the camera to the web, whereas our information flow analysis proves that none of these scripts actually leak camera information to the
web, completely removing the concerns of leaking pictures taken from the camera through the web.

Similarly, the naïve capability approach would consider 19 scripts to leak contact information through the web, while our analysis shows that none of these scripts would do that.

These results show that information flow analysis effectively computes a much finer granularity of the potential flows between sources and sinks used in a script.

### RQ6.2: Safe Scripts

To address RQ6.2, we apply our static analysis on the 78 subject scripts that have information flows, referred to as flow scripts, and measure the number of flow scripts that have safe flows. We assume only sink Web is an non-monitored sink, while all others are monitored sinks. Table 6.4 shows the safe/unsafe flow summary of the 78 scripts that have information flows. Column “# Safe” shows the number of scripts that have safe flows. Column “# Non-Monitored” shows the number of scripts that have information flows from sources into non-monitored sinks. Column “# Tampered” shows the number of scripts that have tampered information flows. Column “# Both” shows the number of scripts that have both safe and unsafe flows. Column “# Mix” shows the number of scripts that have both safe and unsafe flows from a common source (mix scripts).

The results show that 45 (57.69%) flow scripts have safe flows and 54 (69.23%) flow scripts have unsafe flows. Among these 54 unsafe flow scripts, 40 flow scripts have flows from sources into non-monitored sinks and 47 have tampered information flows. Based on this safe/unsafe flow summary, we know that 24 (#Safe–#Both), or 30.77% of flow scripts have only safe flows. For these 24 scripts, users are perfectly safe to use the scripts granting full access to private information without prompting or reduced functionality.

Among the 21 flow scripts that have both safe and unsafe flows, none are mix scripts. In all the TouchDevelop scripts, only 2 flow scripts published by ourselves have both safe and unsafe flows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contacts</th>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Sharing</th>
<th>Web</th>
<th>Any</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>22 / 22</td>
<td>11 / 21</td>
<td>0 / 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>1 / 3</td>
<td>0 / 11</td>
<td>30 / 39</td>
<td>0 / 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>6 / 10</td>
<td>12 / 12</td>
<td>27 / 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microph.</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 2</td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>1 / 1</td>
<td>0 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>0 / 0</td>
<td>18 / 29</td>
<td>2 / 15</td>
<td>14 / 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>1 / 3</td>
<td>29 / 39</td>
<td>44 / 48</td>
<td>40 / 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flows from a common source to sinks. Our current access granting allows users to grant access based on sources only, instead of flows. Users cannot choose real information for one flow and anonymized information for another flow from the same source. As we found only 2 scripts where this limitation matters, it seems to be a good trade-off that avoids giving users too much choice.

**RQ6.3: Safe Sources**

To address RQ6.3, we look at how many times a user would have to change the default setting for a source if she were to give full access to all scripts. Table 6.5 shows the total number of times a source appears in a given context. Column “Naïve” shows the number of scripts that use this source and any sink. Column “Flow” shows the number of scripts that have information flows from this source to any sinks. Column “Safe” shows the number of scripts for which this source is safe. The last three columns explain why some flows are unsafe. Column “Non-Monitored” shows the number of scripts where information flows from this source to non-monitored sinks. Column “Tamper” shows the number of scripts where information from this source is tampered before it reaches a sink. Column “Both” shows the number of scripts that have common sources in Columns “Non-Monitored” and “Tamper”.

Among 33 scripts that have source Camera appearing in flows, 24 scripts (72.73%) have source Camera as a safe source and 9 scripts (27.27%) have source Camera in tampered flows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Naïve</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Safe</th>
<th>Unsafe due to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unvet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacts</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microph.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, 25 scripts (83.33%) have safe sources of Contacts, leaving only 5 scripts having source Contacts appearing in tampered flows.

In summary, our analysis detects that 47.06% (56) of 119 sources are safe sources. These safe sources are allowed to use real information directly based on our default settings, eliminating the need for access granting. Among the remaining 63 unsafe sources (# Non-Monitored + # Tamper - # Both), 7 (#Non-Monitored - #Both) are solely due to flow to non-monitored sinks, and the remaining 56 sources appear in tampered information flows. These results show that using the naive classification, a user would have to make 152 changes to settings to use real data in all scripts. Using information flow alone, this number is reduced to 119 changes. Using tamper analysis and monitored sinks in addition to information flow, our approach reduces the burden to 63 changes to settings, an overall reduction of 58.6%.

6.8 Discussion

In this section, we discuss generalizations and limitations of our approach.

Generalization to Other Mobile-Device Platforms. To generalize our approach to other mobile-device platforms, such as Windows Phone, Android, and iOS, several points need to be addressed: (1) these platforms provide a much larger API surface than TouchDevelop and annotating these APIs with source, sink, and flow information is a major effort, (2) the languages used (Java, C#, or assembly code) provide more ways to obscure flow than in our scripting language, in particular through indirect calls, or via reflection. The static analysis would have to be extended to account for these [73, 79]. (3) Indirect flow through mutable storage will require a finer grained heap model than we currently employ (one abstract location per data kind). The static analysis might need to be complemented with dynamic analysis [72, 223] to address this issue.

Limitations of Static Information Flow Analysis. Due to the way our approach handles implicit flows, our approach may produce false positives as described by Kang et al.'s work [119]. However, our evaluation results show that even with these potential false positives, our approach still achieves a significant reduction in access granting for users. To improve our approach when migrating to other mobile-device platforms, our approach can be combined with DTA++ techniques [119].

Another type of implicit flow, covert channels [168], may cause false negatives of our approach. For example, a script can store a classified picture into the media library, and then later share it through facebook via a different application. Our flow analysis would indicate that a picture is stored into the media library (and the user has to agree with that flow), but our approach does not contemplate what could happen to the picture in the library after that. To
address such issues, the operating system would have to provide dynamic taint tracking [72], since such flows involve more than one application or even OS built-in functionality.

6.9 Summary

Applications in mobile-marketplaces may leak private user information without notification. Existing mobile platforms provide little information on how applications use private user data, making it difficult for experts to validate applications and for users to grant applications access to their private data. We have proposed an approach, called user-aware privacy control, that explains the uses of permissions, improving the users’ understanding of applications’ privacy-sensitive behaviors and reducing efforts for app validation and access-granting. Our approach computes static information flows and classify them as safe/unsafe based on a tamper analysis that tracks whether private data is obscured before escaping through output channels. This flow information enables platforms to provide default settings that expose private data only for safe flows, thereby preserving privacy and minimizing decisions required from the users.

Based on the computation of information flows, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows information flows of the requested permissions. Such a larger scope of information explains how the users’ privacy-sensitive information is used by the mobile applications, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control. In this cooperation, the tools identify permissions requested by mobile applications for the users to inspect and explain the permissions by showing information flows. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the mobile applications’ functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the information flows to determine whether the information flows are expected for the mobile applications.

We built our approach into TouchDevelop, an application-creation environment that allows the users to write scripts on mobile devices and install scripts published by other users. We evaluate the effectiveness and performance of our information flow analysis on 546 scripts published by 194 users to evaluate The results show that among the 546 scripts, 172 use a private source, but only 78 scripts (14.29%) flow private information to a sink. Among these 78 scripts, our approach classifies 24 as safe, reducing the need to make access granting choices to a mere 10.1% (54) of all scripts. Alternatively, the users need to grant access to only 63 sources (41.4%) among 152 sources appearing in scripts together with sinks.
CHAPTER 7

Behavior-Diagnosis Cooperation for Security Policy Extraction

7.1 Introduction

Access control is one of the most fundamental and widely used privacy and security mechanisms. Access control is often governed by an Access Control Policy (ACP) [165] that includes a set of rules specifying which principals (such as users or processes) have access to which resources. ACPs are crucial in preventing security vulnerabilities, since decisions (such as accept or deny) on user requests are based on ACPs. In ACP practice, there exist two major issues that can result in serious consequences such as allowing an unauthorized user to access protected resources: incorrect specification of ACPs and incorrect enforcement of ACP specifications in the system implementation.

The first issue of incorrect specification of ACPs is primarily due to two reasons. First, ACPs contain a large number of complex rules to meet various security and privacy requirements. One way to ensure the correctness of such complex rules is to leverage systematic testing and verification approaches [110, 137] that accept ACPs in a form of formal specification. In practice, ACPs are commonly written in Natural Language (NL) and are supposed to be written in security requirements, a type of non-functional requirements. However, often ACPs are buried in NL documents such as requirement documents. For example, consider the following ACP sentence (i.e., sentence describing ACP rules) for iTrust [197, 13], an open source health-care application: “The Health Care Personnel (HCP) does not have the ability to edit the patient’s security question and password”. This ACP sentence is not amenable for automated verification, requiring manual effort in extracting the ACP from this sentence into an enforceable format.
such as the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [9]. Second, NL software documents could be large in size, often consisting of hundreds or even thousands of sentences (iTrust consists of 37 use cases [113] with 448 use-case sentences), where a portion of the sentences describing ACPs (117 sentences in iTrust) are buried among other sentences. Thus, it is very tedious and error-prone to manually inspect these NL documents for identifying and extracting ACPs for policy modeling and specification.

The second issue of incorrect enforcement of ACP specifications is primarily due to the inherent gap between ACPs specified using domain concepts and the actual system implementation developed using programming concepts. Functional requirements, such as scenario-based requirements (e.g., use cases) that specify sequences of action steps\(^1\), bridge the gap, since they describe functionalities to be implemented by developers using domain concepts. For example, an action step “The patient chooses to view his or her access log.” in Use Case 8 of iTrust implies that the system shall have the functionality for patient (domain concepts) to view his or her access log. These action steps typically describe that actors (principals) access different resources for achieving some functionalities and help developers determine what system functionalities to implement. Therefore, policy authors can validate action steps against provided ACPs to detect inconsistencies of resource access, also helping the policy authors construct consistent ACPs for the system. In practice, manually inspecting large functional requirements to extract resource-access information is also labor-intensive and tedious. For example, a proprietary IBM enterprise application (that we used in our evaluations) includes 659 use cases with 8,817 sentences.

In general, like other types of NL documents, NL requirements written in English are unstructured and can be ambiguous or include implicit information, posing significant challenges for Natural Language Processing (NLP). However, in software documents such as functional and non-functional requirements, ACP sentences (i.e., NL security requirements for describing ACP rules) tend to follow specific styles such as: \([\text{subject}] \ [\text{can/cannot/is allowed to}] \ [\text{action}] \ [\text{resource}]\) for role-based ACPs [81]. For example, based on our manual inspection of 217 ACP sentences collected from the iTrust requirements and various security requirements in published articles and web sites [24], about 85% of the ACP sentences follow this style. Similarly, to provide communication values, functional requirements such as use cases are usually written in a relatively simple, consistent, and straightforward style [55, 115].

To tackle the problem, we propose a novel approach, called Text2Policy, which adapts NLP techniques designed around a model (such as the ACP model and the action-step model) to automatically extract model instances from NL software documents and produce formal specifications. Our general approach consists of three main steps: (1) apply linguistic analysis to

\(^1\)We use the term of an action step rather than action to distinguish the term from an action in the access control model described later.
parse NL documents and annotate words and phrases in sentences from NL documents with semantic meanings, (2) construct model instances using annotated words and phrases in the sentences, and (3) transform these model instances into formal specifications.

Specifically, we provide techniques to concretize our general approach for extracting role-based ACPs and action steps from NL software documents and functional requirements, respectively. From the extracted ACPs, our approach automatically generates machine-enforceable ACPs in specification languages such as XACML. These ACPs can be used by automatic testing and verification approaches [110, 137] for checking policy correctness or serve as an initial version of ACPs for policy authors to improve. From each extracted action step, our approach automatically derives an access control request. An example request could be that a principal requests access to a resource with the expected permit or deny decision. Such derived requests can be used for automatic validation against specified or extracted ACPs for detecting inconsistencies.

The goal of security policy extraction is controlling resource accesses for a software system. Based on Text2Policy, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the security policies in the form of formal models automatically extracted from the sentences in requirements documents, and the users make decisions on whether the security policies are expected based on their domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements. Also, validating these action steps against the extracted policies explains by instantiating the policies what action steps violating the policies. Thus, our behavior-diagnosis interface further shows the requirements documents where the security policies are extracted as policy-witness scenarios, and the inconsistencies between action steps and the extracted policies as policy-violation scenarios.

The policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios use the instantiations of the extracted security policies as explanations of the security policies, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction. In this cooperation, the tools extract security policies for the users to inspect and explain the security policies by showing the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios (instantiations of the security policies) to determine whether these scenarios are expected for the software system, and make decisions to include or reject the security policies.

7.2 ACP and Action-Step Models

In this section, we first introduce the background of the ACP model used for representing ACPs in our approach, and then describe the background of the action-step model used for representing action steps in our approach.
ACP-1: An HCP should not change a patient’s account.
ACP-2: An HCP is disallowed to change a patient’s account.

Figure 7.1: Example ACP sentences written in NL.

7.2.1 ACP Model and XACML

This section provides the background information about our ACP model and XACML.

ACP Model

An ACP consists of a set of ACP rules. A typical role-based ACP rule consists of four elements: subject, action, resource, and effect [81, 9]. Figure 7.1 shows two example ACP rules. The subject element describes a principal such as a user or process that may request to access resources (e.g., an HCP in ACP-1). The action element describes an action (e.g., change in ACP-1) that the principal may request to perform. The resource element describes the resource (e.g., a patient’s account in ACP-1) to which access is restricted. A rule can have one of various effects (i.e., permit, deny, oblige, or refrain). In this chapter, we focus on permit rules and deny rules (i.e., rules with permit or deny effects), which are commonly used in various software systems for granting or blocking accesses to protected resources. A permit rule allows a principal to access a resource, whereas a deny rule, such as ACP-1 and ACP-2, prevents a principal from accessing a resource.

XACML

The eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [9] is an XML-based general-purpose language used to describe policies, requests, and responses for ACPs, recognized as a standard by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). XACML is designed to replace application-specific and proprietary ACP languages, thus enabling communication among applications created by different application vendors.

In an application deployed with XACML-based access control, before a principal can perform an action on a particular resource, a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) sends a request formulated in XACML to the Policy Decision Point (PDP) that stores principal-specific XACML ACP rules. The PDP determines whether the request should be permitted or denied by evaluating the policies whose subject, action, and resource elements match the request. Finally, the PDP formulates its decision in the XACML response language and sends it to the PEP, which enforces the decision.

Currently, XACML has been widely supported by all the main platform vendors and extensively used in a variety of applications [133]. Recent research also provides systematic testing
AS-1: An HCP creates an account.
AS-2: He edits the account.
AS-3: The system updates the account.
AS-4: The system displays the updated account.

Figure 7.2: An example use case.

and verification approaches [110, 137] for ensuring the correct specification of XACML rules. There also exist XACML-based research tools used in various agencies/labs and companies [112]. Thus, we choose XACML as the formal specification to model ACP.

7.2.2 Action-Step Model

Use cases [114] are scenario-based requirements specifications that consist of sequences of action steps for illustrating behaviors of software systems. These action steps describe how actors interact with software systems for exchanging information. Actors are entities outside software systems (such as users) that interact with the systems by providing input to the systems (e.g., in Action Step AS-2 shown in Figure 7.2) or receiving output from the systems (e.g., in AS-4 shown in Figure 7.2). Since action steps describe how actors access or update information (resources) of the systems, each action step can be considered to encode an access control request that an actor requests to access the resources and expect the request to be permitted. Using the access control requests with expected permit decisions derived from action steps, we can automatically validate such requests with expected decisions against specified or extracted ACPs to detect inconsistencies.

We represent the contents of use cases (sequences of action steps) in a formal representation. The content of a NL use case contains a list of sentences, each of which in turn contains one or more action steps initiated by some actor (e.g., an HCP in AS-1 shown in Figure 7.2). Each action step has an action associated with a classification, such as the INPUT classification for the action of providing information (e.g., edits in AS-2 shown in Figure 7.2) and the OUTPUT classification for the action of receiving information (e.g., display in AS-4 shown in Figure 7.2). An action step is also associated to one or more actors and has a set of parameters. These parameters represent the resources created, modified, or used by the actions. In Figure 7.2, AS-2 shows a resource account that is modified.
7.3 Challenges and Examples

In this section, we first describe the technical challenges faced by ACP extraction and action-step extraction. We next use examples to illustrate how Text2Policy extracts ACPs and action steps from NL documents and NL use cases, respectively.

7.3.1 Technical Challenges

As a common technical challenge for both ACP extraction and action-step extraction, TC1-Anaphora refers to identifying and replacing pronouns with noun phrases based on the context. For example, the pronoun *he* in AS-2 shown in Figure 7.2 needs to be replaced with the *HCP* from AS-1. For ACP extraction, there are two unique technical challenges: (1) TC2-Semantic-Structure Variance. ACP-1 and ACP-2 in Figure 7.2 use different ways (semantic structures) to describe the same ACP rule; (2) TC3-Negative-Meaning Implicitness. An ACP sentence may contain negative expressions, such as ACP-1. Additionally, the verb in the sentence may have negative meaning, such as *disallow* in ACP-2. For action-step extraction, there are two unique challenges: (1) TC4-Transitive Actor. AS-3 implies that an *HCP* (the actor from AS-2) is the initiating actor of AS-3; (2) TC5-Perspective Variance. AS-4 implies that an *HCP* views the updated *account*, requiring a conversion to replace the actor and action of AS-4.

To address TC1-Anaphora, we adapt the technique *Anaphora Resolution*, specializing the anaphora algorithm introduced by Kennedy et al. [122] to identify and replace pronouns with noun phrases based on the context. To address TC2-Semantic-Structure Variance, we propose a technique, called *Semantic-Pattern Matching*, which uses different semantic patterns based on the grammatical functions (subject, main verb, and object) to match different semantic structures of ACP sentences. To address TC3-Negative-Meaning Implicitness, we propose an inference technique, called *Negative-Meaning Inference*, which infers negative meaning by using patterns to identify negative expressions and a domain dictionary to identify negative meaning of verbs. To address TC4-Transitive Actor, we propose an analysis technique, called *Actor-Flow Tracking*. This technique first tracks non-system actors in action steps. Later, when the analysis encounters action steps that have only system actors, it replaces system actors with tracked non-system actors. To address TC5-Perspective Variance, we propose an analysis technique, *Perspective Conversion*. This technique tracks non-system actors of action steps. Later when the analysis encounters action steps that have only system actors and output information from the system, it replaces the system actors with tracked non-system actors and replaces output actions with read actions (such as *view*).
7.3.2 Example of ACP Extraction

Text2Policy adapts NLP techniques that incorporate syntactic and semantic analyses to parse NL software documents, constructs ACP model instances, and produces formal specifications.

In particular, Text2Policy first applies shallow parsing [147] that annotates sentences with phrases, clauses, and grammatical functions of phrases, such as subject, main verb, and object. For example, the shallow-parsing component parses ACP-1 in Figure 7.2 as [subject: An HCP] [main verb group: should not change] [object: a patient’s account]. Text2Policy then uses the domain dictionary to associate verbs with pre-defined semantic classes. For example, in ACP-2, the domain dictionary is used to associate change with the UPDATE semantic class, and disallow with the NEGATIVE semantic class.

To determine whether a sentence describes an ACP rule (i.e., is an ACP sentence) and extract elements of subject, action, and resource, Text2Policy composes semantic patterns using the identified grammatical functions of phrases and clauses extracted by the shallow-parsing component. For example, ACP-1 can be matched by the semantic pattern Modal Verb in Main
Verb Group, and the constructed model instance of ACP-1 is [Subject: HCP] [Action: change - UPDATE] [Resource: patient.account].

To infer the effect for an ACP rule, Text2Policy checks whether the corresponding sentence contains any negative expression and whether the main verb group is associated with the NEGATIVE semantic class. For example, Text2Policy identifies the negative expression of should not change in ACP-1 and infers the effect of ACP-1 as deny.

Using the extracted ACP-model elements and the inferred effect, Text2Policy constructs an ACP model instance for each ACP sentence and generates ACP rules in XACML. Figure 7.3 shows the generated XACML ACP for ACP-2.

7.3.3 Example of Action-Step Extraction

Action-step extraction uses similar linguistic analyses as ACP extraction. First, the techniques of shallow parsing and domain dictionary are used to parse and annotate each sentence in use cases. Next, the technique of anaphora resolution is used to identify and replace pronouns (from the sentence) with the noun phrases based on the context. For example, He in AS-2 is replaced with HCP. Text2policy then uses a syntactic pattern to check whether the sentence has required elements (subject, main verb group, and object) for constructing an action step, and constructs a model instance if all the elements are found.

Consider the example use case shown in Figure 7.2. Since all sentences include the required elements, Text2policy constructs model instances of these action steps associated with actors (the system, HCP), action types representing the classification of the actions (e.g., the classification of display in AS-4 as OUTPUT), and parameters (the account). For example, the model instance of AS-1 is shown in Figure 7.4. In addition, since AS-3 and AS-4 have the system as the actor, Text2policy further applies the techniques for TC4-Transitive Actor and TC5-Perspective Variance on AS-3 and AS-4 to replace the actors and actions. solution algorithm replaces he in AS-2 is replaced by HCP by the anaphora resolution technique.
Table 7.1: Identified subject, action, and resource elements in sentences matched with semantic patterns for ACP sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Pattern</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modal Verb in Main Verb Group</td>
<td>An HCP [subject] can view [action] the patient’s account [resource];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An admin [subject] should not update [action] patient’s account [resource];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Voice followed by To-infinitive Phrase</td>
<td>An HCP [subject] is disallowed to update [action] patient’s account [resource];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An HCP [subject] is allowed to view [action] patient’s account [resource];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Expression</td>
<td>An HCP [subject] has read [action] access to patient’s account [resource].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A patient’s account [resource] is accessible [action] to an HCP [subject].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability Expression</td>
<td>An HCP [subject] is able to read [action] patient’s account [resource].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An HCP [subject] has the ability to read [action] patient’s account [resource].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4 Approach

In this section, we describe our general approach for extracting model instances from NL documents and producing formal specification. Our approach consists of three main steps: Linguistic Analysis, Model-Instance Construction, and Transformation.

Figure 7.5 shows the overview of our approach. Our approach accepts NL software documents as input and applies linguistic analysis to parse the NL software documents and annotates their sentences with semantic meanings for words and phrases. Using the annotated sentences, our approach constructs model instances. Based on provided transformation rules, our approach transforms the model instances to formal specifications, which can be automatically checked for correctness and consistencies.

7.4.1 Linguistic Analysis

The linguistic-analysis component includes adapted NLP techniques that incorporate syntactic and semantic NL analyses to parse the NL software documents and annotate the words and phrases in the document sentences with semantic meaning. We next describe the common linguistic-analysis techniques used for both ACP extraction and action-step extraction, and describe the unique analysis techniques proposed for ACP extraction and action-step extraction, respectively.

Common Linguistic-Analysis Techniques

In this section, we describe the common linguistic-analysis techniques used in our general approach: shallow parsing and domain dictionary.
**Shallow Parsing.** Shallow parsing determines the syntactic structures of sentences in NL documents. Research [98, 178] has shown the efficiency of shallow parsing based on finite-state techniques and the effectiveness of using finite-state techniques for lexical lookup, morphological analysis, Part-Of-Speech (POS) determination, and phrase identification. Sinha et al.’s work [170] also shows that the shallow-parsing analysis is effective and efficient for semantic and discourse processing. Therefore, our approach chooses a shallow parser that is fully implemented as a cascade of several Finite-State Transducers (FSTs), described in detail by Boguraev [44].

In the shallow parser, an FST identifies phrases, clauses, and grammatical functions of phrases by recognizing patterns of POS tags and already identified phrases and clauses in the text. The lowest level of the cascade recognizes simple Noun Group (NP) and Verb Group (VG) grammars. For example, ACP-1 is parsed as [NP: *An HCP*] [VG: *should not change*] [NP: *patient’s account.*]. Later stages of the cascade try to build complex phrases and identify clause boundaries based on patterns of already identified tokens and phrases. For example, *to change patient’s account* in ACP-2 is recognized as a to-infinitive clause. The final set of FSTs marks grammatical functions such as subjects, main verb group, and objects. As an example, the shallow parser finally parses and annotates ACP-1 as [subject: *An HCP*] [main verb group: *should not change*] [object: *patient’s account.*].

**Domain Dictionary.** The domain dictionary is used to associate verbs with pre-defined semantic classes. There are two benefits of associating verbs with semantic classes. The first benefit is to help address *TC3-Negative-Meaning Implicitness*. Consider ACP-2 shown in Figure 7.1. Without the NEGATIVE semantic class associated with the main verb group (*is disallowed*), our analysis would incorrectly infer the effect as *permit* instead of *deny*. The second benefit is to identify verb synonyms, such as *change* and *update*. During validation of action-step information against ACPs, our approach uses verb synonyms to match access requests (transformed from action steps) with an applicable ACP rule.
The domain dictionary is used to associate each verb entry with a semantic class. Besides the NEGATIVE class that we mentioned earlier, a verb entry can be associated with a semantic class that is a kind of operation [169, 170], e.g., OUTPUT (view or display) and UPDATE (change or edit). To achieve so, we populate the domain dictionary with an initial set of commonly used verb entries and their respective semantic classes. We then use WordNet [78], a large lexical database of English, to further expand the entries with their synonyms.

Currently, we implement the domain dictionary as an extensible and externalizable XML Blob and the content is populated manually. One major limitation of using an XML Blob is that unmatched verbs (i.e., ones without matched entries in the dictionary) are assigned with the UNCLASSIFIED semantic class. In future work, we plan to extend our technique to query WordNet dynamically when an unmatched verb or adjective is encountered. For example, by querying WordNet for synonyms, we can assign to an unmatched verb the semantic class of its most similar verb among its matched synonyms. Alternatively, we can assign to an unmatched verb the semantic class that is most common among the unmatched verb’s $k$-nearest neighbors.

**Anaphora Resolution.** To address TC1-Anaphora, our approach includes the anaphora-resolution technique to identify and replace pronouns with the noun phrases that they refer to. To resolve anaphora encountered during use-case parsing, we adapt the anaphora algorithm introduced by Kennedy et al. [122] with an additional rule: a pronoun in the position of a subject is replaceable by only noun phrases that also appear as subjects of a previous sentence. As an example, he in AS-2 shown in Figure 7.2 is replaced by the HCP, the actor of AS-1.

**ACP Linguistic Analysis**

In this section, we describe unique linguistic-analysis techniques proposed for ACP extraction.

**Semantic-Pattern Matching.** To address TC2-Semantic-Structure Variance, we provide the technique of semantic-pattern matching to identify whether a sentence is an ACP sentence. We compose different semantic patterns based on the grammatical function of phrases identified by shallow parsing. These semantic patterns are more general and more accurate than templates written using low-level syntactical structures, such as POS tags [75]. Our approach uses this technique while identifying subject, action, and resource elements for an ACP rule.

Table 7.1 shows the semantic patterns used in our approach. The text in bold shows the part of a sentence that matches a given semantic pattern. The first pattern, Modal Verb in Main Verb Group, identifies sentences whose main verb contains a modal verb. This pattern can identify ACP-1 shown in Figure 7.1. The second pattern, Passive Voice followed by To-infinitive Phrase, identifies sentences whose main verb group is passive voice and is followed by a to-infinitive phrase. This pattern can identify ACP-2 shown in Figure 7.1. The third pattern, Access Expression, captures different ways of expressing that a principal can have access to a
particular resource. The fourth pattern, *Ability Expression*, captures different ways of expressing that a principal has the ability to access a particular resource. Using the semantic patterns, our approach filters out NL-document sentences that do not match with any of these provided patterns.

**Negative-Expression Identification.** Negative expressions in sentences can be used to determine whether the sentences have negative meaning. To identify negative expressions in a sentence, our approach composes patterns to identify negative expressions in a subject and main verb group. For example, “*No HCP can edit patient’s account.*” has *no* in the subject. As another example, “*An HCP can never edit patient’s account.*” has *never* in the main verb group. ACP-1 in Figure 7.1 contains a negative expression in the main verb group. Our approach uses the negative-expression identification while inferring policy effect for an ACP rule.

**Use-Case Linguistic Analysis**  
In this section, we describe a unique linguistic-analysis technique proposed for action-step extraction.

**Syntactic-Pattern Matching.** To identify whether a sentence is an action-step sentence (i.e., describing an action step), our approach includes the technique of syntactic-pattern matching that identifies sentences with syntactic elements (subject, main verb group, and object) required for constructing an action step. To improve precision in identifying sentences describing users accessing resources, our approach further checks whether the subject is a user of the system and whether the object is a resource defined in the system. For example, our approach ignores the sentence “The prescription list should include medication, the name of the doctor...” [197, 13], since its subject *prescription list* is not a user of the system. Moreover, our approach also uses the technique of negative-meaning inference (described later in this section) to filter out sentences that contain negative meaning, since these negative-meaning sentences tend not to describe action steps.

### 7.4.2 Model-Instance Construction

After our approach uses linguistic-analysis techniques to parse the input NL documents, words and phrases in the sentences of the NL documents are annotated with semantic meaning. For example, shallow parsing annotates phrases as subjects, main verb groups, and objects. To construct model instances from these sentences, our approach uses the annotated information of words and phrases to identify necessary elements for a given model.
ACP-Model Construction

To construct model instances for ACP rules, our approach identifies subject, action, resource elements based on the matched semantic patterns and infers the policy effect based on the presence or absence of negative expressions in sentences.

**Model-Element Identification.** Based on the matched semantic patterns, our approach identifies subject, action, resource elements from different syntactic structures in sentences.

Table 7.1 shows the identified subject, action, and resource elements (underlined words) in the sentences matched with semantic patterns. For a sentence that matches the first pattern, *Modal Verb in Main Verb Group*, our approach identifies the subject of the sentence as a subject element, the verb (not the modal verb) in the main verb group as an action element, and the object of the sentence as a resource element. For a sentence that matches the second pattern, *Passive Voice followed by To-infinitive Phrase*, our approach identifies the subject of the sentence as a subject element and identifies action and resource elements from the verb and object in the to-infinitive phrase, respectively. For the first example of the third pattern, *Access Expression*, our approach identifies the subject of the sentence as a subject element, the noun *read* in the main verb group as an action element, and the noun phrase *patient’s account* in the prepositional phrase *to patient’s account* as a resource element. For the second example of the third pattern, our approach identifies the subject *patient’s account* as the resource element, the adjective *accessible* as an action, and the object *HCP* as the subject element. For the sentences that match the fourth pattern, our approach identifies the subject of the sentence as a subject element and identifies action and resource elements from the verb and object in the to-infinitive phrase, respectively.

**Policy-Effect Inference.** To address *TC3-Negative-Meaning Implicitness*, our approach includes the technique of negative-meaning inference. If an ACP sentence contains negative meaning, we infer the policy effect to be deny (permit otherwise). To infer whether a sentence has negative meaning, the technique of negative-meaning inference considers two factors: negative expression and negative-meaning words in the main verb group. Recall that negative expressions is identified using the technique of negative-expression identification in Section 7.4.1. ACP-1 in Figure 7.1 contains a negative expression in the main verb group. To determine whether there are negative meaning words in the main verb group, our approach checks the semantic class associated with the verb in the main verb group. If the semantic class is NEGATIVE, we consider the sentence has negative meaning. ACP-2 has a negative meaning word, *disallow*, in the main verb group, and therefore its inferred policy effect is deny.

**Model-Instance Construction.** Using the identified elements (subject, action, and resource) and inferred policy effect, our approach constructs an ACP-model instance for an ACP sentence. Moreover, our approach provides techniques to deal with a possessive noun phrase,
such as patient’s account or the account of patient. Our approach extracts the possessor as an entity and the possessed item as its property. As a complete example, the constructed model instance of ACP-2 is [Subject: HCP] [Action: change - UPDATE] [Resource: patient.account] [Effect: deny]. Here the technique of domain dictionary associates the verb change with the semantic class UPDATE.

**Action-Step-Model Construction**

To construct model instances for action steps described in sentences, our approach identifies actor, action, and parameter elements based on the use-case patterns. Our approach includes two additional new techniques to address TC4-Transitive Actor and TC5-Perspective Variance.

**Model-Element Identification.** Our approach uses known patterns of use-case action steps to identify action, actor, and parameter elements for action steps. We devise these patterns based on industry use cases [170], iTrust use cases, and use cases collected from published articles [160]. One of the most used patterns is to identify the subject of a sentence as an actor element, the verb in the main verb group as an action element, and the object of the sentence as a parameter element. These patterns could be easily updated or extended based on the domain characteristics of the use cases for improving the precision of extracting actor, action, and parameter elements.

**Model-Instance Construction.** Using the identified actor, action, and parameter elements in a sentence, our approach constructs action-step model instances for action steps described in the sentence. For example, the model instance for A patient views access log is [Actor: patient] [Action: view - READ] [Parameter: access log]. Here the technique of domain dictionary associates the verb view with the semantic class READ.

**Actor-Flow Tracking.** To address TC4-Transitive Actor, we apply data-flow tracking on non-system actors of an action step. We consider subjects (such as the system in AS-3) with some specific names as system actors. Non-system actors can usually be obtained from the glossary of requirements documents. Algorithm 3 shows the Actor-Flow Tracking (AFT) algorithm.

We next illustrate the algorithm using the example shown in Figure 7.1. AFT first checks AS-1 and tracks the actor of AS-1 since its actor is a non-system actor (HCP) (satisfying the condition at Line 11). AFT then checks AS-2 and tracks the actor of AS-2 (HCP, replaced by anaphora resolution) since its actor is also HCP. When AFT checks AS-3, AFT finds that AS-3 has only the system as its actor (satisfying the condition at Line 15) and replaces the system with HCP as the actor of AS-3.

**Perspective Conversion.** To address TC5-Perspective Variance, we use a similar algorithm as AFT. The only difference is to replace the condition at Line 15 as trackActor
Algorithm 3 Actor-Flow Tracking

Require: ASs for action steps in a use case

1:trackedActor = NULL
2:for AS in ASs do
3:    Actors = getActors(AS)
4:    onlySystemActor = TRUE
5:    for actor in Actors do
6:        if ! isSystemActor(actor) then
7:            onlySystemActor = FALSE
8:            break
9:        end if
10:    end for
11:    if ! onlySystemActor then
12:        trackedActor = getNonSystemActor(Actors)
13:        continue
14:    end if
15:    if trackedActor ! = NULL then
16:        replaceActors(AS, trackedActor)
17:    end if
18:end for

! = NULL AND getType(AS) == OUTPUT, and to replace the statement at Line 16 as convertPerspective(AS, trackedActor). Consider the same example shown in Figure 7.1. When the algorithm reaches AS-4, the tracked actor is HCP. Since AS-4 has system as its only subject and its action type is OUTPUT (displays), our approach converts AS-4 into An HCP views the updated account by replacing its actor elements with the tracked actors and its action element with a verb entry whose classification is READ in the domain dictionary, such as view. Such conversion helps our approach to correctly extract access requests from action steps.

7.4.3 Transformation

With the formal model of ACPs, our approach can use different transformation rules to transform model instances into formal specifications, such as XACML [9].

ACP Model. Currently, our approach supports the transformation of each ACP rule into an XACML policy rule. Our approach transforms subject, action, and resource elements as the corresponding subject, action, and resource sub-elements of the target element for an XACML policy rule. Our approach then assigns the value of the effect element to the value of the effect attribute of the XACML policy rule to complete the construction of an XACML policy rule. Figure 7.3 shows the extracted XACML rule of ACP-2. More examples can be found on our
Table 7.2: Metrics for addressing research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ7.1</td>
<td>( \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} ), ( \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} ), ( F_1 )-Score = ( \frac{2 \cdot \text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( TP ): True positives, ( FP ): False positives, ( FN ): False negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ7.2</td>
<td>( \text{Accuracy} = \frac{C}{T} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C ): Number of correct ACP rules extracted by Text2Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T ): Total number of ACP rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ7.3</td>
<td>( \text{Accuracy} = \frac{C}{T} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C ): Number of correct action-step sentences extracted by Text2Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( T ): Total number of action-step sentences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

project web site [24]. With more transformation rules, our approach can easily transform the ACP model instances into other specification languages, such as EPAL [34].

**Action-Step Model.** Currently, our approach supports the transformation of each action step into an XACML request [9] with the expected permit decision. For each action step, our approach transforms actor, action, and parameter elements as subject, action, and resource elements of the request, respectively.

### 7.5 Evaluations

In this section, we present three evaluations conducted to assess the effectiveness of Text2Policy. For our evaluations, we collected use cases from an open source project iTrust [197, 13], 115 ACP sentences from 18 sources (published papers, public web sites, and iTrust), and 25 use cases from a module in a proprietary IBM enterprise application. We specifically seek to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ7.1**: How effectively does Text2Policy identify ACP sentences in NL documents?
- **RQ7.2**: How effectively does Text2Policy extract ACP rules from ACP sentences?
- **RQ7.3**: How effectively does Text2Policy extract action steps from action-step sentences (i.e., sentences describing action steps)?

Table 7.2 shows metrics used to address our research questions. To address RQ7.1, we used three metrics: precision, recall, and \( F_1 \)-Score. The first row in Table 7.2 shows formulas for computing these metrics. In these formulas, \( TP \) represents the number of correct ACP rules identified by Text2Policy, whereas \( FP \) and \( FN \) represent the number of incorrect and missing ACP rules, respectively, identified by Text2Policy. To address RQ7.2 and RQ7.3, we used the accuracy metric shown in the second and third rows of Table 7.2, respectively.
Table 7.3: Evaluation results of RQ7.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th># Sent.</th>
<th># ACP Sent.</th>
<th># Ident.</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTrust</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBMApp</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88.7%</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.5.1 Subjects and Evaluation Setup

In our evaluations, we used three categories of subjects for addressing the three research questions. First, we used 37 use cases from iTrust [197, 13]. iTrust is an open source health-care application that provides various features such as maintaining medical history of patients, storing communications with doctors, identifying primary caregivers, and sharing satisfaction results. The requirements documents and source code of iTrust are publicly available on its web site. iTrust requirements specification has 37 use cases, 448 use-case sentences, 10 non-functionalrequirement sentences, and 8 constraint sentences. The iTrust requirements specification also has a section, called Glossary, that describes the roles of users who interact with the system.

We preprocessed the iTrust use cases so that the format of the use cases can be processed by Text2Policy. In particular, we removed symbols (e.g., [E1] and [S1]) that cannot be parsed by our approach. We replaced some names with comments quoted in parenthesis. For example, when we see *A user (an LHCP or patient)*, we replaced *A user* with *an LHCP or patient*. We separated sentences by replacing / with or. We also separated long sentences that span more than 2 or 3 lines, since such style affects the precision of shallow parsing. The preprocessed documents of the iTrust use cases are available on our project web site [24].

Second, we collected 100 ACP sentences from 17 sources (published articles and public web sites). These ACP sentences and 117 NL ACP rules from the iTrust use cases are the subjects for our evaluation to address RQ2. The document that contains the collected ACP sentences and their original sources can be downloaded from our project web site [24].

Third, we used 25 use cases from a module in a proprietary IBM enterprise application. Due to confidentiality, we refer to this application as *IBMApp*. This module belongs to the financial domain.

We next discuss the results of our evaluations in terms of the effectiveness of Text2Policy in identifying ACP sentences and extracting ACP rules from NL documents and in extracting action steps from use cases.
7.5.2 RQ7.1: ACP-Sentence Identification

In this section, we address the research question RQ1 of how effectively Text2Policy identifies ACP sentences in NL documents. To address this question, we first manually inspected the use cases of iTrust to identify ACP sentences. We then applied Text2Policy to identify ACP sentences and compared those results with our results of manual inspection to identify the numbers of true positives, false positives, and false negatives. We further computed precision and recall values based on these numbers.

Among 448 use-case sentences in the iTrust use cases, we manually identified 117 ACP sentences. Among 479 use-case sentences in the IBMApp use cases, we manually identified 24 ACP sentences. We then manually classified these ACP sentences identified by Text2Policy as correct sentences and false positives, and manually identified false negatives.

Table 7.3 shows the results of RQ1 for both the subjects. Column “Subjects” lists the name of the subjects. Columns “# Sent.” and “# ACP Sent.” show the number of use-case sentences and the number of ACP sentences. Column “# Ident.” shows the number of identified ACP sentences, and Columns “FP” and “FN” show the numbers of false positives and false negatives. Based on these numbers, Columns “Prec”, “Rec”, and “F1” show the computed precision, recall, and F1-score. For iTrust, the results show that Text2Policy identified 119 sentences with 16 false positives and 14 false negatives. For IBMApp, Text2Policy identified 23 sentences with 0 false positive and 1 false negative. The results show that our semantic patterns help identify ACP sentences more precisely on the IBMApp use cases. One explanation could be that proprietary use cases are often of higher quality compared to open-source use cases and conform to simple grammatical patterns.

We first provide an example to describe how Text2Policy correctly identifies ACP sentences. One of the ACP sentences that Text2Policy correctly identifies ACP rules is “HCPs can modify or delete the fields of the office visit information.” [197, 13]. Our semantic pattern Modal Verb in Main Verb Group helps identify that the main verb contains the modal verb can and correctly identify the sentence as an ACP sentence.

We next provide some examples to describe how Text2Policy produces false positives and negatives. One false positive produced by Text2Policy is “The instructions can contain numbers, characters...” [197, 13], which matches the pattern Modal Verb in Main Verb Group. However, this sentence describes a requirement on password setting, instead of an ACP rule. These false positives can be reduced by expanding the domain dictionary to include commonly used nouns that are unlikely to be systems or system actors. The sentence that cannot be identified by Text2Policy is “The LHCP can select a patient to obtain additional information about a patient.” [197, 13]. Due to precision in parsing long phrases, the underlying shallow parser fails to identify to obtain additional information about a patient as a to-infinitive phrase, causing a false
Table 7.4: Evaluation results of RQ7.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th># ACP Sent.</th>
<th># Extracted</th>
<th>Accu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTrust</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBMApp</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

negative for our approach. These false negatives can be reduced by improving the underlying shallow parser using more training corpus in future work.

7.5.3 RQ7.2: Accuracy of ACP Extraction

In this section, we address the research question RQ2 of how effectively Text2Policy extracts ACP rules from ACP sentences. To address this question, we manually extracted ACP rules from these ACP sentences. We next applied Text2Policy and compared the results with our manually extracted results. We compute the accuracy of the ACP extraction using the number of ACP sentences from which Text2Policy correctly extracts ACPs and the total number of ACP sentences.

Table 7.4 shows the results of RQ2. Column “Subject” lists the name of the subjects. Columns “# ACP Sent.” and “# Extracted” show the total number of ACP sentences and the number of ACP sentences from which Text2Policy correctly extracts ACPs. The statistics shown by these two columns are used to compute the accuracy shown in Column “Accu.”. Among 217 ACP sentences of iTrust (including 117 from iTrust use cases), Text2Policy correctly extracts ACP rules from 187 ACP sentences, achieving the accuracy of 86.2%. Among 24 ACP sentences in the 25 use cases of IBMApp, Text2Policy correctly extracts ACP rules from 21 ACP sentences, achieving the accuracy of 87.5%.

We first provide an example to describe how Text2Policy correctly extracts some ACP rules. One of the sentences from which Text2Policy correctly extracts ACP rules is “The administrator is not allowed through the system interface to delete an existing entry.” [197, 13]. Our semantic pattern Passive Voice followed by To-infinitive Phrase helps correctly identify this ACP sentence, and correctly extract subject (administrator), action (delete), and resource (an existing entry) elements. Our technique of negative-meaning inference also correctly infers the policy effect to be deny.

We next provide examples to describe how Text2Policy fails to extract some ACP rules. One of the sentences from which Text2Policy cannot correctly extract ACP rules is “Any subject with an e-mail name in the med.example.com domain can perform any action on any resource.” [10]. The subject of this sentence Any subject is a noun phrase followed by two prepositional phrases (with an e-mail name and in the med.example.com domain). These two prepositional phrases
Table 7.5: Evaluation results of RQ7.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th># AS Sent.</th>
<th># Extracted</th>
<th>Accu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iTrust</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBMApp</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>81.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

constrain the subject *Any subject*, which is not correctly handled by our current implementation. Moreover, due to the imprecision in parsing long phrases, Text2Policy fails to extract some resources from ACP sentences. In future work, we plan to develop techniques to analyze the effects of prepositional phrases and long phrases for improving the accuracy of ACP extraction.

7.5.4 RQ7.3: Accuracy of Action-Step Extraction

In this section, we address the research question RQ3 of how effectively Text2Policy extracts action steps from action-step sentences. First, we manually extracted actions steps from these action-step sentences. We next used Text2Policy to automatically extract actions steps and compared the results with our manually extracted results. We computed the accuracy of the action-step extraction by using the number of correctly extracted action-step sentences and the total number of action-step sentences.

Table 7.5 shows the results of RQ3. Column “Subject” lists the name of the subjects. Columns “# AS Sent.” and “# Extracted” show the total number of action-step sentences and the number of action-step sentences from which Text2Policy correctly extracts action steps. The statistics shown by these two columns are used to compute the accuracy shown in Column “Accu.”. Among 312 action-step sentences in the iTrust use cases, Text2Policy correctly extracts action steps from 258 action-step sentences, resulting in an accuracy of 82.7%. Among 455 action-step sentences in the 25 use cases of IBMApp, Text2Policy correctly extracts action steps from 370 action-step sentences, resulting in an accuracy of 81.3%.

We next provide examples to describe how Text2Policy fails to extract action steps. One of the action-step sentences from which Text2Policy fails to extract action steps is “The HCP must provide instructions, or else they cannot add the prescription.” [197, 13]. The reason is that the current implementation of our approach does not handle the subordinate conjunctions or else. Another example sentence is “The public health agent can send a fake email message to the adverse event reporter to gain more information about the report.” [197, 13]. For such long sentences with prepositional phrases to the adverse event reporter to gain more information about the report after the object of the sentence a fake email message, the underlying shallow parser of our approach cannot correctly identify the grammatical functions. We plan to study
more use cases on health-care applications and improve the underlying shallow parser with more patterns to identify grammatical functions of action-step sentences.

### 7.5.5 Detected Inconsistency

Our approach validates the extracted access requests against the extracted ACPs. Although our approach does not detect violations of the extracted ACPs in our evaluations, our approach identifies a few action steps that do not match any extracted ACPs. To study why these action steps do not match any ACPs, we further apply union on the specifications of action steps to collect the information of what users perform what actions on what resources. From this information, we find that *editor*, one of the system users, is not matched with any subjects in the extracted ACPs. We then check the glossary of the iTrust requirements and the use-case diagram. We confirm that *editor* in fact refers to *HCP*, *admin*, and *all users* in use cases 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Such name inconsistencies can be easily identified by combining validation of ACP rules and using the union information of extracted action steps.

### 7.6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss applications and limitations of our current approach and propose directions for future work.

**Construction of Complete ACPs.** From the extracted ACPs, our approach automatically generates formal specifications of ACPs. These formal ACPs can assist the construction of complete ACPs in three ways: (1) these formal ACPs can be used to validate manually specified ACPs for identifying inconsistencies; (2) these formal ACPs can serve as an initial version of ACPs for policy authors to improve, greatly reducing manual effort in extracting ACPs from NL software documents; (3) combined with specified ACPs, these formal ACPs can be fed to automated ACP-verification approaches for checking correctness, such as static verification [110] and dynamic verification via access-request generation [138, 137].

**ACP Modelling in the Absence of Security Requirements.** In the absence of security requirements, our approach can still provide a solution to assist policy authors to model ACPs for a system. Our approach first extracts deny ACPs and action steps from functional requirements. Besides deriving access requests from action steps, we can also derive a permit ACP rule from each action step. With the extracted and derived ACPs, policy authors have two ways to model ACPs: (1) the policy authors can apply the extracted deny ACPs and add a policy rule to permit all other accesses; (2) the policy authors can combine the extracted deny ACPs and the derived permit ACPs, and add a policy rule to deny all other accesses.
Cooperation Between Tool and Human. The extracted policies can serve as an initial version of ACPs for policy authors to improve, advocating cooperation between the tool and the user [205]: the tool reports policies extracted with low confidence and the user can refine them to get better results. Currently, our implementation is built on an Eclipse-based IDE and can provide visual feedback of extracted policies, e.g., extracted subjects, actions, and resources. We plan to improve the IDE to better support the cooperation between the tool and the user. In addition, to improve the precision of the semantic analysis (such as anaphora resolution), we can apply ambiguity-analysis techniques [210, 51] on the NL software documents to identify nocuous ambiguities, and ask the user to resolve the ambiguities before our approach is applied to extract policies.

ACP-Rule Ordering. Our current approach extracts ACP rules from sentences without considering the ordering of the rules. Doing so may cause security holes in the extracted ACP rules. We plan to study the extracted ACP rules and develop new techniques to extract ordering for the ACP rules.

Context-aware Analysis in Action-Step Extraction. A sequence of action steps may have several state transitions. The techniques of actor-flow tracking and perspective conversion in our approach partially address the context-aware analysis in action-step extraction. For example, a customer may not pay the order if he has not selected an order. We plan to develop techniques to deal with state transitions during action-step extraction.

Other Policy Models. In our evaluations, we encountered some ACP sentences that describe conditions for ACP rules. For example, the ACP sentence “During the meeting phase, reviewer can read the scores for paper if reviewer has submitted a review for paper.” [70] contains an if-condition to constrain the ACP rule. Without correct extraction of the condition, the produced specification of ACP rules is incomplete and requires policy authors to manually fix the incompleteness issue. Besides the issue of conditions, our current approach cannot handle multi-level models [94] or workflow models [166] for access control. We plan to extend our approach to support these new models and provide new semantic patterns for identifying new styles. In addition, our approach can be extended to support privacy policies, such as HIPAA privacy policies². Supporting extraction of HIPAA policies requires more sophisticated semantic models to address new challenges, such as condition rules, rule combination, and rule ordering. We plan to investigate techniques to deal with new challenges of extracting HIPAA privacy policies.

²http://crypto.stanford.edu/privacy/HIPAA/
7.7 Summary

Access Control Policies (ACP) specify which principals such as users have access to which resources. Ensuring the correctness and consistency of ACPs is crucial to prevent security vulnerabilities. However, in practice, ACPs are commonly written in Natural Language (NL) and buried in large documents such as requirements documents, not amenable for automated techniques to check for correctness and consistency. It is tedious to manually extract ACPs from these NL documents and validate NL functional requirements such as use cases against ACPs for detecting inconsistencies.

To address these challenges, we have proposed an approach, called Text2Policy, which extracts ACPs from NL software documents and produces formal specifications. Our approach incorporates syntactic and semantic NL analyses around models such as ACP and action-step models and extracts model instances from NL software documents. From the extracted ACPs, our approach automatically generates machine-enforceable ACPs (in formal languages such as XACML) that can be automatically checked for correctness. From the extracted action steps, our approach automatically extracts resource-access information, which can be used for automatic validation against specified or extracted ACPs for detecting inconsistencies.

Text2Policy supports the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction. Based on Text2Policy, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the security policies and explain the security policies by showing the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios. In this cooperation, the tools extract security policies for the users to inspect and explain the security policies by showing the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the software system’s functionality and security requirements, the users inspect the policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios (instantiations of the security policies) to determine whether these scenarios are expected for the software system, and make decisions to include or reject the security policies.

We have conducted evaluations on iTrust use cases, ACP sentences collected from 18 sources, and 25 proprietary use cases. The results show that Text2Policy effectively identifies ACP sentences with the precision of 88.7% and the recall of 89.4%, extracts ACP rules with the accuracy of 86.3%, and extracts action steps with the accuracy of 81.9%. Such results show that with customized NLP techniques, automated extraction of security policies from NL documents in a specific domain helps effectively reduce manual effort and assist policy construction and understanding.
8.1 Introduction

Performance problems exist widely in released software [118, 89]. As a type of widespread performance problems, software hangs cause unresponsiveness of software applications [194, 172]. A recent study of hang problems [172] shows that 27.04% of the 233 studied hang faults are caused by time-consuming operations in responsive actions\textsuperscript{1}, such as expensive computations in the UI thread for GUI applications. Among the expensive operations that cause hang problems, some of these operations are constantly expensive (such as server initializations), whereas some of them depend on the input workloads. These problems are referred to as workload-dependent performance bottlenecks (WDPBs). WDPBs are usually caused by workload-dependent loops (referred to as WDPB loops)\textsuperscript{2} that contain certain relatively expensive operations, such as temporary-object creation/destruction [207], file I/O, and UI updates.

To remove WDPBs, a typical solution is to move expensive operations out of the responsive actions, such as spawning separate threads to handle expensive operations in the background for GUI applications [15], or adding program logics to limit the size of workloads (e.g., allowing up to only a specific size $k$ of workloads or processing only the first $k$ items of a workload).

Although WDPBs can be identified with traditional approaches, such as performance testing and single-execution profiling (e.g., call-tree profiling [31, 96, 32] and stack sampling [101]), such traditional approaches are ineffective, suffering from two major issues: the insufficiency issue and the incompleteness issue. First, performance testing mainly relies on black-box random

\textsuperscript{1}Actions that are expected to return instantly.

\textsuperscript{2}A loop whose iteration count depends on the input workload.
testing or manual input design, often insufficient to identify WDPBs that may not surface on small or even relatively large workloads [143]. A huge amount of existing legacy software lacks workload specifications, and specifications from performance engineers tend to be outdated over time. It often remains unclear to performance testers on how large is large enough for workloads to expose WDPBs (if any indeed exists in the application under test). A recent study [118] shows that 41 out of 109 studied performance faults are due to wrong assumption of workloads. Second, by increasing the input workload, single-execution profiling may reveal the most expensive WDPBs, but it is often incomplete in capturing all the WDPBs that may cause performance problems when the workload size increases. For example, given a large workload, some WDPBs' cost may occupy more than 90% of the total cost, dominating the cost of other WDPBs. In other words, some important WDPBs can be overshadowed by other WDPBs.

To address these two issues suffered by traditional approaches, our research contributes a novel predictive approach, called ∆Infer. ∆Infer predicts occurrences of WDPB loops within a GUI application\(^3\) under large future workloads (that have not been generated or executed yet) in contrast to existing approaches on performance testing, which require the generated and executed workloads to directly expose these WDPB loops. In addition, to gain the prediction power, our approach infers complexity models of program locations within the application under analysis from profiles of multiple workloads instead of the profile from just a single workload, which existing approaches on single-execution profiling focus on. Our approach then infers complexity models for loops based on the complexity models of program locations at the loop bodies. Such complexity model for a loop captures the relationship between the iteration count of the loop and the workload size, and then is used to predict the iteration count of the loop given a workload.

To identify WDPB loops in GUI applications, our approach addresses two significant challenges: complex contexts and implicit loops. First, in GUI applications, developers usually write code as handlers for various UI events (e.g., button clicks or item selections). When an event is fired, the corresponding handlers would be invoked. Such event-driven nature causes a program location to be invoked in different contexts. Thus, a program location may exhibit quite different execution complexities under different calling contexts, posing challenges for a complexity model to accurately model its complexity. Second, among the most widely-used UI controls, multi-item UI controls (e.g., ListView or TreeView) [171] may fire events for each item, behaving like an implicit loop that invokes the handlers repetitively. Such implicit loops do not have explicit loop statements in the application, posing challenges for manual inspection or static analysis [100, 36, 213] to identify the WDPB loops.

\(^3\)Among applications with WDPBs, our research focuses on identifying WDPBs in GUI applications, since responsiveness in GUI applications is a major source of performance problems [194, 172].
To address the aforementioned challenges, our $\Delta$Infer approach incorporates a novel general concept: context-sensitive delta inference, which consists of two major parts: temporal inference (inferring differences between executions) and spatial inference (inferring differences between program locations).

Temporal Inference. The temporal inference analyzes the differences of execution counts of a specific program location among its executions under different workloads to infer complexity models. $\Delta$Infer employs least-squares regressions (such as linear and power-law regressions) [52] to infer a complexity model that uses the workload to predict a program location’s execution count.

To address the challenge of complex contexts posed by GUI applications, our approach is context-sensitive: our approach infers complexity models from behaviors exhibited by the executions of a program location under the same calling context (from its caller up to the root function such as a main function or thread-start function), instead of executions of the program location under different calling contexts.

To improve the accuracy of the inferred complexity models, $\Delta$Infer starts with training profiles of workloads selected from the representative usage, and iteratively selects new workloads to obtain new profiles based on the prediction accuracy of the inferred models in previous iterations. The iteration of the model inference and refinement continues until the model accuracy reaches a specified threshold.

Spatial Inference. The spatial inference analyzes differences of complexity models across program locations to identify workload-dependent loops as WDPB candidates. If a complexity model for the workload is used to describe a program location’s execution count (i.e., $\text{count} = f(\text{workload})$), it can be observed that workload-dependent loop raises the complexity model of the program locations inside the loop body to a higher order (such as constant to linear), and results in a complexity transition. Thus, the order differences between complexity models of different program locations, i.e., complexity transitions, can be used to effectively identify workload-dependent loops. To identify complexity transitions as workload-dependent loops, the spatial inference abstracts orders from the inferred complexity models and compares the orders for a loop’s entry point and program locations inside the loop body. If we denote program locations as methods, then we compare the orders of caller-callee pairs, since callees inside a loop body would exhibit different complexity orders.

To address the challenge of implicit loops posed by GUI applications, $\Delta$Infer uses complexity transitions from certain UI library calls to the application code to identify implicit loops. All the complexity transitions inferred by $\Delta$Infer are considered as WDPB candidates. Based on the complexity models and the average cost per execution obtained from the profiles, $\Delta$Infer predicts costs of the complexity transitions on large workloads to identify WDPBs.
Based on ΔInfer, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the complexity models of methods besides showing the costs of the executed methods. Our approach infers complexity models of workload-dependent loops from multiple executions of the software on multiple workloads. Such complexity models inferred from the concrete executions explain how the costs of certain methods grow in larger workloads, enabling the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. In this cooperation, the tools compute the costs of the executed methods for the users to inspect and explain the cost growth of the methods by showing the inferred complexity models. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the functionality and performance requirements of the program under analysis, the users inspect the complexity models of the methods to determine whether the cost growth represented by the models are expected for the methods, and make decisions on whether the methods are performance faults.

8.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we formalize the problem of identifying complexity transitions. For a given application A, we use the term location, l, to denote a program location (e.g., a basic block in a method or a method itself) of A, and cost, y, to denote a location’s performance (e.g., execution count or time). To formulate our context-sensitive analysis and complexity transitions, we first define the call graph G for A and the calling context c of a location l in A.

Definition 1 A call graph is a directed graph \( G(V,E) \), where each vertex \( v \in V \) denotes a unique method, and each edge \( e(a,b) \in E \) denotes a calling relationship from a to b.

Without losing the generality, we use the term belonging method to denote a method where l is in when l represents a basic block, or a method represented by l. l’s belonging method corresponds to a vertex v in G.

Definition 2 A calling context, c, of a location l is a call path from the root of the call graph (usually a main function or thread-start function) to the parent vertex (caller) of vertex v corresponding to l’s belonging method.

To simplify description, we denote a location l under a calling context c as \( l_c \) in the rest of the chapter. Using the calling context, we then define the call-tree profiling [31] used in our approach.

Definition 3 An execution profile, P, obtained by executing an application A on a given input, is a call-tree profile that records the execution counts of each location \( l_c \) in A.
An input to $A$ can have a set of parameters that characterize the input from different aspects. Based on the scenarios of $A$, we identify workload parameters ($W_1, \ldots, W_d$) that could potentially influence performance, such as the number of lines or the number of characters for the text input to a text editor. For $k$ workloads, we have a vector of values for each workload parameter $W_d (< w_{d,1}, \ldots, w_{d,k} >)$ to denote the values of $W_i$ for these $k$ workloads. After executing the application $A$ on $k$ workloads to obtain $k$ profiles, we have a vector of counters for each location $l_c (< y_{l_{c,1}}, \ldots, y_{l_{c,k}} >)$. Based on these vectors, we then define the $k$-profile graph as below.

**Definition 4** A $k$-profile graph is an annotated call graph, $G(E, V)$, where a location $l$ with its corresponding vertex is annotated with a vector of counters for $l$ on $k$ workloads for each of its calling context $c$.

For each location $l$ with its corresponding vertex in the $k$-profile graph, our approach infers complexity models using regression learning.

**Definition 5** Given a workload parameter $W$, a complexity model of a location $l$ under the calling context $c$ is a function $f_{l,c}(W)$ that predicts $l$'s execution counts in terms of values of $W$ under the calling context $c$.

Based on the definition of a complexity model, we denote the exponent of the highest order term of the complexity model as the order of the complexity model, denoted as $O(f_{l,c}(W))$. We next define a complexity transition.

**Definition 6** Given a workload parameter $W$, a complexity transition is a pair $(n, M)$, such that

1. $n$ is a vertex (method) in the $k$-profile graph and $M$ is a subset of children vertices (callees) of $n$;
2. $f_{n,c}(W)$ is the complexity model of $n$ under the calling context $c$, and $f_{l_i,c_i}(W)$ is the complexity model of the location $l_i$, where $l_i$ is a location in $M$ and the calling context $c_i$ is $c$ concatenated with $n$.
3. $O(f_{l_i,c_i}(W))$ is at least 1 more than $O(f_{n,c}(W))$;
4. $\forall l_i, l_j \in M, i \neq j, O(f_{l_i,c_i}(W)) = O(f_{l_j,c_j}(W))$.

The definition ensures that a complexity transition captures the workload-dependent loops whose iteration bounds have the same order inside the method $n$ under the calling context $c$. To simplify our description in the rest of the chapter, we use methods as the locations.
void CPanel::OnRefreshStatusBar() { // PB.1
    ... 
    GetOperatedItemIndices(indices);
    _statusBar.SetText(...); // UI operation
    ... }

void CPanel::GetOperatedItemIndices(CRecordVector<UInt32> &indices) const {
    GetSelectedItemsIndices(indices);
    ... }

void GetSelectedItemsIndices(CRecordVector<UInt32> &indices) {
    indices.Clear();
    for (int i = 0; i < _selectedStatusVector.Size(); i++) // PB.2
        if (_selectedStatusVector[i]) indices.Add(i);
    ... }

Figure 8.1: Two WDPBs found in the 7-Zip file manager [3]

8.3 Examples

In this section, we use an example to illustrate how ∆Infer identifies WDPBs. Figure 8.1 shows two WDPBs found in the 7-Zip file manager [3] written in C++. The first WDPB (PB.1) is caused by the method CPanel::OnRefreshStatusBar, which contains a non-trivial UI update operation (Line 4). PB.1 is invoked when a selection-change event is fired. The second WDPB (PB.2) is caused by the method GetSelectedItemsIndices, which contains a workload-dependent loop L (Lines 11-12). Let us assume that the number of files in the current folder is n; if a user clicks a file after selecting all files, the selection-change event will be fired for each file. Such repeated firing will cause PB.1 to be invoked n times (refreshing the status bar n times), and PB.2 to be executed n^2 times. Thus, when n is large, PB.1 and PB.2 would be very expensive and cause the 7-Zip file manager [3] to hang.

With ∆Infer, developers can perform the selection-change action to obtain the profiles on multiple workloads, and use the prediction results of ∆Infer to identify WDPBs on large workloads. To simplify the description, here we simply assume that the selected workload values are 50, 100, and 200 files, and we obtain the profiles P_{50}, P_{100}, and P_{200}.

With these profiles as input, ∆Infer infers complexity models by using regression learning to fit the execution counts of methods to workload sizes. In Figure 8.1, CPanel::OnRefreshStatusBar is associated with a linear complexity model, and any method call inside the loop (Lines 11-12) is associated with a quadratic complexity model. By inferring complexity transitions from lower order to higher order (e.g., constant to linear and linear to quadratic), the complexity transition from some UI library call (not shown in Figure 8.1) to CPanel::OnRefreshStatusBar() helps identify the implicit loop, and the complexity transition from GetSelectedItemsIndices to
_selectedStatusVector.Size helps identify the loop L. These workload-dependent loops are considered as WDPB candidates.

To predict whether \( PB_1 \) and \( PB_2 \) would cause performance problems on large workloads, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) predicts the execution counts of \( PB_1 \) and \( PB_2 \) when the workloads become 10 or 100 times larger (i.e., 500 or 5000). With the predicted execution counts, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) then uses their average costs (e.g., execution time) per execution to compute their estimated costs on these large workloads. Although \( PB_2 \) belongs to the callees of \( PB_1 \), the complexity model of \( PB_2 \) has a higher order than \( PB_1 \)'s model. Thus, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) separates the predicted costs of \( PB_2 \) from \( PB_1 \).

With the predicted costs on large workloads, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) ranks \( PB_1 \) and \( PB_2 \) as the top 2 complexity transitions (others are not illustrated here due to space limit), and their combined costs are 10 times of \( P_{100} \)'s cost when the workload is 5000. Such costs significantly degrade the performance and cause the file manager to hang. Recall that \( PB_1 \) contains a UI-update operation and has a non-trivial cost per execution, and the cost of \( PB_2 \) grows much faster than \( PB_1 \) due to \( PB_2 \)'s \( n^2 \) complexity model, even though the cost per execution for \( PB_2 \) is not that large.

### 8.4 Approach Overview

In this section, we present the overview of \( \Delta \text{Infer} \). As shown in Figure 8.2, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) consists of two major parts: temporal inference and spatial inference.

The temporal inference accepts profiles of different workloads as input and infers context-sensitive complexity models. \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) starts by applying regression learning on an initial set of profiles to infer complexity models, and iteratively selects new workloads to refine the inferred models. To validate the inferred models after each iteration, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) uses a random-validation strategy. \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) repeats the model inference and refinement until the model accuracy reaches a pre-specified threshold.

The spatial inference accepts the inferred complexity models from temporal inference and infers complexity transitions as WDPB candidates. In particular, to make the complexity models comparable, \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) abstracts orders from complexity models, and compares the orders of caller-callee pairs to infer complexity transitions as WDPB candidates. \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) then predicts costs of the complexity transitions on large workloads to identify WDPBs.

### 8.5 Temporal Inference

This section describes how the technique of temporal inference infers and refines complexity models.
8.5.1 Workload Generation and Execution

Our approach focuses on detecting scenario-specific WDPBs for an application under analysis. Each scenario is assumed to use a specific configuration of the GUI, such as switching the GUI to the “Wrap Line” mode for a text editor. Based on the chosen scenarios, performance analysts select appropriate performance metrics (such as execution time or energy cost), and characterize the input as performance-relevant workload parameters [1], such as \# lines in a document as the input to a text editor. When we generate workloads based on a parameter \( W \) (referred to as the focused workload parameter), we vary workloads only on \( W \), while the values of other parameters remain the same. For example, when we vary the focused workload parameter \# lines to generate different workloads, we keep constant the other parameters such as \# of characters in a line. Doing so can help us avoid the difficulties on inferring models for multiple parameters.

To select an initial set of workloads, performance analysts are expected to define the representative value range (RVR) for the focused workload parameter. For example, the RVR for \# lines in a document can be \([1, 1280]\). Often the time, performance analysts and developers are well aware of RVRs and can agree on RVRs with a certain variance, but it is difficult to know a triggering workload value for an unknown performance bottleneck. Within the RVR, performance analysts can select an initial value and vary the initial value via arithmetic progression or geometric progression to obtain sorted inputs \([213]\), or can choose the values randomly. For the least-squares regression used by our approach, a guideline for selecting the initial values is to avoid selecting a very small workload, such as 1 or 2 files, as the initial workload for a file manager. We empirically find that such small workloads produce noise in the inferred models, consistent with the finding by Goldsmith et al. [95].
To obtain execution profiles, we instrument the application and execute the application on the chosen workloads. The profiles used by our approach are call-tree profiles, which measure execution counts of program locations in the instrumented application, and distribute the total execution counts of a location for each of its calling contexts [31]. In this chapter, since we focus on GUI applications whose responsive action is in the UI thread, our approach uses the execution profiles of the UI thread as input.

8.5.2 Least-Squares Regression

Given the counter vector of a location \( l \) under a calling context \( c \) \(< y_{lc,1}, y_{lc,2}, \ldots, y_{lc,k}>\) and the value vector of a workload parameter \( W \) \(< w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k>\), our approach uses least-squares regressions [52], including linear and power law regressions, to infer a complexity model using a set of data points \((w_i, y_{lc,i})\).

**Linear Regression.** Linear regression infers a complexity model \( y = A + Bw \) and predicts \( y_{lc,i} \) as \( \hat{y}_{lc,i} = A + Bw_i \). The difference \( y_{lc,i} - \hat{y}_{lc,i} \) is called the residual of the fit at \((w_i, y_{lc,i})\). Linear regression finds parameters \( A \) and \( B \) to minimize the sum of squared residuals, \( Q(A, B) \), where \( Q(A, B) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (y_{lc,i} - (A + Bw_i))^2 \).

**Power-law Regression.** Power-law regression infers a complexity model \( y = Aw^B \) and predicts \( y_{lc,i} \) as \( \hat{y}_{lc,i} = Aw_{i}^B \). Power-law regression finds parameters \( A \) and \( B \) to minimize the sum of squared residuals, \( Q(A, B) \), where \( Q(A, B) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (y_{lc,i} - (Aw_{i}^B))^2 \).

To measure how good the models fit the data points, our approach computes the correlation coefficient \( R^2 \). For the linear regression, the \( R^2 \) is defined as below:

\[
R^2 = \frac{(\sum_{i=1}^{k} wy - kwy)^2}{(\sum_{i=1}^{k} w^2 - kw^2)(\sum_{i=1}^{k} y^2 - ky^2)}
\]

By replacing \( w \) with \( \ln(w) \) and \( y \) with \( \ln(y) \), we can transform a power-law regression model to a linear regression model: \( \ln(y) = \ln(Aln(w)^B) = \ln(A) + B\ln(w) \). Thus, \( R^2 \) is applicable to power-law regressions by replacing \( w \) with \( \ln(w) \) and \( y \) with \( \ln(y) \).

Using both linear and power-law regressions, regressions can fit a set of data points \((w_i, y_{lc,i})\) of a location \( l \) to two complexity models. Our approach selects the complexity model with better \( R^2 \) as the complexity model for \( l \).

8.5.3 Model Validation

The model validation provides the relative prediction error of the inferred models. While the correlation coefficient \( R^2 \) measures how the models fit the given data points, the relative prediction error measures how good the prediction accuracy of the models is. For each iteration of
Algorithm 4 ModelInfer

Require: \( P \) as a set of profiles, \( VP \) as a set of validation profiles

Ensure: \( M \) as complexity models

1. \( pc = -1 \) // previous model count
2. \( e_{pre} = -1 \) // previous error
3. for \( ite = 0; ite < \max; ite = ite + 1 \) do
4. \( kG = \text{AlignProfiles}(P) \)
5. \( x = \text{GetWorkloads}(P) \)
6. \( M = \text{RegressionLearning}(x, kG) \)
7. \( e_M = \{\} \)
8. for all \( vp \) in \( VP \) do
9. \( w = \text{GetWorkload}(vp) \)
10. \( e_{vp} = 0.0 \)
11. for all \( m \) in \( M \) do
12. \( r_w = \text{Predict}(w, m) \)
13. \( a_m = \text{GetActual}(vp, m) \)
14. \( e_{vp} = e_{vp} + \frac{\text{Abs}(a_m - r_w)}{a_m} \)
15. end for
16. \( e_M = e_M . \text{Add}(\frac{e_{vp}}{M . \text{Count}}) \)
17. end for
18. \( e_{total} = \frac{\text{Sum}(e_M)}{VP . \text{Count}} \)
19. if \( e_{pre} - e_{total} < \text{threshold}_{\text{imp}} \) then
20. break // improvement is below the threshold
21. end if
22. if \( e_{total} < \text{threshold}_{e} \) AND \( pc == M . \text{Count} \) then
23. break // accuracy is acceptable
24. else
25. \( np = \text{NewWorkload}(P, VP, e_M) \)
26. \( P = P . \text{Add}(np) \)
27. \( pc = M . \text{Count} \)
28. \( e_{pre} = e_{total} \)
29. end if
30. end for
31. return \( M \)
model validation, the model validation compares the predicted values of the inferred models to the values of the corresponding locations in all validation profiles, and computes the average relative error.

In our current approach, we use a random-validation strategy for the model validation. We randomly select a set of workload values from a validation value range (VVR) pre-determined based on a guideline (described below), and obtain a set of corresponding validation profiles for determining the accuracy of the models. To prevent the models from overfitting the values within the RVR and better validate the prediction accuracy of the inferred models, VVR must include RVR and the value range should be larger than the RVR. For example, if the RVR is [1, 500], we may set the VVR as [1, 1000]. We suggest that the range of VVR should be at least 2 times larger than the RVR. However, a very large validation range would require more iterations to refine the models, and large workload values cause long processing time in obtaining validation profiles. Thus, a very large validation range is not cost-effective for the iterative model inference and refinement.

The advantage of the random-validation strategy is that the validation workloads are distributed across the validation range, preventing models from over-fitting a specific range of values within the whole validation range. Note that the randomly selected workload values cannot be the same as the workload values used to infer the models.

8.5.4 Model Inference and Refinement

Model inference and refinement accept as input a set of profiles on initial workloads and a set of validation profiles, iteratively select new workloads to improve the inferred models, and output the inferred complexity models. These inferred complexity models are then associated with the corresponding vertices in the $k$-profile graph.

The number of initial workloads and the number of new workloads selected for each iteration can be configured by performance analysts. The configuration mainly depends on the value range of the workload parameter and the time taken to obtain a profile. Adding the new workloads in subsequent iterations improves the average relative error of the inferred models. We terminate the iterations if the average prediction error falls below a predefined prediction-error threshold (e.g., 5%). In certain cases, after adding new profiles, the improvement on the accuracies of the inferred models may be marginal or even negative, and the number of the inferred models whose $R^2$ is above a predefined $R^2$ threshold (referred to as $\text{threshold}_{R^2}$) may not change. We terminate the iterations for such cases to prevent infinite iterations.

Algorithm 4 shows the details of our iterative algorithm for model inference and refinement. The main part of the algorithm is the iteration cycle of inferring and refining complexity models (Lines 3-30), where the guard condition of the loop at Line 3 ensures that the algorithm termi-
nates after the predefined maximum number of iterations has been reached. Lines 1-2 initialize the model count $pc$ and the prediction error $e_{pre}$. $pc$ records the number of models whose $R^2$ are above $\text{threshold}_{R^2}$ (e.g., 0.9) in the previous iteration, and $e_{pre}$ records the average prediction error in the previous iteration. Within the iteration cycle, $ModelInfer$ first infers complexity models (Lines 4-6) based on the set of profiles. $ModelInfer$ obtains a $k$-profile graph by aligning the set of profiles (Line 4) and retrieves the workload values from the profiles (Line 5). $ModelInfer$ then applies regression learning with the workload values and the $k$-profile graph as input to infer the complexity models (Line 6). Here regression learning returns only the inferred models whose $R^2$ is above $\text{threshold}_{R^2}$. In the next step, $ModelInfer$ computes the errors $e_M$ for each validation profile (Lines 8-17) and the average error $e_{total}$ for all validation profiles (Line 18). Based on the computed errors, $ModelInfer$ terminates the iteration and returns the current models (Line 31) if one of the following two conditions is satisfied: (1) the improvement of the average error is less than the threshold of model improvement $\text{threshold}_{\text{imp}}$ (Line 19); (2) the average error is less than the threshold of prediction error $\text{threshold}_{e}$ and $M.Count$ is the same as the previous iteration $pc$ (Line 22). If neither of the condition is satisfied, $ModelInfer$ selects a new workload for obtaining a new profile (Lines 25-26), and updates the average error $e_{pre}$ and model count $pc$ for the next iteration. After the iteration terminates, these complexity models are then associated with the corresponding vertices in the $k$-profile graph.

**Aligning Profiles.** Given $k$ execution profiles on $k$ workloads, our approach aligns the locations in the profiles using calling contexts, and represents the execution counts of each location $l$ under each calling context $c$ in $k$ profiles as a vector: $(y_{l,c,1}, y_{l,c,2}, \ldots, y_{l,c,k})$. Our approach then builds the $k$-profile graph by associating the vectors with each location.

**Selecting New Workloads.** Our workload-augmentation mechanism ($NewWorkload$ at Line 25) is based on the assumption that a new workload at the area with the highest prediction error improves most the prediction errors of the models. $NewWorkload$ first finds the validation profile $p_e$ that has the highest prediction error based on $e_M$, and then identifies a profile in $P$ whose workload value $w_c$ is closest to the workload value $w_e$ of $p_e$. $NewWorkload$ returns the center of $w_c$ and $w_e$ as the new workload value. If the new workload value exceeds the RVR, our approach doubles the ranges of RVR and VVR, and selects a new validation profile in the extended range not overlapping with the original VVR. By doing so, our approach may adaptively evolve the ranges of RVR and VVR to improve the model accuracies.

### 8.6 Spatial Inference

This section describes how the technique of spatial inference infers complexity transitions by comparing abstracted models and predicts costs of complexity transitions on large workloads.
8.6.1 Abstraction of Model

For each vertex associated with a complexity model in the $k$-profile graph, model abstraction extracts the exponent of the highest order term from the complexity model as the order of the complexity model: (1) For a complexity model inferred by linear regressions ($y = A + Bw$), the abstracted order of the model is 1 if $B$ is larger than 0; otherwise, the abstracted order of the model is 0. (2) For a complexity model whose orders are decimal values, the abstracted order of the model is the closest integer. (3) For a complexity model whose $R^2$ is below $\text{threshold}_{R^2}$, the abstracted order of the model is 0.

These orders are used as the abstracted models for each complexity model in the $k$-profile graph, making the complexity models comparable for each caller-callee pair.

---

**Algorithm 5 TransInfer**

**Require:** $G$ as a $k$-profile graph with vertices associated with abstracted models  
**Ensure:** $T$ as complexity transitions  
1: $T = \{\}$ // empty set  
2: for all $v$ in $G$.vertices do  
3:   for all child in $v$.Children do  
4:     for all $c$ in $v$.Contexts do  
5:       $cc = c.append(v)$ // children context  
6:       if $\text{child.model}(cc).O > v.model(c).O + 1$ then  
7:         $trans = T.GetTransitions(v, c)$  
8:         $found = false$  
9:         for all $tran$ in $trans$ do  
10:            if $\text{tran.model}.O == \text{child.model}(cc).O$ then  
11:               $found = true$  
12:               $\text{tran.AddVertex}(child)$  
13:            end if  
14:         end for  
15:       if !$found$ then  
16:         $T.AddTransition(v, c, child)$  
17:       end if  
18:   end for  
19: end for  
20: return $T$
8.6.2 Inference of Complexity Transitions

Our algorithm, TransInfer, accepts as input a $k$-profile graph $G$ with vertices associated with abstracted models, and outputs a set of inferred complexity transitions $T$. The details are shown in Algorithm 5.

TransInfer starts by creating an empty set of $T$, and retrieving a vertex $v$ from $G.vertices$ (Lines 1-2). TransInfer next iterates over each child vertex $child$ of $v$ (Line 3). For each calling context $c$ of $v$ (Line 4), TransInfer computes the children context $cc$ by appending $v$ to $c$ (Line 5). TransInfer checks whether the order of the complexity model of $child$ under the calling context $cc$ is at least 1 more than the complexity model of $v$ under the calling context $c$ (Line 6). If the condition at Line 6 is not satisfied, TransInfer continues to check the next child vertex (back to Line 3). If the condition at Line 6 is satisfied, TransInfer further checks whether there exist complexity transitions whose complexity model has the same order as the complexity model of $child$ (Line 10), and appends $child$ to the transition if the condition at Line 10 is satisfied (Line 12). If TransInfer does not find an existing transition whose complexity model matches $child.model$, TransInfer creates a new complexity transition from $v$ to $child$ under the calling context $c$ (Line 16). After all children vertices of $v$ are checked, TransInfer continues to check the next vertex $v$ (back to Line 2). The algorithm continues until all the vertices are checked and outputs the set of complexity transitions $T$ (Line 19), which captures workload-dependent loops, including implicit loops.

8.6.3 Cost Prediction of Complexity Transitions

To predict costs of complexity transitions $(n,M)$ on large workloads, our approach computes the average costs per execution $avg_{lc}$ for each location $lc$ in $M$ and the predicted execution count $pred_{lc}$ for each location $lc$. To obtain $avg_{lc}$ for a location $lc$, our approach finds $lc$ on each profile $p$ given for inferring the complexity models, computes the cost per execution $avg_{lc,p}$ count for each profile $p$, and then computes $avg_{lc}$ by computing the average of $avg_{lc,p}$ for each $p$. Given a workload $w$, our approach predicts the execution count $pred_{lc}$ of a location $lc$ using its complexity model, and then computes the cost of $lc$ by multiplying $pred_{lc}$ with $avg_{lc}$. By summing up the costs of each location $lc$ in $M$, our approach obtains the predicted cost for $(n, M)$.

8.7 Evaluations

To show the effectiveness of $\Delta$Infer, we conducted evaluations on popular open source GUI applications (Notepad++ [6] and 7-Zip [3]). In our evaluations, we seek to answer the following research questions:
• **RQ8.1**: How effectively does ∆Infer identify WDPBs?

• **RQ8.2**: How effectively does the iterative model refinement improve the accuracy of the inferred complexity models?

• **RQ8.3**: How effectively does context-sensitive analysis improve the precision in identifying complexity transitions?

### 8.7.1 Subjects and Evaluation Setup

**Subject Applications.** Since our current implementation supports only Windows applications, we use two popular Windows applications from SourceForge [4] as the evaluation subjects: 7-Zip [3] and Notepad++ [6]. 7-Zip is a file archiver with high compression ratio, supporting archive file formats of 7z, zip, and so on. Our evaluations focused on the file manager of 7-Zip (7-Zip FM), a GUI tool that enables users to easily navigate and manipulate files for archiving. This application was rated by 83% of 30,081 users as recommended.\(^4\) The version of 7-Zip used for our evaluations is 9.20, which consists of 86 files and 7,280 LOC. Notepad++ is a text editor and source-code editor for Windows, supporting tabbed editing and several programming languages (e.g., C/C++, Java, and C#). This application was rated by 94% of 14,950 users as recommended. The version of the Notepad++ used for our evaluations is 5.9.0, which consists of 396 files and 155,300 LOC.

These GUI applications represent different types of widely used GUI applications. Their GUIs consist of various types of GUI controls, such as buttons, list views, and text editors. We believe that the characteristics of these applications’ WDPBs and performance faults would be representative for many other GUI applications.

**Evaluation Setup.** As we do not have the developer knowledge of these subject applications, we choose scenarios that would manipulate inputs, so that the performance of the applications will vary based on workloads. Based on the scenarios, we characterize some inputs as performance-relevant workload parameters. The details of the scenarios and focused workload parameters are shown in Table 8.1. Column “ID” shows the scenario ID, Column “Scenario” shows the actions performed in each scenario, and Column “W. Param” shows the workload parameters that we use to vary the focused workload values. S1-S5 are scenarios for the 7-Zip file manager, and S6-S10 are scenarios for Notepad++.

For Notepad++, we configure it to use the “Word Wrap” mode, so that we can test its functionality of wrapping words and other functionalities at the same time for each scenario. We executed the instrumented subject applications on each workload, performed the interactions described in each scenario, and collected the call-tree profiles after the executions.

\(^4\)The largest open source applications and software directory

\(^5\)All the rating data was collected on Dec. 23, 2011.
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Table 8.1: Scenarios for the evaluations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>W. Param</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S1)</td>
<td>open a folder</td>
<td># files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S2)</td>
<td>rename a file</td>
<td># files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S3)</td>
<td>select all items and then click the first item</td>
<td># files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S4)</td>
<td>create a folder</td>
<td># files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S5)</td>
<td>delete a file</td>
<td># files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S6)</td>
<td>open a file</td>
<td># lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S7)</td>
<td>enter a character and save the file</td>
<td># lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S8)</td>
<td>go to the last line</td>
<td># lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S9)</td>
<td>find a word not present in the file</td>
<td># char</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S10)</td>
<td>cut and paste the first character</td>
<td># lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thresholds.** In our evaluations, we configure the maximum iteration count $max$ to be 20, the threshold of $R^2$ for regression learning $threshold_{R^2}$ to be 0.9, the threshold of error improvement $threshold_{imp}$ to be 2%, and the threshold of prediction error $threshold_e$ to be 5%.

**Workload Selection.** For **S1-S8** and **S10**, we set the RVR as $[1, 1280]$ for choosing workload values and the VVR as $[1, 2560]$ for choosing random validation values. For **S9**, the value of the workload parameter $#\ char$ is relatively large in practice, and thus we set the RVR as $[1, 20480]$ and the VVR as $[1, 40960]$. For each scenario, we select 3 values from the RVR to obtain initial training profiles, and randomly select 5 values from the VVR to obtain validation profiles. To observe how initial workloads may affect our algorithm of model inference and refinement, we design two contrast groups for each subject application by selecting different initial workload values. For the 7-Zip file manager, we use $\{20, 40, 80\}$ for **S1-S3** and $\{100, 200, 400\}$ for **S4-S5**; for Notepad++, we use $\{20, 40, 80\}$ for **S6-S7**, $\{100, 200, 400\}$ for **S8** and **S10**, and $\{1000, 2000, 4000\}$ for **S9**. When we choose workload values for the parameter $#\ lines$, we keep the number of characters on each line to be 200.

We applied $\Delta$Infer to infer complexity models using the training profiles as input and iteratively select new workloads to obtain new profiles for improving the accuracies of the inferred models.
8.7.2 RQ8.1: WDPB Identification

To answer RQ8.1, we first rank the complexity transitions using the predicted costs, and manually inspect the complexity transitions to confirm whether they will cause performance problems on large workloads. We then report the performance faults caused by the identified WDPBs and get the confirmation from developers. Although it is difficult to measure the false negatives of ΔInfer, we propose and measure the cost coverage (i.e., execution time) of the identified WDPBs as the workloads increase. If the identified WDPBs achieve high cost coverage, the probability of ΔInfer missing impactful WDPBs would be low.

7-Zip File Manager. Due to space limit, we describe only two representative WDPBs in this chapter. More details of the WDPBs can be found on our project website [25]. The first WDPB is RefreshListCtrl, a common WDPB for the Scenarios S1, S2, S3, and S5. In these scenarios, when the user opens/creates a folder or renames/deletes a file, the method RefreshListCtrl is invoked to refresh the list-view control. The complexity transition in RefreshListCtrl (RefreshListCtrl, {GetItemRelPath, ...}) captures a linear-workload-dependent loop. Inside the loop, GetItemRelPath computes the path prefix of a file using customized string-concatenation operations, which create temporary objects and destroy them after the concatenation. This computation results in intensive creations/destructions of temporary objects.

Another WDPB is a method that invokes ListView_SortItems. ListView_SortItems is a UI library call that repetitively invokes CompareItems to sort the files, behaving like an implicit loop whose complexity model is nlog(n) in theory. ΔInfer identifies this implicit loop with a complexity transition from a constant order to a power-law order. Due to the inefficient implementation of retrieving file properties for comparison, this implicit loop causes a WDPB on large workloads.

Notepad++. We describe two representative WDPBs for Notepad++. The first WDPB is WrapLines that appears in every scenario. In these scenarios, when the user opens a file or modifies the content of the file (S7 and S10), the method WrapLines is invoked to recompute the word-wrapping data structures by invoking WrapOneLine. WrapOneLine computes the layout of a line, creating temporary objects and dynamically allocating memory chunks for the computation results; such computation is quite expensive when the workload is large.

The second WDPB is Document::FindText for S9. ΔInfer finds that Document::FindText contains a linear-workload-dependent loop and performs string comparison to find the matching word in the document. Although the cost per iteration is not high, the workload value in terms of # chars is easy to become huge in practice. For example, searching a 10MB file for matching a character not present in the document would cause the loop in Document::FindText to
execute 10M times. Thus, word search is usually considered expensive; and many editors or viewers (such as Adobe PDF Viewer) spawn a separate thread to do so.

**Cost Coverage.** Figure 8.3 shows the cost coverage of the representative WDPBs on larger workloads. Due to space limit, we choose four scenarios to show the cost coverage of representative WDPBs. For 7-Zip, we choose $S_1$ to show the coverage of the WDPB caused by `RefreshListCtrl`, and $S_3$ for the WDPB caused by `RefreshStatusBar`. For Notepad++, we choose $S_6$ to show the coverage of the WDPB caused by `WrapLines` and $S_9$ for the WDPB caused by `Document::FindText`. The results show that the identified WDPBs account for more than 75% of all the scenarios when the workloads increase, indicating that the probability of missing impactful WDPBs is low. Moreover, as shown in Figure 8.3b, the cost coverage increases so quickly that it reaches more than 90% on the workload of 8000 files. The reason is that the WDPB of $S_3$ has the quadratic complexity model.

**Fault Confirmation.** We reported the detected faults to the project’s forum, and the responses of the developers of 7-Zip are quite encouraging. They confirmed the faults caused by `RefreshListCtrl` in $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_5$ (4 out of 5 faults reported), and plan to fix
Table 8.2: Results of model inference and refinement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th># Ite.</th>
<th># W.</th>
<th>E. I.</th>
<th>E. E.</th>
<th>M. I.</th>
<th>M. E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S1)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S2)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>62.31</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>1283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.68</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>1223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>1267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S5)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>1282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S6)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>536.74</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>1441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S7)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>455.00</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>1329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S8)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S9)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>138.36</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S10)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the faults in the next version [21]. Although the fault in S1 was reported by others in the developers’ database for faults (#3193577), our approach further identifies the WDPBs as the root cause of the fault. Capturing the fault caused by OnRefreshStatusBar in S4 demonstrates the advantages of using predictive models in our approach. Such fault is difficult for traditional performance testing to detect without knowing the triggering workload. This newly detected fault has been dormant since it was introduced in version 4.25 beta (released on 2005-08-01), and still remains in the latest version 9.22 (released on 2011-4-18). After we reported the fault at the forum [22], the developers confirmed the fault and plan to fix it in the next version.

For Notepad++, the performance problem of wrapping words in Scenario S6 is confirmed as fault #2909745 in the project’s forum. Moreover, our approach further identifies that WrapLines causes performance faults in Scenarios S7, S8, and S10 after a document is modified. We are waiting for their responses for these not-yet-confirmed faults. For the performance fault of opening a file, the developers confirmed that Notepad++ did not have good performance on large files, and stated that a patch could be applied to improve the performance [20]. We reported the new fault of finding a word in S9, and are still waiting for the response.

8.7.3 RQ8.2: Model Inference and Refinement

To answer RQ8.2, we measure the improvement of model accuracies after the iterations of model refinement terminate, and the prediction accuracies of execution counts on large workloads.

Model Refinement. To show the improvement of model accuracies, we measure the average relative error of the inferred models with the initial workloads, measure the average relative error of the inferred models after the iterations of model refinement terminate, and compare the errors. Table 8.2 shows the results of RQ8.2. Column “ID” shows the ID of scenarios. Column “# Ite.” shows the number of iterations used to refine the complexity models. Column “#
Table 8.3: Results of cost prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>10 (%)</th>
<th>20 (%)</th>
<th>50 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S1)</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S2)</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S3)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S4)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S5)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ave(7-Zip))</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S6)</td>
<td>18.51</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>47.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S7)</td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>22.56</td>
<td>36.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S8)</td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>35.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S9)</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>39.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S10)</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>24.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ave(Notepad++))</td>
<td>14.82</td>
<td>20.97</td>
<td>36.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

W.” shows the number of workloads used to infer the complexity models when the iterations terminate. Column “E. I.” shows the average relative errors of the inferred complexity models on the initial workloads, and Column “E. E.” shows the average relative errors of the inferred complexity models when the iterations terminate. Column “M. I.” shows the number of the inferred complexity models on the initial workloads, and Column “M. E.” shows the number of the inferred complexity models when the iterations terminate.

On average, it takes about 5 iterations (using 7 workloads) for \( \Delta \text{Infer} \) to terminate, and improves the average relative error to 2.78%. From the results, we can see that the accuracies of the inferred models are significantly improved. For example, the average relative error of S6 is improved from 536.74% to 8.62%. The results of Columns “M. I.” and “M. E.” indicate that certain locations that are incorrectly inferred as workload-dependent can be filtered out after iterative refinements. Different initial workloads may result in different initial accuracies. But with our workload-augmentation mechanism, these differences are not obvious after a few iterations, indicating that our approach is insensitive to the potential variance of initial workloads. In summary, the results show that our algorithm requires a reasonable number of iterations to achieve substantial improvement of model accuracy.

Cost Prediction. To show prediction accuracies on large workloads, we select the workload values that are 10, 20, and 50 times the upper bound of the RVR, obtain the profiles of these workloads, and compare the predicted execution counts and the actual execution counts to compute average relative errors. Table 8.3 shows the results of RQ8.2. Column “ID” shows the ID of scenarios. Columns “10”, “20”, and “50” show the average relative errors when the
workloads are 10, 20, and 50 times the upper bound of the RVR. For example, for S1, we use the workload values \{12800, 25600, 64000\}.

On average, when the workload is 50 times of the upper bound of the RVR, the prediction error for the 7-Zip file manager (marked with *) is just 4.44% (excluding S3), and the prediction error for Notepad++ is acceptable (36.49%). For S3 (marked with *), due to the quadratic workload-dependent loop, our profiler reaches its profiling limitations when the workload value exceeds 10,000. Thus, we use workload values \{4000, 6000, 8000\} to estimate the prediction errors. The reason why Notepad++ has a relatively high prediction error is that the developers of Notepad++ optimize the message processing during idle time, causing certain workload-dependent loops to exhibit a bit different complexities under the same contexts. Such result shows that \Delta_{\text{Infer}} is robust even under such complex situations.

8.7.4 RQ8.3: Context-Sensitive Analysis

Existing approaches [95, 56] that infer complexity models using profiles of multiple workloads are context-insensitive. To show effectiveness of context-sensitive analysis and answer RQ3, we compare the number of complexity transitions identified by using context-sensitive analysis and context-insensitive analysis. We first apply \Delta_{\text{Infer}} to infer complexity transitions using the inferred complexity models. We then apply regression learnings on profiles collected to infer complexity models without calling context, and use these complexity models to infer another set of complexity transitions. We compare these two sets of complexity transitions to show the effectiveness of our context-sensitive analysis.

Table 8.4 shows the results of RQ3. Column “ID” shows the ID of scenarios. Column “\Delta_{\text{Infer}}” shows the number of complexity transitions inferred by \Delta_{\text{Infer}}, and Column “# L.” shows the number of the inferred complexity transitions that are workload-dependent loops. Column “In-Sen.” shows the number of complexity transitions inferred by the context-insensitive analysis, referred to as ContextIns. Column “# Miss.” shows the number of complexity transitions inferred by \Delta_{\text{Infer}} but not ContextIns.

The results show that ContextIns identifies much more (32.8 times on average) complexity transitions than \Delta_{\text{Infer}}, and more than 90% of them do not help identify workload-dependent loops, producing many false positives. Such result is mainly due to the complex contexts posed by the event-driven nature of GUI applications. Based on manual inspection, 86.1% of the complexity transitions inferred by \Delta_{\text{Infer}} are workload-dependent loops (including implicit loops), and 13.9% of them are false positives. Most of the false positives (15 in S7) are complexity transitions inside an internal string-allocator function of basic_string. The others involve top-level message handlers, such as WindowProcedure. These false positives can be reduced by excluding low-level and top-level system libraries in the analysis. Moreover, the results of
Table 8.4: Comparison to context-insensitive analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>$\Delta$Infer</th>
<th># L.</th>
<th>InSen.</th>
<th># Miss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S1)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S2)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S3)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S4)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S5)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S6)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S7)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S8)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S9)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S10)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>861</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column “# Miss.” show that ContextIns misses about 39.9% of the complexity transitions identified by $\Delta$Infer. Based on manual inspection, some of these missing complexity transitions are real WDPBs that cause performance problems. Thus, ContextIns also produces false negatives. We also find that $\Delta$Infer does not miss any WDPB detected by ContextIns. In summary, $\Delta$Infer outperforms ContextIns in terms of greatly reducing false positives and false negatives.

8.8 Discussion

**Generalization to Other Types of Applications.** Our current approach focuses on detecting WDPBs for GUI applications. However, our approach is applicable to any type of application that requires operations in responsive actions not to block subsequent operations, such as message-queue systems, event-driven servers, and chained filters. Our approach is also applicable to identify energy faults [155] in mobile applications by using profiles of energy costs. Moreover, our approach can be used to assist tasks of performance analytics, such as predicting whether the execution time of complexity transitions exceeds the response requirement on a given workload or estimating a lower bound on the workload that causes the execution time of complexity transitions to violate the response requirement. We plan to investigate such applications in our future work.

**Workload Parameters.** Our current approach infers models by varying workload values on one focused workload parameter. To identify performance bottlenecks that require combinations of parameters [106], our approach can be used to infer multiple models by varying different parameters separately. Based on the order differences of the inferred models for different workload parameters, we can know that the execution count increases more quickly on which workload parameter; such information is sufficient for our approach to identify complexity
transitions. Multi-dimensional models for multiple workload parameters are often in complex forms or even have no analytic form, making it difficult to uncover such models directly. Existing research [195] requires user-provided information for interdependencies of parameters to infer the models. By adapting the divide-and-conquer strategy to infer one model for one focused parameter, our approach reduces computational complexity without requiring information for the interdependencies of parameters, and yet preserves the effectiveness.

Value-Dependent Performance Bottlenecks. Some performance bottlenecks may depend on specific values of the input, instead of input workloads. Existing approaches [50] have explored the research of this direction, but have limitations due to the lack of runtime information. Moreover, there are other performance bottlenecks that may be triggered by combinations of configuration values as investigated by Hoffmann et al. [106]. These approaches can be leveraged to infer configurations for the scenarios, and our approach can be applied to automatically predict WDPBs afterwards.

Scalability of Scenario-Based Profiling. Our approach instruments an application under analysis and collects profiles for each scenario to detect scenario-specific WDPBs. Scenario-based instrumentation is widely adopted for testing/debugging, and the state of the practice is observed in many popular software products from leading software companies, e.g., PerfTrack [14] based on the Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) [5] platform from Microsoft. Based on such technologies, scenario-based tracing has been used as an automated and scalable solution for complex large-scale software products, e.g., Windows. Moreover, our approach can be fully automated with automatic GUI test scripts, reducing human efforts and improving scalability.

8.9 Summary

Software hangs can be caused by expensive operations in responsive actions (such as time-consuming operations in UI threads). Some of the expensive operations depend on the input workloads, referred to as workload-dependent performance bottlenecks (WDPBs). WDPBs are usually caused by workload-dependent loops (i.e., WDPB loops) that contain relatively expensive operations. Traditional performance testing and single-execution profiling may not reveal WDPBs due to incorrect assumptions of workloads.

We have proposed the $\Delta$Infer approach that predicts WDPB loops under large workloads via inferring iteration counts of WDPB loops using complexity models for the workload size. $\Delta$Infer incorporates the novel concept of context-sensitive delta inference that consists of two parts: temporal inference for inferring the complexity models of different program locations, and spatial inference for identifying WDPB loops as WDPB candidates. $\Delta$Infer enables an instantiation of cooperative testing and analysis to improve performance analysis. The complexity models
inferred by ΔInfer explain how these methods become expensive under larger workloads. Such explanation improves the users’ understanding of the application’s workload-dependent behaviors, and thereby helps the users make better decisions on whether such costs are expected for the functionality of the application.

ΔInfer enables the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. Based on ΔInfer, our approach provides a behavior-diagnosis interface that shows the complexity models of methods besides showing the costs of the executed methods. In this cooperation, the tools compute the costs of the executed methods for the users to inspect and explain the cost growth of the methods by showing the inferred complexity models. Based on the users’ domain knowledge about the functionality and performance requirements of the program under analysis, the users inspect the complexity models of the methods to determine whether the cost growth represented by the models are expected for the methods, and make decisions on whether the methods are performance faults.

We have conducted evaluations on ΔInfer with two popular open source GUI applications, 7-Zip and Notepad++. The results show that ΔInfer infers high-quality complexity models with iterative refinements, performs much better than the context-insensitive analysis, and effectively identifies highly impactful WDPBs that cause 10 performance faults.
In this dissertation, we presented a framework, called cooperative testing and analysis, that provides interfaces to support cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users, enabling the users to make informed decisions in the cooperation. Under this framework, this research has demonstrated a number of approaches that provide interfaces to enable problem-diagnosis cooperation and behavior-diagnosis cooperation for automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis, improving both functional correctness and non-functional qualities (security and performance) of software. There are still many opportunities for extending this work. We next discuss some of the future directions that can be conducted by extending the research in this dissertation.

9.1 Tool Automation for Assisting Cooperation in Test Generation

My future research on improving problem-diagnosis cooperation for test-generation tools includes three major directions. First, we plan to develop visualization techniques that present the identified problems and the residual coverage to improve the users’ understanding on the problems. Second, we plan to develop techniques to assist the users in providing guidance by automatically generating guidance suggestions. Third, we plan to extend our research on economical analysis to support estimation of costs for covering a target branch and improve techniques for the estimation of benefits for solving a problem.
Visualization Support for Improving User Understanding on Problems. Covana precisely identifies problems that prevent test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage, with the focus on OCPs and EMCPs for object-oriented programs. Simply printing the information about the identified problems may not be effective in helping developers understand the problems [134].

To better assist developers in locating identified problems and providing guidance, I started collaboration work with another fellow Ph.D student on developing a novel visualization approach [173]. This ongoing work visualizes the structural coverage achieved by the tools and the problem-analysis results produced by Covana, facilitating developers to understand how the reported problems affect the achieved coverage. We already conducted a preliminary user study involving seven participants to evaluate the effectiveness of our visualization approach, and obtained promising results on the usefulness of our visualization. For example, in our user study on the visualization approach, one user pointed out that our explanations of identified problems required improvement. We plan to further investigate how the work of Marceau et al. [134] can be employed to improve problem explanations to developers.

Suggestion Synthesis for Assisting Users in Providing Guidance. Our preliminary user study of Covana shows that even if developers understand what problems are faced by the tools, developers may have difficulties in implementing their guidance from scratch, and it could be quite time-consuming if they are not familiar with the code. We plan to develop guidance-generation techniques that exploit the semantics and structure of the program. For example, by analyzing the class structures and the already generated object states, we plan to develop techniques that can generate the skeleton of a factory method for a given class, reducing the users’ efforts in constructing the factory method. Such skeleton includes a constructor (potentially multiple constructors if the creation of a target object requires other objects), a list of methods that invoke the public setter methods to set certain private fields, and a few methods that modify the other fields of the object, making the object state as close to the target state as possible. Recently, program synthesis approaches [176, 99, 218] have shown promising results in automatically synthesizing executable programs in certain formats. We also plan to explore program synthesis techniques for synthesizing partial solutions to the problems faced by the tools, improving the guidance suggestions.

Improving Economical Analysis. Our current research assumes that the benefit of covering a branch is a fixed constant, i.e., branches are equally critical. Depending on the goal of testing, the benefits of different branches may be different. For example, if the goal is robustest testing, then any branch that leads to uncaught exceptions should have higher benefits to cover. In future work, we plan to improve our models by taking varied benefits of branches into consideration.
In cooperative testing, developers provide guidance to address the problems identified by Covana. If the goal is to cover a critical branch, such as an assertion-violating branch, then developers would like to cover the branch by addressing as few causes as possible to reduce their human efforts. We assume that the cost of solving each problem is the same (i.e., problems are equally difficult). With this assumption, the cost of covering a branch (referred to as branch cost) is the minimum number of problems that need to be solved in order to cover the branch. Based on our research on estimation of problem benefits, we plan to develop techniques to estimate branch costs.

Estimating branch costs builds on the estimation of problem benefits because the estimation iteratively uses angelic diagnosis (i.e., introducing choose operators) to bypass a set of problems until the branch is covered. Given a target branch not yet covered, if Covana has already reported a set of problems that cause the target branch not to be covered, EcoCov directly applies angelic diagnosis on all possible subsets of the problems, and identifies the minimum set of necessary problems (those by solving which the branch can be covered) as the branch cost. On the other hand, if the branch statement of the target branch has not been reached yet, Covana is not able to report such a set of candidate problems. In this case, we need to first cover some not-covered branches reported by Covana (i.e., those branches whose branch statements are reached) to reach the target branch. Thus, EcoCov uses a recursive algorithm to compute a path (if exists) from each not-covered branch reported by Covana to the target branch, and then chooses the path with the least number of problems along the path to report as the branch cost. Note that EcoCov provides not only the number of problems as the branch cost but also the set of problems to the developers to guide them towards the target.

The assumption that all the problems have the same difficulty for developers to address (the cost is always a fixed constant) simplifies our analysis. However, a factory method may be more difficult to write than another factory method. For example, creating a red-black tree object whose size is 10 is more difficult than creating a stack object with the same size. Similarly, certain mock objects require complex models to correctly simulate the environment dependencies. Thus, we also plan to conduct a comprehensive study on difficulty levels to address various OCPs and EMCPs. We also plan to conduct user studies to observe how the users address problems of different difficulty levels.

9.2 Detecting Inconsistency between User Expectations and Mobile Application Behaviors

With the rapid growth of smartphones and mobile applications, mobile threats have been increasing dramatically as well. To address the issue of mobile threats, existing markets adopt
two mechanisms to filter and reveal mobile threats for Android users. On one hand, automated
detection tools exist to detect malware, such as Bouncer [43]. On the other hand, markets re-
veal potential mobile threats by listing app permissions at the installation time. However, these
mechanisms are shown to have limited successes. Potentially Unwanted Applications (PUAs)
such as spyware or trackware confoundedly evade Bouncer to appear on the Android application
market [76]. Additionally, several studies [73, 79, 80] have shown that the current Android per-
mission system provides little information to help the users understand permissions. Therefore,
the users cannot understand the risk when installing applications.

There exists work that automatically detects mobile threats. However, it is challenging to
classify an application as malicious, privacy infringing, or benign. Existing work has looked
at permissions [221, 157], code [73, 222], and runtime behavior [72, 209]. However, underlying
all of this work is a caveat: what does the user expect? Clearly, an application such as a GPS
Tracker is expected to record and send the phone’s geographic location to the network; an
application such as a Phone-Call Recorder is expected to record audio during a phone call; and
an application such as One-Click Root is expected to exploit a privilege-escalation vulnerability.
Other cases are more subtle.

User expectations are reflected via user perceptions of application behaviors, in combina-
tion with user judgments. With the limited information presented by existing approaches, there
are gaps between user perceptions and application behaviors. For example, some application
behaviors may be user imperceptible (such as sending out users’ private information through
non-monitored sinks described in Chapter 6), or contradict with user perceptions (such as send-
ing text messages in background while users scroll a list). Also, the users may not be able to
make right decisions based on the perceived information. For example, we note that malware
may still hide malicious functionality (e.g., eavesdropping) within an application designed to
use the corresponding permission (e.g., an application to take voice notes). Revealing the per-
missions (e.g., audio recording) alone in such applications cannot help the users make right
decisions.

With the vision of bridging gaps between user perceptions and application behaviors for
improving mobile privacy control, our research on providing behavior-diagnosis interfaces for
mobile privacy control [203] is the first step towards the research direction of revealing the
user-imperceptible behaviors. Our approach reveals how mobile applications use the users’ per-
missions, improving the users’ perception on mobile applications’ privacy-related behaviors.
One of recent studies shows that users have difficulty to understand the permissions on the
installation-time confirmation dialog since these permissions lack contexts and the users cannot
figure out what application functionality the permissions correspond to. Thus, to better inform
the users about the potential risks, user-perceivable context information (i.e., corresponding app
functionality) for permissions is needed. Such context information explains when permissions
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are used. My ongoing work with others, AppContext [211], employs static analysis to explain under what contexts permissions are used and how the private data protected by the permissions are used. Such information can complement our information flow analysis, helping the users better understand permission uses of applications.

Moreover, another piece of joint work with others, WHyper [153], presents a framework that adapts Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to establish links between sentences in application descriptions and permissions in the permission list. Such sentences explain why an application uses a permission, helping the users better understand the expected functionality of a mobile application.

Based on our research on improving user understanding on both application behaviors and application functionality, we plan to develop an approach that automatically infers models of both application behaviors and application functionality and identifies inconsistencies between the models. To model application functionality, we plan to extend our techniques on NLP to parse application descriptions and texts included in applications’ GUIs. Application descriptions provide general information about what applications do and what categories the applications belong to (e.g., games or navigation apps), and GUI texts provide detailed information about what applications do (e.g., a “sendText” button indicating the functionality of sending texts). To model application behaviors, we plan to extend our techniques on information flow analysis [203] and context analysis [211] for better capturing application behaviors related to privacy-sensitive operations. To identify the inconsistencies between these two models, we plan to develop techniques that abstract action-object pairs from the models and compare such abstractions for finding out unmatched pairs as the inconsistencies. We plan to conduct experiments on market applications and pre-identified malware applications to evaluate whether such abstraction achieves high precisions and recalls, and identify limitations of the abstraction for further improvements.

9.3 Identifying Complexity Changes Across Program Versions

Software evolves through its lifetime, undergoing various kinds of changes. To ensure that code changes do not introduce unintended consequences, developers perform regression testing [104, 161, 212, 180], running the existing test suites. However, these existing techniques are mostly for functional correctness and do not address regression testing of quality attributes such as performance [196]. For performance regression testing, the state-of-the-practice is as follows. Developers prepare some test inputs and measure how performance for those inputs changes over different program versions [17, 27, 7]. Such analysis of potential performance regressions is carried out manually and can be error-prone, time-consuming, and sensitive to the input load. Thus, performance regressions are often not detected until the new version is released to the
field [26, 28]. Moreover, observing the running time changes between two versions is difficult to identify performance regressions, since the running time of a piece of code is different for different machines, and even different runs in one machine.

To address the challenges of detecting performance regression across versions, we plan to develop techniques that compare behaviors of old and new code versions to identify behavior changes that indicate performance regressions. For example, a piece of code whose complexity changed from linear to $O(n \log n)$ can be more suspicious for inspection than a piece of code whose complexity was quadratic and remained quadratic. Such changes can be reflected using the changes of the complexity models.

Our approach $\Delta$Infer provides a behavior-diagnosis interface for explaining expensive methods using their complexity models. In future work, we plan to build on $\Delta$Infer [199] using a two-step approach. For the first step, we plan to develop a technique that uses information about code changes to infer complexity models faster than running $\Delta$Infer from scratch on the new code version. This inference requires running a smaller portion of the existing tests, and the initial subset of tests are selected to allow $\Delta$Infer to train and validate the complexity models. These models can then be used to predict the running costs at different changed program locations under different workloads and contexts. For the second step, the technique compares the complexity models from the current code version and the previous code version to identify likely complexity transitions that may cause performance regressions.

For example, consider a piece of code whose original complexity model is $a \cdot n + b$, where $n$ is some measure of the input/workload size. There are three common types of complexity transitions: additive (the new model is $a \cdot n + b', b' > b$, likely harmless), multiplicative (the new model is $a' \cdot n + b', a' > a$, potentially problematic), and order (e.g., the new model is $c \cdot n^k, k > 1$, likely the most severe performance degradation). After performing the comparison for different program locations, the technique can rank the list of locations based on the significance of their complexity transitions. It can finally present to the developer for manual inspection the transitions that are confirmed by the test executions. For example, code whose complexity changed from $O(n)$ to $O(n \log n)$ can be more suspicious for inspection than a piece of code whose complexity is $O(n^2)$ but also was $O(n^2)$. Note that in the absence of identifying complexity transitions, i.e., by inferring the models on only the new code version, the developer could incorrectly focus on $O(n^2)$ before $O(n \log n)$. Thus, inspecting complexity transitions between two versions can effectively reveal the unintended performance changes that are difficult for traditional performance testing to detect without knowing the triggering workload. As a real example, the 7-Zip file manager [3] has a performance fault that causes software hangs by refreshing the status bar repetitively when users select or deselect all files in the folder; this fault was introduced in version 4.25 beta, when the complexity of the function refreshing the status bar rose from $O(1)$ to $O(n)$. 
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9.4 Cooperative Testing and Analysis

Our future research on extending the framework of cooperative testing and analysis plans to focus on two questions: “What can users do” and “How can tools learn from users”?

First, our current research assumes that the users have the same skill in providing their guidance to help the tools address the encountered problems. However, in practice, the users often have different skills in solving problems, and thus we should improve cooperative testing and analysis by taking such differences into consideration. For example, in the cooperation for improving test generation, EcoCov ranks the problems based on how much coverage the users can obtain by solving a problem. If a user has limited skills in solving difficult OCPs, then EcoCov should revise its ranking by ranking certain EMCPs with high benefits higher, although these EMCPs may not have as high benefits as the top OCPs.

Second, we plan to develop techniques that leverage user-interaction histories to improve automated problem-solving techniques. Consider the cooperation in test generation again. Assume that the users provide guidance to help the tools address several OCPs and EMCPs, and reapply the tools to generate test inputs based on the guidance. If the tools encounter new problems, the tools do not consult the users immediately as the current framework suggests. Instead, the tools should try to leverage the previous guidance given by the users to solve the newly-encountered problems. For example, the tools may extract templates from the provided factory methods, and fill in the templates with the class names in the newly-encountered OCPs. Even better, the tools may try to mutate and evolve the templates to address similar problems. We plan to conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the feasibility of such improvements, starting with the cooperation in test generation.

9.5 Improving Quality of Various Types of Software

During the past few decades, software has been becoming larger, more complex, and more integrated into our daily life, and many new types of software applications have been developed, such as mobile applications and distributed applications. These new types of software applications pose new challenges for ensuring high quality of software. Therefore, there is an ever-increasing demand for better testing and analysis techniques to improve software quality.

The research in this dissertation focuses on sequential object-oriented applications and mobile applications. We plan to adapt my techniques for testing and analyzing other types of applications, such as concurrent applications and database applications.

For example, when testing and analyzing a concurrent program, we can no longer operate on the granularity of a single execution since thread interactions can occur within a method execution, causing different method behaviors given the same method inputs and preventing
software testing/analysis tools from achieving expected effectiveness, such as covering certain branches. For test generation, one possible extension to Covana is to perform symbolic analysis on each concurrent execution. However, this finer granularity can suffer from the state explosion problem more seriously. We plan to conduct further studies on how to extend our research for testing and analyzing concurrent applications. To test and analyze a database application, the model of interactions with a database is critical since most of the current analysis techniques treat database interactions as external method calls. Without a precise model to analyze database interactions, it is difficult to understand the correctness impacts and the performance impacts of interacting with a database. We plan to investigate how existing research on parameterized mock objects [181, 135] can be used to model database interactions, and develop novel techniques to analyze the correctness impacts and the performance impacts simulated by these models.
10.1 Conclusion

This dissertation proposes a framework of cooperative testing and analysis, which provides interfaces to support cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users, enabling the users to make informed decisions in the cooperation and thus better conducting an SE task. Our framework focuses on providing interfaces to support two types of cooperation with software testing/analysis tools for SE tasks: (1) **Problem-Diagnosis Interface**: for certain SE tasks where automated tools drive the tasks towards a goal of testing and analysis, our framework provides interfaces that precisely report the problems faced by the tools and the benefits of solving these programs. Such interfaces enable the users to cooperate with the tools by addressing problems faced by the tools. (2) **Behavior-Diagnosis Interface**: for certain SE tasks where the users inspect software behaviors to determine whether the behaviors are expected for achieving a goal of testing and analysis, our framework provides interfaces that show a list of behaviors related to the goal for the users to inspect, and present succinct models for better explaining the behaviors. Such interfaces enable the tools to cooperate with the users by analyzing and explaining the software behaviors.

A number of approaches have been developed under this framework to enable effective cooperation between software testing/analysis tools and their users in automated test generation, security analysis, and performance analysis, three major software engineering activities for improving software quality.
We have presented approaches that provide the interface for supporting the problem-diagnosis cooperation for automated test generation, where the users cooperate with test-generation tools by addressing the problems faced by the tools. We have conducted empirical studies to identify problems that prevent the test-generation tools from achieving high structural coverage. We have also proposed approaches that precisely identify these problems for non-covered branches [205, 204, 198, 200] and estimate benefits of solving these problems [132], with the focus on two major types of problems identified in our studies: OCPs and EMCPs. Experimental results show that our approaches effectively identify OCPs and EMCPs with a few false positives and false negatives, and produce highly accurate estimation results on benefits for solving OCPs and EMCPs.

We have presented approaches that provide the interfaces for supporting the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security analysis, with the focus on mobile privacy control and security policy extraction. To improve mobile privacy control, our approach computes information flows that show what private data types flow to what output channels [203], explaining how mobile applications use permissions. Our approach also provides monitored sinks that support runtime inspection of private information before the information is sent out, and identifies information flows that may escape the users’ inspection as unsafe flows. Based on the information flow computation and classification, our approach provides the interface to support the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for mobile privacy control, where the tools identify permissions and explain permission uses to help the users make informed decisions on whether the permission uses are expected. Experimental results show that our approach effectively reduces users’ decisions to only 10.1% of all scripts, since our approach does not require users’ decisions for information flows where untampered information flow to monitored sinks.

To improve security policy extraction, our approach automatically extracts ACP rules and action steps from NL software documents [201], with the focus on use cases. Based on the extraction of ACP rules and action steps, our approach provides the interface to support the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for security policy extraction, where the tools extract security policies and explain the policies using policy-witness and policy-violation scenarios, helping the users make informed decisions on whether the extracted policies are expected. Experimental results show that our approach extracts ACP rules with the accuracy of 86.3% and extracts action steps with the accuracy of 81.9%.

We have presented an approach that provides the interface for supporting the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis. Our approach that infers complexity models for workload-dependent loops from multiple executions on multiple workloads [199]. Based on the inferred complexity models, our approach provides the interface to support the behavior-diagnosis cooperation for performance analysis, where the tools compute costs of the executed methods and explain the cost growth of the methods using the inferred complexity models,
helping the users make informed decisions on whether certain expensive methods are expected in larger workloads. Experimental results show that our approach infers accurate models with a few iterations in sampling more workloads, and performs much better than the context-insensitive analysis. In addition, the results show that our approach effectively identifies highly impactful WDPBs that cause 10 performance faults.

10.2 Risk Analysis

We next present a few risks involved in using the approaches presented in this dissertation. For an SE task on which our framework is applied, our framework assumes that users’ subtasks and tools’ subtasks are already identified. In other words, our framework does not optimize the task allocation for the users and the tools, but focus on improving the information presented in the interfaces provided by our framework.

Our research on automated test generation is based on the empirical studies that focus on the major types of problems (OCPs and EMCPs) faced by a DSE-based tool, Pex [184], when dealing with complex object-oriented programs. However, when applying test-generation tools on non-object-oriented programs (such as programs written in C) and dynamic-language programs (such as Javascript programs), OCPs are not concerns. The main reason is that these programs allow object fields to be set directly, and thus it is straightforward to generate sequences of method calls to construct object states in such programs. Moreover, certain types of software applications may contain more problems of a specific type. For example, algorithm-based applications tend to have more nested loops, and may have more problems caused by loops [200]. Also, some business applications may contain complex computations of floating-point numbers, posing challenges for constraint solving. Such risks can be alleviated by extending Covana to deal with more types of problems, and more evaluations on various types of software applications.

Our research on mobile privacy control focuses on analyzing TouchDevelop [186] scripts. The risk of generalizing our approach to other mobile-device platforms, such as Android, iOS, and Windows Phone, includes three major points: (1) these other platforms provide a much larger API surface than TouchDevelop and annotating these APIs with sources, sinks, and flow information requires significant efforts; (2) the languages used (Java, C#, or assembly code) provide more ways to obscure flow than in the TouchDevelop language, in particular through indirect calls, or via reflection. Our static analysis needs to be extended with specific techniques to address these issues [73, 79]; (3) indirect flow through mutable storage will require a finer grained heap model than we currently employ (one abstract location per data kind). The static analysis might need to be complemented with dynamic analysis [72, 223] to address such risk.

Our research on extracting ACP rules is evaluated on 37 use cases of iTrust. The iTrust use cases were created based on the use cases in the U.S. Department of Health & Human
Service (HHS) [16] and Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) [8], and evolved and revised by about 70 students and teaching assistants as well as instructors each semester since the iTrust requirements were initially created. Although the public availability and activeness make the iTrust use cases suitable for our subjects, we evaluated our approach on only these limited use cases. To reduce the risk of subject representativeness, for the evaluation of ACP extraction, we further collected 100 ACP sentences from other 17 publicly available sources. Furthermore, we also applied our approach on 25 use cases of a module in a proprietary IBM enterprise application that belongs to the financial domain. Such risk of subject representativeness can be further reduced by conducting more experiments on both open-source and proprietary software projects in various domains.

Our research on performance analysis is evaluated on two open-source GUI applications that belong to daily used productivity tools: file archivers and text editors. These two applications are popular open source applications from the SourceForge repository, and their databases of faults and forums are actively maintained. This risk can be further reduced by more studies on more kinds of GUI applications, including both open-source and proprietary GUI applications.

10.3 Lessons Learned

We next summarize some lessons learned through our research and hope that these lessons would help other researchers (including us) for their future research.

Identifying Research Problems from Real Code Bases. Through the research in this dissertation, we found that empirically investigating real code bases was very important in identifying research problems to work on. Our research on Covana started by applying a state-of-the-art test-generation tool, Pex [184], on complex object-oriented programs, and then we empirically studied the causes to not-covered branches for identifying problems that prevent Pex from achieving high coverage. Such empirical data help us identify OCPs and EMCPs as the major problems, driving our research towards the direction of developing techniques for identifying these two major types of problems. Without investigation of the real code bases, we might still constrain ourselves on the algorithm of symbolic execution used by Pex, and have difficulties in developing the research.

Learning from Related Research Areas. This dissertation demonstrated the potential of combining techniques from different research areas. Our research on extraction of ACP rules (Section 7) adapts techniques from the NLP research and proposes new techniques that work upon the NLP techniques. Our research on user-aware privacy control (Section 7) synergistically combines techniques from both security research and software engineering/programming language (SE/PL) research. These problems come with challenges that are difficult for techniques of SE research to address, but the techniques from other research areas can help address some.
limitations of the techniques in SE search. Thus, it is always good to learn techniques from related research areas.

**Extending Existing Powerful Tools.** Building a prototype to evaluate the feasibility of a research idea is used widely in different research areas. In SE research, evaluating a research idea typically requires developing a tool and applying the tool on some code bases. However, developing a fully-functional tool from scratch requires a lot of efforts, because we need to handle many corner cases that are often engineering issues. Thus, building upon existing powerful tools can save a lot of efforts in handling engineering issues, and give us quick feedback on the effectiveness of our research idea. We implemented Covana (Section 4) and EcoCov (Section 5) as extensions to Pex [184], leveraging Pex’s DSE engine to perform symbolic execution and collect runtime information for our own analysis. Although we need to write extensions to parse the results produced by Pex, the efforts required for the parsing are manageable and allow us to build a prototype quickly.

**Proper Assumptions to Reduce Difficulties of Research Development.** When there are no suitable powerful tools for us to build on, identifying proper assumptions of the research problem to reduce difficulties of research development is important for quick prototyping. Our research on user-aware privacy control (Chapter 6) is implemented in TouchDevelop [186]. TouchDevelop has a script bazaar that allows their users to publish and share their scripts, making it a similar mobile platform as Android, Windows Phone, and iOS. However, applications in TouchDevelop are developed in the TouchDevelop language, which is a simple scripting language that does not allow reflection, `eval`, or native calls to platform APIs, making code analysis easier [108]. Since dealing with these difficulties is not the focus of our research, we propose a simplified language that abstracts away such difficulties with proper assumptions, and implement a static analysis tool that can analyze TouchDevelop scripts for our evaluations.

**Generalization of Research Ideas.** Often the time, we work on a specific research problem and propose techniques to address just the problem. However, when we look back, the techniques that we propose may not be limited to addressing just the specific problem. Our research on Covana (Section 4) focuses on test-generation tools based on DSE tools, but other test-generation tools also face the same problems as the DSE tools, since these tools also need to construct desired object states and deal with external libraries. Thus, the idea proposed in Covana is general to other test-generation tools. Similarly, our research on user-aware privacy control (Section 6) focuses on analyzing TouchDevelop scripts, but the general idea is applicable to other mobile platforms. The essence is to summarize the insight of the idea, and abstract the idea as general as possible.

**Reducing Risks by Conducting Evaluations on Both Open-Source and Proprietary Subjects.** To evaluate SE research, SE researchers typically use open-source projects that are available on Web. Proprietary software projects are developed in a different way than
the open-source projects, and evaluations on proprietary subjects can reveal different insights. Our research on extracting ACP rules (Chapter 7) is evaluated on both open-source and proprietary use cases. We obtain better evaluation results on the proprietary use cases since these use cases are written in a more clear and coherent style. The open-source use cases are maintained by different users who have different backgrounds and worked on the project for a short time. Thus, these use cases are written in different styles and contain many inconsistencies. For example, our evaluation results show that inconsistent names are used to refer to the same role in a few use cases (Section 7.5.5), but such mistakes are rarely seen in proprietary use cases. However, proprietary subjects typically are not publicly available, and typically require a long process to prepare the legal documents for obtaining the accesses to the proprietary subjects. In this case, doing an summer internship in industrial research labs can provide opportunities for working around proprietary software projects.
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